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Abstract 

 

Artificial light at night is a major anthropogenic pollutant. The area of artificially lit land is increasing 

at approximately 2% per year globally, and almost 90% of Europe is now affected by increased night 

sky luminance. The intensity, spectral composition, and timing of light pollution all affect different 

aspects of the physiology and behaviour of individual organisms. Ultimately, these changes can alter 

community structures and the ecology of different ecosystems.  

Among nocturnal arthropods, research on the impacts of light pollution has largely focused on 

community-level effects or broader behavioural ecology. The effects of artificial light masking visual 

cues used in task-specific behaviours have received relatively little attention and there are indications 

that light pollution might obscure a major nocturnal cue, the skylight polarization pattern, but this has 

never been studied in any detail. Similarly, how light pollution might affect the timing of these 

behaviours is also under-studied. This PhD investigates how artificial light at night masks the skylight 

polarization pattern and how the loss of this cue, and the spectral composition and intensity of the 

artificial light, behaviourally impacts both nocturnal central-place foraging spiders of the genus 

Drassodes, and a long-distance migratory moth, Helicoverpa armigera. The major differences in the 

polarization pattern between dark and light-polluted skies across four moon phases and across a light 

pollution radiance gradient were established using imaging polarimetry. The ecological impact of the 

masking effect of light pollution to polarization-guided navigation was assessed using analysis of the 

tethered paths of animals exposed to polarized stimuli. Finally, the ecological impact of light pollution 

on the initiation and timing of nocturnal journeys was examined by observing patterns of activity 

under streetlights of different intensities and spectral compositions.  

The skylight polarization pattern is significantly affected by light pollution which not only affects the 

strength of the polarization pattern, but its spatial and temporal extent. These impacts can occur even 

at low levels of light pollution and are exacerbated by changes in moon luminance across the phases 

of the lunar cycle. This has the potential to disorientate both H. armigera and Drassodes in the wild, 

as well as inhibit or alter time-sensitive navigational behaviour essential for survival with broader 

implications for dispersal, individual fitness, community composition and agroecosystems. Tuning the 

intensity and spectral composition of light pollution may alleviate the magnitude of these impacts 

through reductions in radiance and shifting the spectral character of the light away from short 

wavelengths.  
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1 

Introduction 

 

The global spread of light pollution is a major threat to the nocturnal world[1,2] and is increasing in 

geographical area and intensity[3]. Light pollution can affect the fundamental biology of nocturnal 

animals with significant consequences to population and community ecology. There are numerous 

mechanisms driving such effects, but the interacting ways that artificial light at night affects the visual 

ecology of nocturnal animals is the central theme of this thesis. 

Many nocturnal arthropods use visual cues to guide remarkable feats of navigation with high 

precision, from long-distance migrations to convoluted local journeys. Of these, the skylight 

polarization pattern is a common visual cue used by many diurnal and nocturnal arthropods. Light 

pollution threatens nocturnal navigation by masking celestial visual cues used for orientation and 

compass information[4,5] and disrupting the initiation of nocturnal journeys with the onset of night[6], 

but the consequences for polarization-sensitive arthropods is unknown. This thesis explores the 

potential impacts of light pollution on polarization-guided navigation and patterns of navigational 

activity in two arthropod species: a long-distance migratory moth, Helicoverpa armigera, and a central 

place foraging spider, Drassodes sp.. To begin, the anthropogenic threat of light pollution is 

characterised, followed by its impact on nocturnal navigation and the onset of nocturnal journeys, and 

ending with brief introductions to the two study species selected to investigate the central questions 

of this project.  

 

1.1 Ecological light pollution  

 

Light pollution is a pervasive anthropogenic pollutant that affects human health, climate change, 

biodiversity and conservation, astronomical study, financial economies, and social and cultural 

welfare. As such, light pollution and anthropogenic light at night (ALAN) are broad terms that 

encompass many facets of the study and assessment of light pollution. This thesis focuses on the 

ecological impacts of light pollution on nocturnal arthropods and the following review and discussion 

of the literature is considered within this context only.   
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1.1.1 Properties of ecological light pollution  

Ecological light pollution is an unintended side-effect of artificial light at night that alters the night’s 

natural light environment to the detriment of nocturnal and diurnal animals. Light pollution can be 

categorised as either direct or indirect, depending on its physical characteristics, but the source of 

both is anthropogenic light at night (Fig.1.1)[1]. Direct light pollution refers to illumination caused by 

light emitted from its source and includes the area of intentional illumination as well as any 

unintentionally affected areas (known as light trespass). Indirect light pollution refers to stray light 

reflected upward from its source and often scattered back to the ground through interactions with 

atmospheric components such as water droplets within clouds[7]. Both forms of light pollution 

contribute to urban skyglow, the characteristic diffuse illuminance of the night sky above brightly lit 

areas, which is often visible even at large distances from the sources of the light[7].     

  

Figure 1.1. The different components of light pollution, including direct (yellow 

shaded areas below the white dashed line) and indirect light pollution (yellow shaded 

areas above the white dashed line). Both forms contribute to urban skyglow.   

 

1.1.2 Global spread of ecological light pollution 

Urban expansion and innovations in lighting technology have increased the spatial extent and radiance 

of light pollution by around 2% per year in the past decade[1]. The global spread of light pollution is 

monitored both at ground-level using cameras, light meters, and spectrophotometers, and from space 

using remote sensing data such as that obtained from the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiation Suite Day-

Night Band (VIIRS DNB) on the Suomi National Polar-Orbiting Partnership satellite[1]. The following 

three sections contain research using both methods for a comprehensive summary of the extent and 

characteristics of this anthropogenic pollutant.   
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1.1.2.1 Spatial extent  

The global extent of direct light pollution on the Earth’s land surface was estimated at 23% in 2016[8], 

with indirect pollution reaching 47% between 2012 and 2019[9] (Fig.1.2). The European and North 

American land masses were most notably affected with 88% of Europe and 47% of the USA 

experiencing light-polluted skies[8]. Similarly, an estimated 22% of the world’s marine and coastal 

environments (excluding Antarctica) was affected by light pollution in 2010[10].  

The expansion of light pollution is extending into International Union for the Conservation of Nature 

(IUCN) designated key biodiversity areas (KBAs) and the global protected area system, increasing the 

number of organisms at risk and compromising the effectiveness of protected areas[11,12,13]. On land, 

half of the world’s KBAs were affected by light pollution, with less than a third having pristine night 

skies in 2016[11]. This followed a large increase in the proportion of the world’s protected areas 

exposed to light pollution between 1992 and 2010, particularly in Europe, Asia, and the Americas, 

which saw increases in lit area of 32-42%12]. However, it is important to note that the definitions of 

light-polluted areas conflict between studies and may not be comparable. In marine protected areas, 

35% were estimated to be experiencing light pollution at night in 2012, with 57% of these areas 

experiencing light pollution across the entire protected zone[13].  

Given that the spatial extent of light pollution has been expanding by around 2% per year[1], these 

estimates are expected to have increased by 6-24% since their publication. The current area of the 

world’s surface affected by light pollution may be as high as 53% on land and 46% in marine and 

coastal areas.  
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Figure 1.2. NASA Earth Observatory composite image of the Earth at night in April 

and May 2012, created using data from the VIIRS DNB sensor on the Suomi National 

Polar-Orbiting Partnership satellite. 

1.1.2.2 Radiance 

Current estimates predict that light pollution radiance in the lit areas of the world is increasing by 2.2% 

per year[1] as a result of increased LED lighting, changes in land use type, increases in population 

density, and economic indices[1,14-17]. The relative contribution of streetlights to night sky radiance is 

geographically variable (between 13-56%)[18,19,20] but has been shown to increase threefold following 

the widespread replacement of conventional lamps with LEDs[14,15,16,17,21,22]. Whilst this may be a direct 

result of increased luminance per streetlight, it is also attributed to the increased scattering of blue-

rich light in the atmosphere, increasing skyglow[17,23]. Other factors correlated with increased light 

pollution radiance include economics and associated changes in population structure requiring 

increased illumination, such as increasing per capita and national gross domestic product (GDP), 

population density, and land-use change[1,24,25].   

Spatial and temporal variation in light pollution radiance can be important when assessing the impacts 

of light pollution on nocturnal animals. Nocturnal activity and many nocturnal behaviours of 

arthropods are synchronised with, or dependent on, the reduction in ambient light intensity at night. 

Nightly zenith radiance of indirect light pollution decreases with time, being highest at the start of the 

evening and decreasing by 5-16% per hour[14,26,27]. Thus, the magnitude of the impacts of light pollution 

radiance may change with the progression of night and nocturnal activity may occur unimpeded later 

in the evening. However, crepuscular, or time-sensitive behaviours may be significantly impacted if 

simultaneously occurring with the brightest part of the night.  
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1.1.2.3 Spectral composition 

Many administrative areas worldwide are retrofitting conventional lighting with more energy efficient 

and cost-effective LED lamps to reduce public expenditure and carbon emissions[28-31]. One of the most 

common conventional types being replaced is the high-pressure sodium lamp (HPS). HPS lamps have 

a narrow spectrum range peaking in the red (~600nm) and contain very little blue light, whereas LED 

lamps have a broad spectrum with a peak in the blue (~450nm) (Fig.1.3). As a result, and in addition 

to the radiance changes mentioned above, the transition from HPS to LED lamps causes a shift in the 

spectral composition of light pollution from longer to shorter wavelengths (i.e., from red to blue).  

(a)                                                                                  (b)     

  

Figure 1.3. (a) Emission spectra of a white LED streetlight (dot-dash grey line), a HPS 

streetlight (dashed yellow line), and the natural night sky under a full moon (solid 

blue line). (b) Emission spectra of the natural night sky under a full moon to show the 

shape of the spectrum which is lost when given alongside the higher relative 

irradiance of the LED and HPS streetlights. The spectrum of the night sky is similar in 

shape to daylight, albeit slightly red-shifted, but ~500,000 times weaker in 

irradiance[32]. All measurements were taken in the Hautes-Pyrénées, France, on the 

27th of September 2018 using a QE65000 spectrometer (Ocean Insight Inc.), 

calibrated to a lamp of known spectral output (DH-2000, Ocean Insight Inc.), and a 

wide aperture optical fibre (FT1000UMT - 0.39 NA, Ø1000 µm Core Multimode 

Optical Fibre, Thorlabs LTD.). The natural night spectrum is an average of 6 

measurements and the spectra of both streetlights are an average of 10 

measurements. 

It is well known that arthropods often display a greater sensitivity to shorter wavelengths (perceived 

by humans as UV, blue, green) and less sensitivity to longer wavelengths (yellow, red)[33]. Broad-

spectrum LED light is therefore more likely to result in higher perceived brightness of LEDs compared 
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to HPS, even if the measured irradiances of the two lights are equal[34-37]. Thus, nocturnal arthropods 

are at increased risk of disturbance from LED lights[38-41]. In general, lamps emitting low UV, blue and 

green wavelengths (<550 nm) are considered to be less of a risk to nocturnal arthropods[35,41] leading 

to the suggestion of spectrally tuning LED lights to emit longer wavelengths to minimise risk whilst 

maintaining energy efficiency[34].  

1.1.3 The impacts of ecological light pollution on nocturnal arthropods  

The global spread of light pollution has been identified as a major driver of the decline in insect 

diversity and biomass worldwide[42-45]. The mechanisms of this decline are varied and complex and 

include intraspecific to ecosystem-level effects. Generally, these can be grouped into eight key areas: 

1) physiology, 2) development, 3) movement, 4) foraging, 5) activity patterns, 6) reproduction, 7) 

predation, and 8) communication and competition[10,42-49]. Nonetheless, many of these effects can be 

attributed to one principal impact of light pollution: sensory cue disruption.  

Artificial light at night disrupts the use of celestial and terrestrial visual cues by obscuring the light 

transmitted from the source of the cue[1,6,44,45,46]. Some of these effects will be common across taxa 

and others may be species-specific and vary with ecology, life history, and geographic location, so it is 

important to distinguish interspecific effects when forecasting community-level impacts of light 

pollution. To address this, this thesis will focus on two visually driven behaviours in two evolutionarily 

and ecologically distant arthropod species. The first is the loss of the skylight polarization pattern as a 

navigational cue and its effect on orientation and trajectory selection. The second is the disruption of 

the temporal cue of changing ambient light levels between day and night and its impact on the timing 

of night-time activity. 

 

1.2 Light pollution and cue disruption 

 

1.2.1 The skylight polarization pattern 

1.2.1.1 The polarization of light  

A beam of light consists of many electromagnetic waves propagating through space, each with an 

electric field and magnetic field component that oscillate sinusoidally in orthogonal directions 

compared to the direction of propagation[50,51]. The polarization of light describes the direction and 

distribution of the oscillating electric field vectors of its constituent waves[50,51] (Fig.1.4). The angle of 

polarization (AoP), is the mean axis of oscillation of the constituent electric fields and is typically 

measured between 0 and 180o[50,51]. The degree of polarization (DoP), represents the proportion of 
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waves that are oscillating along this predominant axis and is measured between 0 and 1[50,51]. A third 

property of polarization is the ellipticity which describes the phase relationship between the 

constituent waves. The ellipticity can range between 0 – linear polarization when all the waves are in 

phase and 1 – circular polarization where the is an overall phase difference in the beam[50,51]. However, 

circular and elliptical polarization are rare in nature and so are not considered in this thesis. As such, 

all following descriptions of the polarization of light refers to linear polarization only.  

(a)                                                                                    (b) 

      

Figure 1.4. The polarization characteristics of a beam of light propagating forward in 

space (dashed line). (a) A beam of linearly polarized light with a DoP of 1 and an AoP 

of 0oshown as a single electric field vector field oscillating in the vertical direction 

(blue line) to aid visualisation, in nature the light beam would consist of many 

hundreds of light waves oscillating in the same plane. (b) A beam of unpolarized light 

with a DoP of 0 and no predominant AoP shown as multiple electric field vectors 

oscillating with a uniform angular distribution (coloured lines). Figure taken from 

[50].   

1.2.1.2 The skylight polarization pattern  

The skylight polarization pattern is a visual cue that many diurnal and nocturnal arthropods use for 

navigation[51]. It is created by the Rayleigh scattering of sunlight (solar polarization pattern) or 

moonlight (lunar polarization pattern) in the Earth’s atmosphere by particles (typically nitrogen and 

oxygen) smaller than a wavelength of light[50,51]. The combined axes of the electric fields of the 

scattered light create a gradient in the DoP and AoP relative to the position of the sun or moon, 

forming a characteristic ‘band’ of polarized light in the sky (Fig.1.5). This band covers the entire 

celestial hemisphere and so, represents one of the most conspicuous polarization cues in the 

terrestrial environment[52].  
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                          (a)                                                         (b) 

 

 

Figure 1.5. Photographic polarimetry images of the (a) DoP and (b) AoP of the skylight 

polarization pattern at night during a full moon in the southwest of England, UK, on 

the 28th of June 2018. The approximate position of the full moon is indicated by the 

two arrows.  

Using the solar polarization pattern as an example, nearly all of the light scattered at 90o from the 

angle of incident sunlight (i.e., perpendicular to the sun) has the same AoP producing a wide band of 

polarized light of high DoP (Fig.1.6)[51]. The AoP then changes predictably with increasing distance from 

zenith in either direction, creating a gradient in DoP that reaches near 0 around the sun (solar) and 

directly opposite the sun (antisolar) (Fig.1.6c)[51,53]. This relationship between the AoP and DoP of the 

polarization pattern and the angle of incident light is maintained relative to the position of the sun or 

moon and changes over time with the movement of both celestial bodies (Fig.1.6). These spatial, 

temporal, and physical characteristics are detectable by polarization-sensitive arthropods even if the 

celestial body itself is occluded[54-57]. Thus, AoP and DoP of the skylight polarization pattern, as well as 

being a wide-field visual landmark, combine to provide true celestial compass information from only 

a small patch of visible sky[58,59].   

 

 

 

                    (a)                                                                               (b)                                              
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                                                               (c) 

 

Figure 1.6. The polarization pattern of the sky as viewed by an observer (green point) 

on the ground with the solar/lunar zenith (yellow point and solid yellow line) relative 

to the observer at (a) ~45o, (b) ~90o, (c) and ~0o positions. The AoP of the pattern is 

indicated by the orientation of the dashed lines and the DoP of the pattern is 

indicated by the width of the dashed. The movement of the sun/moon relative to its 

starting position is shown by the dashed yellow line. Illustration by Martin How. 

1.2.1.3 Fundamental biological sensing of skylight polarization in arthropods  

The biological detection of the polarization of light is commonly divided into two types: polarization 

sensitivity and polarization vision[51,52]. An animal with polarization sensitivity could show a differential 

sensitivity to the polarization of light but may not be able to determine differences between 

polarization and chromatic and brightness information[51]. An animal with polarization vision on the 

other hand, can distinguish between two objects of similar size, shape and other visual properties 

based on the polarization of light alone, i.e. it is not influenced by the intensity or spectral composition 

of the light[51,52]. True polarization vision has yet to be behaviourally demonstrated in any animal but 

is assumed in those capable of polarization-guided navigation due to the inherent need to obtain 

directional information through the unambiguous detection of the skylight polarization pattern[51,52,60]. 

Navigation using the skylight polarization pattern is common to several major orders of arthropods, 

including Lepidoptera[61,62], Coleoptera[63], Araneae[64], Hymenoptera[65], Diptera[66], Decapoda[67], 

Orthoptera[59,68], and Stomatopoda[69]. The mechanism for detecting polarization is remarkably similar 
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amongst them and is typically restricted to the optical architecture of skyward-facing eyes or dorsal 

margins of compound eyes[58]. Generally, polarized light will only be absorbed by an eye if the AoP of 

light with a DoP that is within the animal’s detection threshold is parallel with the mean orientation 

of the visual pigments[70]. In arthropods, the trans-membrane visual pigments are found in tube-like 

microvillar projections from the photoreceptor cells (Fig.1.7). The geometry of these microvilli 

naturally places a greater proportion of the visual pigments parallel with the long axis of the 

photoreceptors[70]. This creates a built-in dichroism, i.e., a capability to selectively absorb polarized 

light of different polarization angles[70].  

 

Figure 1.7. The photoreceptor anatomy responsible for detecting the polarization of 

light in arthropod visual systems. (a) Opsins (black lines) in the membranes of the 

microvilli (tubes) of the photoreceptor cells are aligned along the long axis of the 

microvilli. Figure taken from [60]. (b) A model of the longitudinal view of a 

photoreceptor cell in Drosophila showing the photoreceptor cell body and its 

microvilli projections that form the light-sensitive rhabdomere of the ommatidia of a 

compound eye. Figure modified from [71].   

Arthropod polarization detectors range from simple perpendicular orientated eyes in the Araneae[64] 

to sophisticated fan-shaped arrays of microvilli aligned in multiple orientations in insects[58]. In the 

compound eyes of insects, the polarization-sensitive ommatidia are restricted to the top few rows of 

the dorsal-most part of the eye[72] (known as the dorsal rim area or DRA) (Fig.1.8a). Each patch of sky 

is analysed by groups of rhabdomeres (the part of the ommatidia containing the light-sensitive 

microvilli of the photoreceptors) with microvilli of many orientations spread in a fan-shape across the 

anterior-posterior DRA (Fig.1.8a). Ommatidia with microvilli of similar orientations, which are 

(b) 

(a) 
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therefore sensitive to similar angles of polarization, are grouped into a common neural signal and 

processed in the POL-neurons in the medulla of the optic lobe[52,73]. These POL-neurons selectively 

analyse and compare the signal strength (i.e. number of photons absorbed) from groups of ommatidia 

at axes of orientations that span the field of view of the DRA[74], in field crickets these axes are around 

10o, 60o, and 120o[73] (Fig.1.8b). Therefore, each point of a 360o compass can be characterized by a 

particular response ratio of the POL-neurons[52], resulting in the whole-sky analysis that depends on 

the AoP and DoP of skylight polarization[58].  

(a)                                                         (b) 

                

Figure 1.8. (a) The distribution and orientation of microvilli (position and direction of 

‘T’ symbols) in the DRA of a field cricket (Gryllus campestris). (b) The three types of 

POL-neurons in the medulla of the optic lobe of a field cricket tuned to three distinct 

electric field vector orientations of polarized light at 10o, 60o, and 120o (shown by the 

histogram of angles eliciting firing in the POL-neurons) relative to the axis of the head. 

Figure taken from [73].  

In the skyward-facing posterior median eyes (PMEs) of some gnaphosid spiders, the optical anatomy 

responsible for skylight polarization detection is simpler, but less is known about the neural circuitry 

involved in subsequent processing. The microvilli of the photoreceptors in the PMEs are aligned with 

the long axis of the eye and contained within a V-shaped reflecting tapetum[75] (Fig.1.9). Light with an 

AoP parallel to the long axis of the eye is reflected more strongly by the tapetum, enhancing the 

intrinsic polarization sensitivity of the eyes[75] (Fig.1.9c). The AoP and DoP of the skylight entering the 

two eyes results in differential absorption of that light and consequently, a differential output due to 

the opponent processing of the orthogonally aligned left and right eyes[75]. Which neurons and parts 
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of the brain are involved is currently unknown, but comparative to the neural circuitry of the three 

POL-neuron system of the field cricket (Fig.1.8), gnaphosid spiders are likely to have a one POL-neuron 

system where the signals from the two eyes converge and are processed downstream. It is speculated 

that a single POL-neuron system would be inferior to a three POL-neuron system for navigation, but 

this has not yet been tested behaviourally[52]. The lens of the PMEs in some spiders has very low 

focusing power and are unlikely to form sharp images[75]. A lack of focusing optics means that the 

photoreceptors will have a wide visual field[75] suitable for the detection of a wide-field visual cue like 

the skylight polarization pattern. Coupled with the polarization-enhancing properties of the V-shaped 

tapetum, this suggests that the PMEs of some gnaphosid spiders have been adapted for the sole 

function of skylight polarization detection[75].  

(a)                                                                            (b) 

                                                                       

Figure 1.9. The optical anatomy of the polarization-sensitive posterior-median eye of 

Drassodes cupreus. (a) The retina of the eye showing the highly ordered spatial 

organisation of the photoreceptors (scale bar, 20 μm). (b) An electron micrograph of 

the boxed region in (a) showing the microvilli of the photoreceptors arranged parallel 

with the long axis of the eye (scale bar, 1 μm). (c) Schematic of the photoreceptors 

within the V-shaped reflecting tapetum and the path of incoming light inside the eye 

(arrow) following reflection by the tapetum (dashed arrow). Figure modified from 

[75].   

 

 

 

(c) 
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1.2.1.4 Navigation using the lunar polarization pattern in arthropods  

Navigation using the polarization pattern at night has been demonstrated behaviourally in 

Orthoptera[59]
, Coleoptera[63,74], Araneae[75], and the Hymenoptera[76,77]. All of these orders include 

species that are central place foragers, requiring accurate navigation for nest location following 

foraging excursions. In Coleoptera, dung beetles also use the polarization pattern for straight-line 

orientation when dung-rolling to maintain the most direct course away from the dung pile and prevent 

conspecific competition[63]. In other nocturnal insects with a DRA, polarization-guided navigation can 

only be assumed based on anatomical evidence or behavioural evidence from diurnal relatives.  

In both nocturnal and diurnal lepidopterans, polarization-guided navigation is ambiguous despite 

evidence of a DRA in an abundance of species[62,78-83]. This has only been investigated behaviourally in 

a diurnal migrator, the monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus), with conflicting results[62,84]. Reppert et 

al. (2004) showed strong directional changes in individuals inside a flight simulator following a 90o 

rotation of an overhead polarized cue[62]. However, Stalleicken et al. (2005) found limited directional 

changes to the same stimulus[84]. Furthermore, Stalleicken et al. (2005) found no evidence that the 

DRA plays a role in time-compensation of D. plexippus’ sun compass when the DRA was occluded in a 

flight simulator experiment. However, both Stalleicken et al. (2006) and Heinze & Reppert (2011) 

recorded strong intracellular responses to changing AoPs in the ommatidia and sun-compass neurons 

of the D. plexippus DRA[61,85], respectively. It is clear there is still much to be discovered about the 

functional role of the DRA in the lepidopteran visual system and the importance of skylight 

polarization to lepidopteran navigation.    

1.2.1.5 Light pollution and navigation using the lunar polarization pattern in arthropods  

Generally, light from artificial sources is unpolarized (or with a DoP <0.09[86]) and, when mixed with 

skylight polarization pattern, reduces the proportion of polarized light reaching the ground[86]. This 

mixing depolarizes the skylight, diluting the DoP of the polarization pattern, and potentially 

compromises it as a navigational cue. Previous studies have shown that urban skyglow can decrease 

the mean DoP of the lunar polarization pattern of a full moon from 0.29 to 0.11[86], and the magnitude 

of this effect is expected to increase during moon phases of lower illuminance[87]. Whether such a 

reduction is significant to navigation depends on an animal’s threshold for detection of polarization[58]. 

In diurnal arthropods, honeybees still performed accurate ‘waggle dances’ to direct conspecifics to 

areas of skylight of 0.10 DoP[88], whilst diurnal dung beetles can reorientate  to a change in AoP at 

degrees of polarization of 0.11[89]. In nocturnal arthropods, reorientation to polarized light of 0.05-

0.07 DoP has been shown in the field cricket (Gryllus campestris L.), with some individuals 
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reorientating to light as low as 0.03 DoP[59]. In the dung beetle Escarabaeus satyrus, reorientation 

occurred at an estimated average threshold of detection at 0.11 DoP[87]. All these known behavioural 

thresholds for polarization sensitivity are close to the observed reductions in the DoP of the 

polarization pattern caused by light pollution[86]. However, there is very limited studies within the 

scientific literature that have investigated the link between light pollution and polarization-guided 

navigation.  

The current literature on insect navigation demonstrate declining orientation performance when 

certain celestial cues are removed, reduced, or misaligned[76,87,90,91,92]. A flexible navigational system is 

advantageous when moving through environments that experience daily and seasonal changes in 

meteorological conditions and celestial cycles. However, the addition of anthropogenic light pollution, 

a stable and persistent mask of natural visual cues, could potentially eliminate the use of cues like the 

polarization pattern across a large geographical area[1]. Therefore, the masking effect of light pollution 

on skylight polarization is expected to impact navigational performance, forcing individuals to rely on 

a reduced set of cues, follow an erroneous trajectory, or become disorientated depending on the 

magnitude of the effect[59,89-94].  

It is notable that anthropogenic air pollution also reduces the DoP of the skylight polarization 

pattern[95,96]. Aerosols increase the scattering of light in the atmosphere, which changes the 

distribution of the AoP of skylight [96]. The effect of air pollution on skylight polarization may be 

significant, but the concentration of aerosol pollutants is highly variable at multiple spatial and 

temporal scales, making it difficult to assess[97,98]. Given that air pollution concentration and light 

pollution radiance are likely to co-occur in urban areas, the effects of both are likely to exacerbate 

impacts to navigating arthropods.  

1.2.2 The dark sky at night    

1.2.2.1 Patterns of activity and circadian rhythms  

Synchronisation of circadian rhythms with the astronomical clock occurs through entrainment to diel 

changes in the external environment (Zeitgebers), the predominant Zeitgeber being the change in 

ambient light between night and day[99]. Many fundamental biological processes are tuned to this 

external cycle, including gene expression[100,101], metabolic processes[102], activity[103,104,105], and trophic 

interactions[106]. Their ubiquity across plant and animal phyla highlights the critical importance of 

circadian rhythms for survival.   
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1.2.2.2 Fundamental tuning of activity patterns to skylight in arthropods 

The mechanism by which circadian rhythms are synchronised to the astronomical clock is also 

putatively ubiquitous across species[99]. Generally, genes and proteins interact in a molecular feedback 

loop, known as the transcription-translation feedback loop (TTFL), to generate complex behaviours[99]. 

Although some of the molecular components vary across kingdoms, the TFFL mechanism is a 

fundamental characteristic of biological clocks in all organisms[99]. In arthropods, gene expression and 

the synthesis of related proteins are entrained to ambient light, which regulates cellular activity and 

related behavioural or physiological activity to a near 24-hour rhythm[99]. Entrainment of this loop with 

ambient light occurs through the regulation of clock gene transcription by the blue-sensitive visual 

pigment, cryptochrome (Cry), found in clock neurons in the compound eyes and other light sensitive 

organs of arthropods[101,107,108,109]. Indeed, Cry and its relevant clock gene families have been linked to 

diverse and important biological processes such as the timing of seasonal spawning[110] and 

migration[111,112], time compensation[113], reproductive cycles[114], and initiating diapause[115,116,117]. 

However, general activity (i.e. whenever the animal is not at rest, including foraging, movement, etc.), 

both seasonal and diel, is the most rudimentary but arguably fundamental behaviour that is 

modulated by light-entrained circadian rhythms[118,119,120]. 

1.2.2.3 The night sky and activity in nocturnal arthropods  

Almost all arthropods restrict their activity to the parts of the day that are most advantageous for their 

specific ecological niche. In nocturnal lepidopterans, the onset of flight[105,120,121,122], eclosion[123], 

courtship[124], and calling[125] are all entrained to the 24-hour light cycle. Typically, these behaviours 

occur when ambient light drops to 0-10 lux[105,120,122] during the early evening[120]. The onset of flight 

only occurs if this drop in illumination occurs at the ‘correct’ time as anticipated by the animal’s 

biological clock[120], suggesting that the onset of flight is not triggered by a threshold light intensity 

alone and is indeed a true circadian activity rhythm. Similarly, a latency between falling light levels 

and the onset of flight suggests that flight only occurs following a physiological “preparatory 

process”[122], likely to reflect the changes in gene expression occurring in the clock neurons at dusk, 

providing further evidence that the onset of flight is mediated by an internal biological clock.    

In the Araneae, burrow emergence[75,104,126,127,128] and possibly web-building[129] are entrained to the 

24-hour light cycle. Less is known about the mechanisms and molecular components of the Araneae 

biological clock but, like many other organisms, entrainment to ambient light is likely to occur through 

a visual pathway[130]. The drop in illumination required to trigger the initiation of such behaviours is 

unknown in Araneae but is expected to be similar to some nocturnal lepidopterans (<10 lux) based on 

comparable circadian activity profiles[75,105]. 
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1.2.2.4 Light pollution and activity in nocturnal arthropods  

Artificial light pollution alters the photoperiod (day length) of the 24-hour day/night cycle[6,48,131] and 

increases the brightness of the night sky[1]. This can extend the perceived day length and mask the 

natural changes in ambient light levels that are responsible for triggering or suppressing activity[6,48]. 

Such disruption to the light cycle can affect both the initiation and the rhythm of activity in arthropods 

with direct effects on movement and dispersal[132,133,134], mating[132,135], foraging[136,137,138] and 

parasitism[139]. Given that lepidopteran activity is initiated when ambient light levels reduce to <10 lux, 

it is plausible that light pollution of similar or greater intensity will cause some maladaptive changes 

in behaviour in many nocturnal arthropods. In the EU and parts of the USA, streetlighting regulation 

limits the horizontal lux illuminance of major and minor roads to between 1 and 50 lux depending on 

road class, roads with vehicular traffic restricted to 7.5-50 lux and cycle and pedestrian paths restricted 

to 1-15 lux[140,141]. Skyglow luminance is lower, typically resulting in night-time brightness of between 

0.01-1.1 lux depending on cloud cover[142], but similar lux values have been shown to alter the timing 

of flight behaviour in some moth species[120,122]. Therefore, both direct and indirect light pollution can 

increase the brightness of the night sky to levels above those required to initiate nocturnal activity 

and are likely to result in the loss of the natural day/night light cycle as a cue for circadian rhythm 

entrainment.      

The magnitude of the effects of light pollution on nocturnal activity is likely to vary with brightness 

and spectral composition as mentioned in section 1.1. The effects will be species-specific and depend 

on the absolute sensitivities of different visual systems, which vary with visual pigment composition, 

eye morphology, and optical filtering[143]. Similarly, impacts will also differ with the spectral 

composition of the light, which can vary substantially depending on the lighting technology (see 

section 1.1.2.3), and the spectral sensitivity of the species. Indeed, among lepidopterans, light rich in 

short wavelengths is more likely to disrupt flight[144-147] and inhibit foraging[148] and reproduction[135]. 

Establishing brightness thresholds and the impact of spectral composition on nocturnal activity in a 

wide range of species is critically important for the effective mitigation of light pollution. If the effect 

of brightness and spectral composition on activity is similar across a range of species, as current 

evidence suggests[120,122,144,147,149,150], then simple mitigation measures such as reducing the number 

and intensity of lights and tuning the spectrum of the light could have widespread benefits across the 

nocturnal world.    
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1.3 Study species 

 

In the hope of identifying common impacts of light pollution across the arthropod phylum, two 

arthropod taxa of considerably different ecologies and life histories, but with shared navigational 

strategies, were chosen for comparison. This will broaden the scope of this work, increase our 

understanding of the adverse effects of light pollution on the ecology of invertebrates, and provide 

evidence for informed and effective mitigation of light pollution. Both species are widespread across 

Europe and can be reliably collected in high numbers.  

1.3.1 Helicoverpa armigera (Hübner, 1808) 

Helicoverpa armigera (previously classified in Heliothis[151]), known as the scarce bordered straw or 

the cotton bollworm, is a polyphagous migratory moth in the family Noctuidae (Order: Lepidoptera). 

Its larval stage is a significant agricultural pest responsible for annual economic losses in high-value 

crops such as cotton, soybean, tobacco, and pulses worldwide[151]. It is distributed throughout the 

tropical and temperate regions of the world; where H. armigera is well established, adults undergo 

impressive seasonal migrations to exploit temporary changes in food availability and suitable breeding 

grounds.  

Life history and ecology 

The significance of H. armigera as an agricultural pest is attributed to its polyphagy, fecundity, and 

ability to undergo both facultative migration (adults) and diapause (pupae) in response to 

unfavourable conditions[151]. Sexually mature females will lay several clutches of up to 3000 eggs 

across a given year, depending on host plant availability and seasonal weather[151]. After hatching and 

development, larvae in the pre-pupal stage burrow beneath the soil and enter facultative diapause 

depending on latitude and season, triggered by shortening days and dropping temperatures, and over-

winter as pupae until favourable conditions return in the spring[152,153]. Adults can similarly avoid 

seasonal weather changes and unfavourable conditions for feeding (low nectar sources) and 

reproduction (low host plant abundance) by facultative migration[154,155]. Generally, migration occurs 

en masse in sexually immature adults and is triggered by a suite of cues including day length, 

temperature, weather conditions, and nectar/host plant availability, although the exact triggering 

mechanisms are unknown[151,154]. Migratory flights last ~2-5 days[156-159], during which individuals can 

cover distances of ~400 km per night by utilising high-altitude airstreams (>150 m above ground-

level)[160,161,162] for up to 11 hours of flight[158,161,162]. In Europe, this equates to impressive seasonal 

journeys of >1000 km between northern Europe and North Africa[151].  
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Adult nocturnal activity patterns  

Adult H. armigera synchronise nocturnal flight with dusk, when ambient light levels are between 0-10 

lux[105], but the facultative nature of migration in this species means that flight characteristics vary 

with season, geographic location, and maturity[105,123,162,163,164]. If adults eclose during a favourable 

season when nectar sources are plentiful, then flight activity is short in distance and duration, 

beginning at dusk and lasting around an hour[123]. Sexually mature adults under the same conditions 

initiate flight at similar times but show two flight activity peaks of 1-2 hours in the first and second 

halves of the night[105,123,163] and cover larger distances to find mates and oviposition sites[123]. 

Conversely, if adults eclose during an unfavourable season when food sources are low, many 

individuals will initiate migratory flight. Nonetheless, migratory flight begins immediately after dusk 

and lasts up to 11 hours before dropping significantly around dawn[105,161,162]. Research also suggests 

that the timing of migration is influenced by moonlight, possibly due to the lunar azimuth and the 

lunar polarization pattern being an important navigational cue[163,165,166]. However, discrepancies 

between relative catch rates in light and pheromone traps brings into question the reliability of data 

collected from bright light traps on evenings of low moon illuminance[164]. Irrespective of flight 

motivation and the lunar cycle, H. armigera synchronises the start of flight with dusk, emphasising the 

critical importance of this period for the entrainment of circadian rhythms in adult nocturnal activity.  

Polarization vision in the DRA 

A DRA has not yet been identified in H. armigera by histological, or physiological methods. However, 

specialised dorsal ommatidia that assist polarization-guided navigation are well-conserved within 

hexapods[72] and a DRA has been identified in several lepidopteran species  of similar ecology and 

morphology[79-83,167]. Generally, the lepidopteran DRA comprises ~100 ommatidia distributed across 2-

4 rows[85,168] at the base of the antenna[80,85,167,168] (Fig.1.10). The rhabdoms and POL-neurons of the 

DRA detect skylight polarization using opponent processing as described in section 1.2.1.3 and 

probably have high polarization sensitivity[85,167] similar to the DRA of the compound eyes of other 

insects[169-172]. However, behavioural thresholds of polarization sensitivity are yet to be established in 

the Lepidoptera. The spectral sensitivity of the lepidopteran DRA is also likely to be consistent with 

other insects, with peak sensitivities in the UV, blue, or green[85,167]. Indeed, short- (~400 nm), medium- 

(~550 nm), and longer-wavelength (>550 nm) sensitive opsins have been identified in the compound 

eyes of H. armigera[100] but their distribution across the eye is unknown. 
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Figure 1.10. A reconstructed 3D image of the of the right eye of Helicoverpa armigera, 

with the approximate location of a potentially polarization-sensitive DRA indicated 

by the blue shaded area. Produced in Avizo Lite v9.4 (Thermo Fisher) using 

radiographic projections acquired during synchrotron X-ray microtomography at 

beamline I13-2 of Diamond Light Source (Harwell, UK). 

1.3.2 Drassodes spp. 

Species within the genus Drassodes (Order: Araneae) are members of the family of spiders known as 

the ground spiders (Gnaphosidae) due to their use of active hunting rather than the prey-capture web 

commonly associated with spiders[173,174]. They are distributed throughout the tropical and temperate 

regions of the world, with >20 species found in Europe and three species found in the UK[173,174]. Two 

of the most common and widespread species in Europe and the UK, Drassodes cupreus (Blackwall, 

1834) and Drassodes lapidosus (Walckenaer, 1802), are anatomically indistinct and share similar 

habitat preferences[173]. As such, it is assumed that the individuals used in the experiments of the 

following chapters are both Drassodes cupreus and Drassodes lapidosus. As the two species are 

anatomically and ecologically indistinguishable, their behavioural responses are expected to be similar 

and the inclusion of both is not expected to affect the results of the experiments.  

Life history and ecology 

Drassodes spp., commonly known as the stone spiders, has a strong association with rocky habitats 

and rocky features within grassland and heathland such as dry-stone walls[173]. During the day, 

Drassodes spp. shelter in silken retreats between stones or grassy tussocks, emerging in the evening 

0.5mm 
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to forage[173]. They are aggressive nocturnal hunters of ground-dwelling arthropods, including other 

spiders, that they actively chase and immobilise with silk before consuming[173,175]. As  central place 

foragers, Drassodes spp. return to their retreats after feeding, with evidence that they use the skylight 

polarization pattern to guide the homeward trajectory[75]. The duration and distance of these foraging 

and homing journeys are unknown. Adults are active in the spring and summer, when females will lay 

up to ~50 eggs in silk cocoons that she will then guard until the spiderlings hatch and disperse 

(unpublished observation). Drassodes spp. are predominantly solitary, but mature males can 

sometimes be found in the retreats of late-instar juvenile females with whom they will mate upon 

reaching sexual maturity[173].  

Nocturnal activity patterns  

Drassodes spp. synchronise nocturnal foraging activity with dusk[75] with maximum peaks in activity 

occurring immediately after sunset and remaining high for around 4 hours, before declining to very 

low levels of activity before dawn[75]. Variation in activity patterns in relation to life history stage is 

unknown, as are the effects of unfavourable conditions and prey availability on foraging 

characteristics. Nonetheless, the entrainment of foraging activity to dusk emphasises the critical 

importance of the natural 24-hour light cycle to foraging success.   

Polarization vision in the PMEs 

The physiological basis of skylight polarization detection in the PMEs of Drassodes spp. is described in 

section 1.2.1.3. Generally, polarization information detected by each eye is thought to be converted 

to a signal and the relative signal strength from the two perpendicular PMEs (Fig 1.11) are presumably 

compared through opponent processing[75]. The polarization sensitivity of the PMEs is high, similar to 

the DRA of some insects[169-172]. However, like the lepidopterans, a behavioural threshold of 

polarization detection is yet to be established in any spider. The spectral sensitivity of the Drassodes 

spp. PMEs was also consistent with the DRA of insects and other spiders[85,167,176], with wavelengths of 

maximum absorbance at 350 nm and 500 nm[75]. As the PMEs lack image-forming optics, polarization 

information may be integrated across the visual field of the whole eye (~60°)[75]. Thus, unlike the 

Ledpioptera, Drassodes sp. almost certainly cannot detect high-resolution spatial information from 

the skylight polarization pattern such as gradients in DoP and AoP. It has been suggested that such an 

eye design is best suited for the detection of the polarization pattern at dusk and dawn, when the AoP 

and DoP gradients are more uniform, and that Drassodes spp. synchronises peak foraging activity with 

dusk to maximise the efficacy of polarization-guided navigation[75]. However, Drassodes spp. are active 

throughout the night and the length and duration of their journeys is unknown; individuals may begin 
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their outward journey around sunset and forage for several hours post-sunset before returning to 

their retreats.  

 

Figure 1.11. A reconstructed 3D image of the head of Drassodes sp., the ventral 

section of the chelicera containing the fangs are cropped, the location of the 

polarization-sensitive PMEs are shown by the blue shaded areas. Produced in Avizo 

Lite v9.4 (Thermo Fisher) using radiographic projections acquired during synchrotron 

X-ray microtomography at beamline I13-2 of Diamond Light Source (Harwell, UK). 

 

1.4 Research questions 

 

This PhD project aims to answer important questions on the physical and behavioural mechanisms 

linking light pollution to widespread insect declines, with a particular emphasis on the effect of cue 

disruption on polarization-guided navigation and the timing of nocturnal activity. Previous research 

comparing skylight DoP in an urban and non-urban location has demonstrated that light pollution 

diminishes the skylight polarization pattern[86], but nocturnal skylight is dynamic and the spatial and 

temporal changes in skylight polarization under light pollution across the lunar cycle is yet to be 

documented. Therefore, the first question was, 1. How does light pollution affect the characteristics 

of the skylight polarization pattern across the lunar cycle (chapter 2)? Similarly, the relationship 

between light pollution radiance and the characteristics of the skylight polarization pattern has yet to 

be established, so, the second question was, 2. How does the diminishing effect of light pollution on 

the skylight polarization pattern change with radiance (chapter 2)? This led to the related question, 

1mm 
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3. Does a model of the nocturnal arthropod visual system show a similar relationship between light 

pollution radiance and the detection of the polarization pattern (chapter 2)?   

The answer to these initial research questions informed the development of a behavioural assay to 

test for the effect of a diminished polarization pattern on polarization-guided navigation in H. 

armigera and Drassodes sp.. There is no research on the effects of light pollution on polarization-

guided navigation, nor on the mechanisms that might drive such effects, and polarization-guided 

navigation has yet to be discovered in any nocturnal lepidopteran despite phylogenetic and 

morphological indications it might be present. Additionally, behavioural thresholds of polarization 

sensitivity are largely unknown across the arthropod phyla, so how such thresholds correspond to the 

spatial and temporal degradation of the skylight polarization pattern by light pollution has yet to be 

explored. It was therefore also important to establish 4. How does light pollution affect polarization-

guided navigation in moths (chapter 3) and spiders (chapter 4)?, and 5. What are the behavioural 

thresholds of polarization detection in moths and spiders and how do they correlate with light 

pollution radiance (chapter 4)?  

Preliminary experiments and observations of the behaviour of H. armigera and Drassodes sp. in the 

wild led to additional questions about the effects of light pollution on the more fundamental aspects 

of behaviour, most notably the nocturnal activity patterns in flight and foraging. Light is a major 

Zeitgeber for the entrainment of activity and light pollution increases the brightness of the night sky 

which led to the question, 6. Does light pollution affect the timing and onset of migratory flight and 

foraging in moths and spiders (chapter 5)? It is well known that the visual systems of most arthropods 

are maximally sensitive to shorter wavelengths, which has raised concerns within the scientific 

community about the impact of the global transition from long-wavelength-shifted lighting technology 

to short-wavelength rich LEDs. There is much literature on the impacts of different lighting 

technologies on lepidopteran behaviour and abundance but little on the onset of migratory flight, and 

there is no existing research on the impacts of artificial light of any kind on ground spiders. Therefore, 

the final questions were, 7. How does artificial light of different spectral compositions affect the 

timing of flight and foraging behaviour in spiders and moths (chapter 5)? and the related question, 

8. Does the magnitude of this effect scale with radiance (chapter 5)? 

These questions will establish how different characteristics of light pollution affects the availability of 

important visual cues for navigation, and how this might subsequently impair effective navigation and 

the timing and initiation of nocturnal journeys. In working to answer them, this project will open new 

research avenues for determining behavioural links between light pollution and the global loss of 
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invertebrate biodiversity and provide evidence of specific relevance for mitigating the impacts of light 

pollution on the nocturnal world.    
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2 

Light pollution and the skylight polarization pattern 

 

This chapter contains measurements of the temporal and spatial characteristics of the skylight 

polarization pattern taken using photographic polarimetry at several sites across Europe. This work 

describes major differences in the polarization pattern between dark and light-polluted skies across 

four moon phases and explores the relationship between light pollution radiance and the availability 

of the lunar polarization pattern as a navigational cue. These findings are placed in the context of 

Helicoverpa armigera and Drassodes sp. visual systems as species that use navigation for long distance 

migrations and central place foraging walks, respectively. These results inform the experiments 

described in chapters 3-5 to test the effects of light pollution on the activity and navigation of 

Helicoverpa armigera and Drassodes sp. 

Contributions: Myself and my supervisors, Nicholas Roberts (University of Bristol) and Lauren Sumner-

Rooney (Leibniz Institute for Biodiversity and Evolution Research), collected the data. I collected and 

embedded the heads of Drassodes sp. and H. armigera in resin to be scanned by myself and Lauren 

Sumner-Rooney at beamline I13-2 of Diamond Light Source. Nicholas Roberts produced the 

photographic polarimetry images and modelled the photoreceptor contrast. I performed the data 

analysis and authored the chapter in discussion with my supervisors.  

 

2.1 Background 

 

The skylight polarization pattern is a ‘band’ of polarized light created by the Rayleigh scattering of 

sunlight or moonlight in the Earth’s atmosphere[1]. The distribution of both the angles and degrees of 

polarization of the scattered light creates a pattern that depends on the position of the sun or moon. 

This pattern is used by many polarization-sensitive arthropods as a wide-field visual landmark or for 

the acquisition of compass information for orientation during nocturnal journeys (see chapter 1, 

section 1.2.1). The pattern is a reliable visual cue as the physical characteristics that inform orientation 

persist under a range of meteorological conditions, under canopy cover, and in water[2-5]. However, at 

night, urban skyglow caused by light pollution reduces the degree of polarization (DoP) of the lunar 
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polarization pattern[6]potentially compromising navigation in nocturnal arthropods, with subsequent 

implications for species fitness and dispersal[7-11]. Such impacts are likely to worsen as light pollution 

increases in both geographic range and intensity[6].  

At dusk, the relative contribution of sunlight and moonlight to the polarization pattern changes. The 

solar polarization pattern is dominant in the sky until the sun drops >12o below the horizon at sunset, 

when it is superseded by the lunar polarization pattern[12,13]. At sunrise the same sequence happens 

in reverse. The lunar contribution is a strong function of the phases in the lunar cycle which defines 

the percentage of illumination, azimuth, and time of moon rise[6,12,13]. If the moon is not illuminated, 

does not rise during the night, or is occluded by overcast conditions, no skylight polarization pattern 

will be present following sunset.  However, the behaviour of the lunar polarization pattern is relatively 

unexplored, particularly in the context of species-dependent considerations. Given that any nocturnal 

navigation using the skylight polarization pattern cannot occur in the absence of moonlight, 

determining the relationship between the lunar polarization pattern and moon phase is fundamental 

to our understanding of nocturnal navigation. 

Similarly, urban skyglow caused by anthropogenic light pollution reduces the DoP of the lunar 

polarization pattern by depolarizing the skylight through the addition of unpolarized (or marginally 

polarized) artificial light[6], which may affect navigational performance in nocturnal arthropods (see 

chapter 1, section 1.2.1.5). As the radiance of light pollution increases, so does the magnitude of the 

effect on the DoP[6]. However, the relationship between light pollution radiance and the DoP of the 

skylight polarization pattern is unknown. Furthermore, previous photographic polarimetry 

measurements did not image the whole sky and were taken at single times and locations[6], giving no 

insight to the temporal and spatial impacts of light pollution or the relationship with radiance. 

Characterising these fundamental relationships, with consideration of the parallel effect of lunar 

phase, is crucial for the accurate assessment of the impacts of light pollution on polarization-guided 

navigation.  

The absolute DoP and angle of polarization (AoP) of the skylight polarization pattern do not directly 

inform the navigational maps and compasses of arthropods[14]. Arthropod visual systems can only 

detect the relative signal strength from two or more visual channels tuned to differing angles of 

polarization, e.g., from two eyes or populations of photoreceptors orientated perpendicular to each 

other. These are compared downstream using neural opponency mechanisms and ultimately the 

information relevant to an animal that is provided by the polarization of light  relies on the polarization 

contrast between the two populations of photoreceptors (see chapter 1, section 1.2.1.3)[14,15,16]. 

Assuming the visual system is monochromatic[15], or can discriminate polarization from intensity and 
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chromatic visual channels (i.e., true polarization vision)[17,18], this opponent processing gives 

information on the DoP, AoP, and overall intensity of the skylight polarization pattern that the animal 

can use to determine its trajectory[14]. Modelling this signal opponency mechanism is more ecologically 

relevant than measuring absolute DoP and AoP alone, as it can provide species-specific measurements 

on the impacts of light pollution on the use of the skylight polarization pattern for navigation. 

However, such models for the detection of the lunar polarization pattern are limited, and it is unclear 

how the output of theoretical modelling relates to absolute DoP and AoP values. Comparative 

investigations using both theoretical and experimental methods will help to determine the validity 

and true ecological relevance of polarization contrast models of the lunar polarization pattern.  

2.1.1 Aims and hypotheses 

This work aims to identify the major impacts of light pollution on the spatial and temporal 

characteristics of the skylight polarization pattern, and to measure the relationship between light 

pollution radiance and the availability of the lunar polarization pattern as a navigational cue. Using 

photographic polarimetry, we first compared the characteristics of the polarization pattern between 

an area of high light pollution and low light pollution in two simultaneous time-series measurements 

from sunset to true night, across four moon phases. We then took single photographic polarimetry 

measurements along a light pollution gradient across Europe to establish the relationship between 

the characteristics of the skylight polarization pattern and light pollution radiance. These 

measurements were then used to calculate photoreceptor contrast for Drassodes sp. and Helicoverpa 

armigera for each of the sampled sites across Europe. Photoreceptor contrast is a metric that 

considers the DoP and AoP of the polarization pattern and the field of view (FoV) of a given visual 

system to represent how the polarization pattern is perceived by an animal. 

 

2.2 Materials and methods 

 

2.2.1 Zenith light pollution radiance    

Light pollution radiance values for all the sites included in this investigation were acquired from 

www.lightpollution.info, an online mapping application that displays the light pollution data collected 

from the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiation Suite Day-Night Band (VIIRS DNB) on the Suomi National 

Polar-Orbiting Partnership satellite (Table.2.1)[19]. All zenith radiance values were calculated using the 

mean of the monthly values per site taken from the 2013-2018 VIIRS DNB dataset. The VIIRS DNB 

sensor is the first to provide globally calibrated radiance measurements of the night sky and has been 
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pivotal for the measuring and modelling of ecological light pollution[20,21]. However, when considering 

data obtained from the VIIRS DNB, it is important to note its limitations: 1) the sensor cannot detect 

wavelengths of <500 nm (i.e. the human perception of blue light), a large component of LED light, and 

therefore may underestimate light pollution radiance; 2) it is also sensitive to infrared light (IR) and 

therefore to emissions from fires and HPS sodium lamps which may bias radiance estimates; 3) the 

spatial resolution of the sensor is ~750 m and cannot be used to estimate emissions from isolated light 

sources; 4) the sensor only captures upward emitted radiation during non-cloudy conditions and 

therefore should only be considered as an approximation of the light conditions on the ground and; 

5) the data are consistently acquired at particular local times and does not give an indication of daily 

variation[20]. 

2.2.2 Photographic polarimetry    

Measurements of the skylight polarization pattern were taken using DSLR digital cameras (Nikon D810 

and D850, Nikon) equipped with a fisheye lens (Sigma 8mm f3.5 Circular Fisheye EX DG) and polaroid 

filter (Rosco UV Polaroid 730011 – set into the rear lens filter slot). The cameras were mounted on a 

tripod and images of the sky were taken at four 45o rotations of the camera i.e., with the transmission 

axis of the polaroid at 0, 45, 90, and 135o. All four images were digitally reregistered and blue channel 

normalised intensity differences between the pixels of the four images were used to calculate Stoke’s 

parameters[22]. Stoke’s parameters are defined as 

𝑆0 = (𝐼0 + 𝐼90)/(𝐼0 + 𝐼90) 

𝑆1 =  (𝐼0 − 𝐼90)/(𝐼0 + 𝐼90) 

𝑆2 =  (𝐼45 − 𝐼135)/(𝐼45 + 𝐼135), 

where I is the total light intensity and 𝐼𝑖 is the light intensity transmitted with the camera orientated 

at 𝑖 degrees. Assuming that there is no circular polarization, which is valid for Rayleigh scattering, the 

AoP and DoP can then be calculated by  

AoP =
1

2
𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛 (

𝑆2

𝑆1
) 

DoP =
√𝑆1

2  + 𝑆2
2

𝑆0
. 

Polarization information was then processed into false colour map images that visualize the 

characteristics of the skylight polarization pattern, with each pixel assigned a DoP and AoP value. All 

image processing was completed using R (R Studio v. 4.1.2, R Development Core Team 2021).  
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2.2.3 The effects of moon phase and light pollution radiance on DoP 

To compare the temporal and spatial characteristics of the DoP of the skylight polarization pattern in 

areas of high and low light pollution across the lunar cycle, two sites were sampled simultaneously 

between June and August 2018: Clifton, Bristol, UK (high light pollution: 42.77 nW/cm2sr, 

Lat=51.459148, Lon=-2.601233) and the Mendips AONB, Somerset, UK (low light pollution: 0.48 

nW/cm2sr, Lat=51.219332, Lon=-2.601234), during four moon phases: new (0.3% illuminated), first 

quarter (53.6% illuminated), full (99.9% illuminated), and third quarter (33.4% illuminated). 

Measurements were taken at 15-minute intervals beginning at sunset and finishing ~3 hours after 

sunset.  

To establish the change in DoP of the lunar polarization pattern with light pollution radiance, 14 sites 

across Europe were sampled between June 2018 and August 2019, under clear sky conditions around 

the full moon (>80% illumination). Sites were selected to represent a gradient of light pollution 

radiance from 48.85 (high) to 0.36 nW/cm2sr (low) (Table.2.1). One measurement was taken per 

sampling site between 1 and 4 hours after sunset. The AoP of the skylight polarization pattern is not 

affected by light pollution or moon phase[13], instead being defined by the azimuth and elevation of 

the sun or moon, and thus was not considered here.  

Table 2.1. The sites sampled to investigate the effect of light pollution radiance on the 

DoP of the skylight polarization pattern.  

Location Date Coordinates (Lat, Lon) Radiance (nW/cm2sr) 

Worcester College, UK 14/05/2019 51.755998, -1.267212 48.55 

Oxford Business Park, UK 14/05/2019 51.733143, -1.203624 41.83 

Tesco Superstore 

Wolverhampton, UK 

21/04/2109 52.575667, -2.134707 35.36 

St Anne’s College, UK 14/05/2019 51.761839, -1.261790 29.04 

MINI Plant Oxford, UK 14/05/2019 51.736334, -1.192975 25.19 

Oxford University Department of 

Zoology, UK 

14/05/2019 51.757260, -1.250925 19.61 

Church Hill, Wolverhampton, UK 20/04/2019 52.555609, -2.156873 13.60 

Penn Cricket Club, UK 22/04/2019 52.558887, -2.145724 10.09 

Ounsdale, UK 20/04/2019 52.536202, -2.194967 7.12 

Skillinge, Sweden 21/08/2018 55.473980, 14.283457 5.56 

South Horrington, UK 21/05/2019 51.214399, -2.619168 2.89 

Gavarnie, France 27/09/2018 42.742301, -0.017742 0.56 

East Horrington, UK 21/05/2019 51.217176, -2.600550 0.51 

Borrby Strandbad, Sweden 21/09/2018 55.426041, 14.231644 0.36 
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2.2.4 Photoreceptor contrast 

We modelled the photoreceptor contrast (PRC) in the visual systems of Helicoverpa armigera and 

Drassodes sp. for the 14 sites sampled across Europe (Table 2.1). The PRC model is based on the 

mechanism of polarization analysis common to many visual systems; opponent processing of signals 

from two groups of photoreceptors that have high polarization sensitivity but different polarization 

axes[15]. To calculate the PRC for all 14 sites, the processed polarimetry images were restricted to the 

FoV (30o) of the ~100 ommatidia of the dorsal rim area (DRA) of a single eye in H. armigera[23] 

(Fig.2.1ai,bi), and a single posterior median eye (PME) of Drassodes sp. with a lensless FoV of 60o 

(Fig.2.1aii,bii)[24], and the median DoP and AoP values were calculated.  

The AoP and DoP values were used to calculate the strength of the polarization signal detected by a 

two-channel orthogonal photoreceptor visual system, wherein one set of photoreceptors is aligned 

parallel with the polarization pattern and the other is perpendicular[15] 

𝑅𝑝𝑎𝑟(∅, 𝑑) = [1 + (
𝑑(𝑆𝑝 −  1)

𝑆𝑝 + 1
) cos 2∅ − 2∅0] 

𝑅𝑝𝑒𝑟(∅, 𝑑) = [1 + (
𝑑(𝑆𝑝 − 1)

𝑆𝑝+1
) cos 2∅ − 2∅90], 

where Ø is the AoP of the skylight polarization pattern, Ø0 and Ø90 are the two photoreceptor 

orientations of maximum sensitivity (parallel and perpendicular, respectively), d is the median DoP of 

the polarization pattern, and Sp is the effective polarization sensitivity of each photoreceptor. A value 

of 10 was assigned to Sp in both photoreceptor contrast models, which matches experimentally 

measured polarization sensitivities of the many arthropod DRAs[25,26]. The relative signals from the two 

sets of photoreceptors are then combined through opponent connections to an interneuron[15], 

theoretically represented as photoreceptor contrast,  

PRC =  ln (
𝑅𝑝𝑎𝑟

𝑅𝑝𝑒𝑟
). 

PRC information for each species at all 14 sites were then used to produce false colour map images 

with each pixel assigned a contrast value between -2 and 2 (Fig.2.1c). The PRC scale runs from negative 

to positive to reflect the opponent nature of the processing.  The PMEs of Drassodes sp. are non-

image-forming due to a lack of focusing optics and therefore integrate polarization information across 

the FoV of the whole eye, producing a single PRC value representing the strength of the signal received 

from the skylight polarization pattern (Fig.2.1cii)[24]. The ommatidia of the DRA of H. armigera, 

however, do have focusing optics and perceive polarization information as an array of signals across 
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the DRA, with each group of ommatidia receiving information on the DoP and AoP of the skylight 

polarization pattern for processing in the brain (Fig.2.1ci). For subsequent analysis and comparison of 

the two visual systems, the maximum PRC value of the DRA of H. armigera at each site were compared 

to the single PRC value of the Drassodes sp. PMEs. The relationship between light pollution radiance 

and PRC signal strength in both species could then be visualised using non-linear least-square analyses. 

All image processing and analysis was completed using the R package ‘imager’[27] (R Studio v. 4.1.2).  

(ai)          Helicoverpa armigera 

(bi)  

 

(ci) 

 

 

 

       

(aii)                Drassodes sp. 

(bii)       

                                         

(cii)                                               PRC 

               

Figure 2.1. (a) 3D models of the right eye of Helicoverpa armigera (ai) and the head of 

Drassodes sp. (aii) produced from synchrotron scans (taken at beamline I13-2 of 

Diamond Light Source, Harwell, UK) using Avizo Lite v9.4 (Thermo Fisher). The 

approximate locations of polarization-sensitive DRA and PMEs are highlighted in blue. 

(b) The FoV of the ~100 ommatidia of the DRA (bi) and the PMEs (bii) of H. armigera 

and Drassodes sp. (red circles) overlaid on a processed PRC colour map image, at 

camera resolution, of the skylight polarization pattern at Borrby Strandbad, Sweden. 

(c) Examples of photoreceptor contrast information processed by the DRA of H. 

armigera (ci) and the PMEs of Drassodes sp. (cii). Red lines in ci indicate the polarization 

axes of the ommatidia in H. armigera. 

1mm 0.5mm 
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2.3 Results 

 

2.3.1 Impacts of light pollution and moon phase on the skylight polarization pattern   

Both moon phase and the presence of light pollution affected the spatial and temporal distribution of 

the skylight polarization pattern, as well as its maximum DoP (Table.2.2).  

Dark skies 

In the absence of light pollution, the maximum DoP of the skylight polarization pattern remained 

constant at 0.5-0.75 throughout the night. Similarly, the spatial distribution of the pattern was 

maximal at around 50% of the area of the night sky and remained between 25-50% of the sky 

throughout the night. The temporal distribution of the pattern extended well into the night during 

nights of a full moon but began to dissipate ~135 minutes after sunset during nights of partially 

illuminated moons, even when the moon was above the horizon.  

Generally, the solar polarization pattern waned when the sun dropped between 13 and 15o below the 

horizon. Under a full moon, the lunar polarization pattern succeeded the solar pattern during this 

transition, being only marginally smaller in spatial extent across the sky and ~25% lower in maximum 

DoP than the solar polarization pattern (Table 2.2, full moon, 75 minutes after sunset). During quarter 

moon phases, the lunar pattern was scarcely visible following the waning of the solar polarization 

pattern, the characteristic ‘band’ not present and instead two small areas of polarized light at ~0.25 

DoP at opposite horizons, perpendicular to the position of the moon (Table 2.2, 1st and 3rd quarter 

moons, 105 minutes after sunset). The transition to the lunar polarization patterns can be identified 

by the 90o rotation of the pattern occurring at 120-135 minutes after sunset during the 1st quarter 

moon and 195 minutes after sunset during the 3rd quarter moon. This change in rotation occurred due 

to the position of the moon being roughly perpendicular to that of the sun during quarter moon 

phases, therefore making their relative polarization patterns perpendicular. Under a new moon, the 

moon rises and sets with the sun and does not produce a lunar polarization pattern[28]. The solar 

pattern is the only available source of skylight polarization during a new moon, until it disappears 

when the sun drops >12o below the horizon (Table 2.2, new moon, 120 minutes after sunset).  

Light-polluted skies 

Light pollution dramatically reduced the spatial and temporal distribution and DoP of the solar and 

lunar polarization patterns. Generally, the maximum DoP of the skylight pattern was reduced to <0.25 

from >0.5 by high light pollution and the spatial extent was reduced from ~50% to <30% of the area 

of the night sky. The temporal distribution of the pattern did not extend into the night under light 
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pollution, the reductive effects beginning before the solar pattern had waned (Table 2.2, all moons, 

between 30-60 minutes after sunset) and reducing to the above stated values around 90 minutes after 

sunset across all moon phases. Similarly, the shape of the polarization pattern was distorted by light 

pollution. The characteristic ‘band’ losing its symmetry, particularly at the zenith where the pattern 

began to distort rapidly following the transition to the lunar polarization pattern (Table 2.2, all moons, 

~105-120 minutes after sunset).  

Under a full moon, the effects of light pollution occurred 30 minutes after sunset and increased in 

magnitude throughout the night, peaking following the transition to the lunar polarization pattern 

which was reduced in DoP and spatial extent by ~50% compared to non-light polluted skies (Table 2.2, 

full moon). During the 1st quarter moon (53.6% illumination), light pollution visibly reduced the extent 

and DoP of the pattern around 75 minutes after sunset compared to non-light polluted skies, an effect 

that may have occurred earlier but was imperceptible due to small clouds moving across the 

hemisphere and obscuring the imaging of the pattern(Table 2.2, 1st quarter moon row). During the 3rd 

quarter moon (33.4% illumination), similar effects occurred at sunset (Table 2.2, 3rd quarter moon). 

Light pollution effectively removed the lunar polarization pattern of both quarter moons following the 

transition from the solar pattern at 105 minutes after sunset (Table 2.2, 1st and 3rd quarter moons). 

Under a new moon, light pollution began to affect the extent of the solar polarization pattern at 90 

minutes after sunset and effectively eliminated the pattern at 120 minutes after sunset (Table 2.2, 

new moon). Although, again, there was some interference in the imaging caused by cloud cover.   
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Figure 2.2. Changes in the spatial and temporal distribution and DoP of the skylight polarization pattern under low and high light pollution 

and across four moon phases. Irregularities in the pattern in the new moon and quarter moon measurements were due to local cloud cover. 

Note that the 3rd quarter moon did not rise above the horizon during the experiment.   
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2.3.2 Light pollution radiance and the skylight polarization pattern 

Both the maximum DoP and spatial extent of the polarization pattern reduces with increasing light 

pollution radiance (Fig.2.3). At extremely low levels of light pollution (<6 nW/cm2sr), the maximum 

DoP of the polarization pattern was between 0.4 and 0.6 and its spatial extent covered between 50-

60% of the area of the night sky (Fig.2.3, Gavarnie-South Horrington). Conversely, at high radiance 

(>20 nW/cm2sr), the diluting effect of light pollution was enough to almost reduce the pattern to 

extinction (Fig.2.3, MINI plant-Worcester College) by obscuring its shape, reducing its spatial extent to 

<50% of the sky, and reducing the DoP to <0.25. Light pollution of moderate radiance (6-20 nW/cm2sr, 

Fig.2.2, Ounsdale-University of Oxford) reduced the maximum DoP of the pattern to between 0.25 

and 0.4 with the spatial distribution of the pattern reducing only marginally, but with significant 

reduction in the total area of the pattern at DoP of >0.25 compared to sites of extremely low radiance.  
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Figure 2.3. The spatial distribution and DoP of the lunar polarization pattern across a 

light pollution radiance gradient from 0-50 nW/cm2sr. All measurements were taken 

on or near the full moon (>80% illumination) when the moon was above the horizon 

and the sun was >15o below the horizon.  

2.3.3 Light pollution radiance and photoreceptor contrast in H. armigera and Drassodes 

sp.  

Photoreceptor contrast in the visual systems of both H. armigera and Drassodes sp. reduced 

exponentially with increasing levels of light pollution radiance (R2: H. armigera=0.95; Drassodes 

sp.=0.93) (Fig.2.4. With almost no light pollution (<5 nW/cm2sr), maximum PRC was calculated to be 

0.69 for H. armigera and 0.46 for Drassodes sp. Under high levels of light pollution, equivalent to those 

typically found in large cities (>30 nW/cm2sr), the PRC was reduced by almost an order of magnitude 

to 0.11 for H. armigera and to 0.12 for Drassodes sp. This negative relationship is strongest between 

0-30 nW/cm2sr, an effect that is exaggerated in H. armigera due to larger PRC values at lower 

radiances than Drassodes sp.. At radiance values above 30 nW/cm2sr, when the lunar polarization 
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pattern is obscured to near extinction, PRC in the two species overlaps and begins to stabilise between 

0.1-0.2 (Fig.2.4).  

 

Figure 2.4. Modelled photoreceptor contrast across a light pollution radiance gradient 

in the visual systems of Helicoverpa armigera (purple circles) and Drassodes sp. (grey 

triangles). The exponentially decaying relationships between PRC and radiance were 

fitted using non-linear least squares. The exemplary photographic polarimetry images 

of the polarization pattern from left to right show: Borrby Strandbad (0.36 nW/cm2sr), 

Ounsdale (7.12 nW/cm2sr), MINI plant (25.19 nW/cm2sr), and Tesco superstore (35.36 

nW/cm2sr). 

 

2.4 Discussion  

 

2.4.1 Light pollution radiance, moon phase, and the skylight polarization pattern  

Both the solar and lunar polarization patterns are reduced in DoP and in spatial and temporal 

distribution by artificial light pollution, reducing the pattern to extinction 30-240 minutes earlier in 

the evening, depending on moon phase. Our results show for the first time that radiance values as low 

as 5 nW/cm2sr have diminishing effects on several characteristics of the solar and lunar patterns, and 

that such effects change in magnitude over time. Radiance values of 5 nW/cm2sr are representative 

of zenith skyglow illumination created by human settlements the size of a typical European village. 

Therefore, light pollution from modestly sized settlements, not just large cities that have previously 
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been investigated[6], has the potential to reduce the reliability of the skylight polarization pattern for 

navigation and in turn, affect the navigational efficiency of nocturnal arthropods.  

Moon phase also has an important effect on the characteristics of the skylight polarization pattern. 

Moon illuminations of <50% (i.e., quarter moons or less) reduced the availability of the lunar 

polarization pattern spatially, temporally, and in DoP following the transition from the solar pattern. 

However, the DoP of the lunar polarization pattern, particularly during a full moon, remained >0.25 

and is visible in the sky longer into the night, in contrast to the more extreme effects of light pollution. 

Under natural conditions, only a new moon, when the sun is >12o below the horizon, or a completely 

overcast sky would mean that the lunar polarization pattern is unavailable throughout the night[7]. 

Such natural variability across moon phases brings into question the reliability of the lunar polarization 

as a navigational cue in comparison to the more consistent and prevalent solar polarization pattern. 

Indeed, Foster et al. (2019) suggests that the lunar polarization pattern of a crescent moon, at a 

median DoP of 0.23, was close to the polarization detection threshold of a nocturnal dung beetle 

(0.11-0.31 DoP)[7]. Thus, the lunar polarization pattern may be an unreliable visual cue during both the 

new moon and crescent moons, i.e., nearly half of the lunar cycle. Light pollution is a persistent 

anthropogenic stressor that exacerbates the effects of moon phase, but it is important to consider the 

inherent variability of the skylight polarization pattern at night as a naturally occurring barrier to 

polarization-guided navigation.      

2.4.2 Effects of light pollution radiance and moon phase on the skylight polarization 

pattern as a navigational cue  

Calculated photoreceptor contrast reduced dramatically with increasing light pollution radiance in the 

visual systems of both H. armigera and Drassodes sp.. PRC decreased most rapidly between 0-30 

nW/cm2sr and stabilised at ~30nW/cm2sr, indicating that human settlements of modest size and 

population density may produce light pollution at intensities that are detrimental to the detection of 

the lunar polarization pattern. In both species, PRC stabilised at minimum values of ~0.1-0.2 in areas 

of the highest light pollution. However, the initial decrease between sites of 0-30 nW/cm2sr was larger 

in H. armigera due to a greater disparity in PRC between the two species at low radiance.  This suggests 

that the visual system of H. armigera, and possibly other nocturnal lepidopterans, responsible for the 

detection of the skylight polarization pattern is more susceptible to the effects of light pollution. 

The critical question is whether a PRC of ~0.1-0.2, correlating with a DoP of <0.25, represents a 

perceivable contrast to moths and spiders. In the context of known behavioural thresholds of 

polarized light detection in nocturnal dung beetle and locust orientation, which are estimated to be 

0.11-0.32 and 0.05-0.07, respectively. These animals are still likely to be able to orientate with and 
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use the polarization pattern for navigation, but less reliably[7,25]. Alternatively, in the absence of a 

detectable polarization pattern, this cue may be abandoned in favour of a more available and stable 

cue such as a visual landmark[8Error! Reference source not found.]. Given the natural variability in the lunar p

olarization pattern, and the critical importance of navigation to survival, it is likely that nocturnal 

arthropods have evolved mechanisms to cope with the loss of skylight polarization. This could involve 

reduced activity (see Chapter 5), the use of an alternative ‘compass’, or synchronising behaviour with 

the presence of other visual cues such as the moon. For example, when exposed to light pollution, 

nocturnal dung beetles switch their orientation strategy from the use of celestial cues to using the 

visible artificial light as landmarks[8]. In a uniform arena, Drassodes spp. becomes disorientated when 

an artificial polarization pattern is removed[24], but this is in the absence of other visual cues. However, 

it is unknown how moths and spiders respond to a weakened skylight polarization pattern, or whether 

navigational success is linked to a particular threshold of cue availability. Such information could 

enhance our understanding of the observed species declines in arthropods caused, at least in part, by 

light pollution[9]. The need for behavioural evidence to investigate such questions is addressed in 

chapters 3 and 4.  

 

2.5 Conclusions 

 

Both the solar and lunar polarization patterns are significantly affected by anthropogenic light 

pollution at night due to the depolarizing effect of unpolarized artificial light combining with polarized 

skylight. This not only affects the DoP of the polarization pattern, but its spatial and temporal extent, 

reducing its availability as a nocturnal visual cue in all three. These impacts can occur even at low levels 

of light pollution, representative of human settlements of modest size. Moon phase has similar effects 

on the characteristics of the lunar polarization pattern, with smaller illuminations being analogous to 

greater levels of light pollution, but with a less extreme effect. Truly nocturnal polarization-guided 

navigation must be flexible given the natural monthly variation of the lunar polarization pattern. 

Therefore, nocturnal arthropods may have evolved mechanisms that compensate for loss or changes 

in polarized celestial cues, but whether this affects navigational performance is unclear.  

The next chapters will investigate the effects of DoP reduction and loss on orientation in H. armigera 

and Drassodes sp.. The results of this chapter highlight the importance of establishing behavioural 

thresholds and characterising the variation in navigational performance between the two species 

when exposed to a proxy of light pollution. Questions also remain on the timing and initiation of 

navigational behaviour between the two species and how this relates to polarized cues and exposure 

to light pollution. These questions will be addressed in chapter 5.       
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3 

Light pollution and nocturnal navigation in Helicoverpa armigera 

 

The detrimental effects of light pollution on the strength and spatio-temporal distribution of the night-

time skylight polarization pattern are clear, but how might these affect the nocturnal arthropods that 

use the pattern as a navigational aid? This chapter reports a series of tethered flight experiments on 

the long-distance migratory moth Helicoverpa armigera. The aim was to test the effect of the presence 

and absence of skylight polarization on orientation and use the same experimental set-up to establish 

behavioural thresholds of polarization sensitivity in H. armigera to determine the link between light 

pollution radiance and successful polarization-guided navigation in a nocturnal lepidopteran. 

However, the design underwent several iterations, spanning across three field seasons, until it 

produced a reliable dataset. As a result, there was insufficient time to address thresholds. The 

tethered behavioural experiments with Drassodes sp. were more successful and were able to progress 

both phases of the experiment to completion, details of which are described in chapter 4. 

Contributions: Myself, my supervisors Nicholas Roberts (University of Bristol) and Lauren Sumner-

Rooney (Leibniz Institute for Biodiversity and Evolution Research), and my collaborators Karl Wotton 

(University of Exeter), Toby Doyle (University of Exeter), Will Hawkes (University of Exeter), Richard 

Massy (University of Exeter), Seb Lloyd, Christian Drerup (University of Cambridge), and Siân Vincent 

Venables collected the animals. I, Seb Lloyd, Christian Drerup and Siân Vincent prepared the moths 

for the flight simulator. Richard Massy adapted a small LED light into the fake moon used in the flight 

simulator. Ilse Daly wrote the Raspberry Pi program for video monitoring. Myself, my supervisors, Seb 

Lloyd, Christian Drerup, and Siân Vincent, and Richard Massy undertook data collection. I completed 

the tracking and data analysis and authored the chapter in discussion with my supervisors.  

 

3.1 Background 

 

Successful navigation typically involves the combination of learned spatial maps, sensory cues, and 

path integration[1]. In nocturnal arthropods, some or all these strategies are used simultaneously 

during seasonal and daily journeys[2]. The skylight polarization pattern is a common visual cue used for 
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navigation in diurnal, crepuscular, and nocturnal arthropods[3-8], but light pollution reduces its spatial 

and temporal availability across the lunar cycle (see chapter 2). Research on insect orientation shows 

performance impairment when certain celestial cues are removed, reduced, or misaligned[3,9-12]. The 

Australian bogong moth (Agrotis infusa) combines visual landmarks with the Earth’s magnetic field to 

steer its migratory flight but becomes disorientated when the two cues are placed in conflict[10]. When 

homing, the nocturnal bull ant (Myrmecia midas) increases the weighted importance of the 

polarization pattern against other cues as it gets further from the nest[3]. Dung beetles show similarly 

high plasticity, placing weighted importance on directional information with the highest certainty at a 

given moment, the position of the sun being dominant in the cue hierarchy[12,13]. The loss of the 

skylight polarization pattern caused by light pollution may therefore impact arthropod orientation 

precision through misdirected migration and homeward trajectories, with implications for dispersal, 

energy expenditure, predation risk, and reproductive and foraging success[9,14-19].  

The polarization pattern can function as a navigational cue in two distinct ways: 1) as a wide-field 

visual landmark for straight-line orientation[11,20,21] and, 2) through providing compass information 

during true navigation, by integrating polarization information with the solar/lunar location, even if 

either celestial body is occluded[22-27]. The pattern is considered to be reliable cue due to its persistence 

under a range of meteorological conditions, under canopy cover, and underwater[28,29,30]. However, as 

shown in chapter 2, light pollution can dramatically reduce the degree of polarization (DoP) and the 

spatial and temporal distribution of the skylight polarization pattern.  

The direct impacts of light pollution on the use of the polarization pattern as a cue during navigation 

are unknown. When exposed to outdoor lighting, nocturnal dung beetles switch their orientation 

strategy from the use of celestial compass cues to landmark orientation, using the bright light sources 

as beacons[15]. Similarly, urban skyglow disrupts the lunar orientation of sandhoppers during their 

nightly foraging journeys[31]. However, these investigations did not isolate polarized cues from other 

celestial cues and therefore do not directly address the impacts related to the removal of skylight 

polarization by light pollution. Behavioural evidence suggests that reductions in the DoP of skylight 

polarization can disrupt successful navigation, causing individuals to use an alternative cue, follow an 

erroneous trajectory, or become disorientated[9,11,13,14,31,32]. Given the available evidence on 

navigational impairment, the effect of light pollution on the skylight polarization pattern has the 

potential to significantly impact nocturnal navigation in polarization-sensitive arthropods.  

3.1.1 Aims and hypotheses 

The following experiments aimed to investigate the impact of skylight polarization on orientation 

performance in Helicoverpa armigera. More specifically, we wanted to investigate two aspects of 
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orientation performance: 1) Does H. armigera use skylight polarization to select a particular heading 

direction? and, 2) Does H. armigera use skylight polarization to maintain a particular heading 

direction? Tethered moths within a flight simulator were exposed to an artificially polarized and 

unpolarized ‘sky’ at the zenith, to simulate the polarization pattern under natural and light-polluted 

skies, respectively, with the unpolarized ‘sky’ also serving as a control. The ability of individuals to 

maintain a chosen orientation was tracked during 90o rotations of both light treatments and the 

responses to both were compared. Individuals were predicted to change orientation direction or 

become disorientated following the rotation of the polarized treatment and no change in orientation 

performance was predicted following the rotation of the unpolarized treatment.   

 

3.2 Materials and methods   

 

A modified Mouritsen-Frost flight simulator was used to test the effect of the presence and absence 

of artificially polarized skylight on orientation of magneto-tethered, flying moths[6]. Adult H. armigera 

were captured in the Hautes-Pyrénées at the Port de Boucharo pass, France (Lat=42.703950, Long=-

0.063988, mean zenith sky radiance between 2013-2018 from lightpollutionmap.info=0.56 nW/cm2sr) 

in September 2021. Individuals were caught at night during their southward, autumn migration using 

Skinner traps illuminated with one of two light sources: LED light arrays powered by external battery 

banks (LepiLED mini, LepiLED maxi, and LepiLED maxi switch)[33], or a fluorescent bulb powered by 

external car batteries (UV-A 20W Mini-Lynx backlight compact fluorescent). Captured moths were 

collected from the traps at or before sunrise to minimise heat-stress and transported to a field location 

in Gavarnie, France. Individuals were held in mesh cages containing egg boxes for refuge (between 30 

and 60 moths per cage depending on cage size). The cages were covered in white fabric to minimise 

visual disturbance and placed in a quiet room, exposed to natural temperatures and indirect natural 

light. The moths were fed with cotton balls soaked in 33% honey solution every three days. Animals 

were kept for the minimum time possible to complete experiments (1-5 days). All experiments and 

capture of animals in the Hautes-Pyrénées were conducted under the authorisation of the Parc 

National des Pyrénées (permit 2021-253).  

Experiments took place outside, around 5.3km from the site of capture (Lat=42.745952, Lon=-

0.033586). Testing occurred during evenings of clear skies and low wind between one and five hours 

after sunset, from the 16th to the 30th of September 2021. The moon was between its first and final 

quarter phase throughout the testing period.  
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3.2.1 Preparation of Helicoverpa armigera 

The moths were immobilised with weighted mesh and their scales on the dorsal metathorax were 

removed using a fine paintbrush. The exposed exoskeleton was scored using sandpaper to promote 

glue adhesion and a small drop of contact adhesive was applied to the area (Evo Stik, Bostik Ltd.).  

Using tweezers, the head of a dressmaker pin was dipped in the same contact adhesive and placed on 

top of the glue on the exposed metathorax and allowed to cure for 24 hours. With the pinhead 

adhered to the dorsal thorax, the moths could then be magnetically tethered inside the flight 

simulator. Before transfer to the location of the simulator experiment, the prepared moths were 

placed outside at dusk for exposure to natural environmental cues that initiate migratory flight.  

3.2.2 The modified Mouritsen-Frost flight simulator 

The flight simulator consisted of a 500x800mm cylindrical arena, lined with white felt and sealed with 

a UV-transmissive Perspex lid (Fig.3.1a). Prepared moths were connected to an optical encoder 

(RE12D-300-201-1, Nidec Copal Electronics) in the centre of the Perspex lid by a custom plastic collar 

that attached to its shaft (Fig.3.2b). A dressmaker pin, with a small disc magnet glued to the pinhead, 

extended from the ventral face of the plastic collar and magnetically tethered the metal pinhead on 

the moths’ metathorax to the optical encoder (Fig.3.2a,b). This held the moths in a central position 

inside the simulator, allowing them to freely wingbeat, but rotate along the yaw axis only. The optical 

encoder was not used for data collection, only to allow the rotation of the moths. Instead, moths were 

illuminated using infrared LED spotlights invisible to the moths[34-36] and recorded from below using 

an infrared video camera (Raspberry Pi Night Vision Camera and Raspberry Pi Module 4, Raspberry Pi 

Foundation). The camera was obscured from the moth’s ventral field of view using white felt with a 

small circular hole to allow unobstructed recording (Fig.3.1a).   
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            (a)   

 

 Figure 3.1. (a) The modified Mouritsen-Frost flight simulator for testing orientation 

under different simulations of skylight polarization. Outdoors, with the moon 

obstructed from view, moths were magneto-tethered inside the simulator and 

exposed to the real night sky and two artificially polarized treatments overhead while 

a video camera recorded behavioural responses in infrared. (b) Photographic 

polarimetry image of the polarized side of the filter stack that represented skylight 

polarization under optimal conditions. (c) Photographic polarimetry image of the 

unpolarized side of the filter stack that represented skylight polarization under 

extreme light pollution. Photographic polarimetry images taken using a polarization 

camera (Triton 5.0 MP Polarization Model, Lucid Vision Labs Inc.).  

To aid flight stabilisation and create a more realistic visual scene inside the flight simulator, an artificial 

moon and artificial mountains were added using a single cool-white LED and four identical black 

triangles, respectively (Fig.3.2b). The single, cool-white LED had a visual angle of 0.68o, slightly larger 

than the 0.5o of the real moon[21], and an intensity of 0-0.1lux. The LED was placed behind the white 

felt lining to diffuse the light and hide any electrical wires. The four black triangles were made from 

black card and were symmetrical in size, shape, and position inside the simulator. The artificial moon 

was aligned with the real moon at the start of testing and remained at this position throughout the 

testing period. The real moon was obscured using a large umbrella. 

(b) (c) 
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 Figure 3.2. (a) Photograph of Helicoverpa armigera prepared for the flight simulator 

with a dressmaker pinhead glued to the dorsal metathorax. (b) Photograph of a 

tethered H. armigera inside the modified Mouritsen-Frost flight simulator. The moths 

were magnetically tethered to an optical encoder in the centre of a Perspex lid to allow 

for stationary flight and rotation in the yaw-axis only. Polarized treatments (not 

shown) were presented above the animal while a video camera recorded behavioural 

responses in infrared. An artificial moon (not shown) and artificial, symmetrical 

mountains provided additional visual cues for flight stabilisation, self-monitoring of 

rotation, and a more realistic visual scene. (c) Example image from an infrared video 

recording of H. armigera inside the flight simulator alongside a navigational compass 

used for calibrating polar degrees shown by the red box. 

3.2.3 Experimental protocol 

A total of 41 moths were exposed to a series of five treatments in a pseudo-random order inside the 

flight simulator: 1) the real night sky, an artificially polarized sky oriented at 2) 0o and 3) 90o, and an 

artificially unpolarized sky oriented at 4) 0o and 5) 90o. Experiments typically started with a two-minute 

burn-in period under the artificially polarized or unpolarized sky at 0o. The sky was then rotated 

manually through 90o and back to 0o, before switching to the other treatment, which was also rotated 

through 90o and back. The final experimental treatment involved the removal of the polarized filters 

to reveal the real night sky. Individuals were recorded for two minutes before and after the 90o 

rotations of the polarization treatments and during the real night sky treatment (total minutes inside 

the flight simulator=14). Individuals that did not turn throughout the 14 minutes or stopped flying 

more than three times were excluded from the experiment (n=4).  
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The polarized treatments were created using a circular filter stack (45 cm diameter) of seven layers of 

¼ diffuser (251 Quarter white diffusion, LEE Filters, Hampshire, UK) and one layer of UV-transmissive 

polarizing filter (Rosco, London, UK; Fig.3.1). The diffuser layers and polarizing filter were arranged 

such that one face of the filter stack transmitted polarized light (x1 layer of diffuser below the 

polarizing filter and x6 layers of diffuser above, mean DoP=0.63) and, when inverted, the opposite 

face of the filter stack transmitted uniform, unpolarized light (x6 layers of diffuser below the polarizing 

filter and x1 layer of diffuser above, mean DoP=0.03; Fig.3.1). All DoP values were an average of three 

polarimetry measurements taken manually at different locations across the filter stack using a Glann-

Thompson polarizing prism, a QE65000 spectrometer and a P200-UV-VIS optical fibre (Ocean Insight 

Inc.). Intensity measurements were taken with the prism at 0, 45, 90 and 135o rotations and intensity 

differences between the four rotations could then be used to calculate Stoke’s parameters to give a 

measure of DoP (see chapter 2, section 2.2.2). The two DoP values were selected to represent the 

skylight polarization pattern under optimal natural conditions (DoP=0.63) and under extreme light 

pollution (DoP=0.03). The angle of polarization (AoP) of the transmitted polarized light was uniform 

across the diameter of the filter stack, and fixed relative to the transmission angle of the polarizing 

filter. The filter stack was manually aligned to be perpendicular to the position of the moon (thereby 

roughly aligned to the natural polarization pattern). 

The deep neural network software, DeepLabCut[37] was used to track the head and tail position of the 

moths per video frame (30 frames per second). The orientation of the moths in radians (𝜃) were 

calculated using the given x,y coordinates of the head and tail locations and the atan2 base function 

in the statistical software, R (R Studio v. 4.1.2, R Development Core Team 2021): 

𝜃 =  𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2((𝑦2 − 𝑦1)  −  (𝑥2 − 𝑥1)) 

where x1 and y1 are the coordinates of the head position and x2 and y2 are the coordinates of the tail 

position. Thus, giving a dataset of the orientation directions of the moths over time. Only orientations 

with an estimated tracking error of <10% were included in the analysis. 

3.2.4 Statistical analysis 

The following analyses were chosen to explore two central questions to this investigation: 1) does H. 

armigera use the polarization of light for orientation (turning responses) and heading selection 

(circular distributions), and 2) does the polarization of light affect the ability of H. armigera to maintain 

a selected heading (directedness)? Turning response and directedness were calculated and analysed 

in individuals and heading selection was calculated for the population of moths tested.  
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The mean orientation direction 𝜃 (mean vector direction in radians) and r value (mean resultant vector 

length or directedness ranging from 0 to 1, with 1 representing strong directedness) of individuals 

were calculated using the package ‘CircStats’ in R[38]. Mean directions were corrected to true north 

using a navigational compass captured within the frame of each infrared video (Fig.3.2c) in MatLab 

(MatLab v. R2018a, The MathWorks Inc.).  

Turning responses 

To establish whether individuals changed orientation following the rotations of the polarized 

treatments, changes in 𝜃 of individuals between the 2 minutes before and after treatment rotation 

were categorised as a turning response if the absolute difference was >45o and analysed using a 

binomial generalised linear mixed model (GLMM). The binary turning response of the moths were 

treated as the response variable; treatment, order of presentation, direction of treatment rotation, 

whether the individual began the experiment under the artificially polarized or unpolarized treatment, 

and the interaction between treatment and order of presentation were treated as fixed factors; and 

moth ID as a random term. The model had a logit link function. Model structure and link functions 

with the best model fit was selected using the Akaike information criterion (AIC) values and model 

diagnostic information[39]. Variance components were estimated using restricted maximum likelihood 

(REML) method. Models were selected using manual backwards-stepwise model refinement and the 

significance of fixed terms was determined using analysis of variance tests (ANOVA) and associated p-

values[39]. Residual diagnostics of all models were done using the ‘DHARMa’[40] package in R. All 

statistical analysis was conducted in R. 

Directedness 

To establish if individuals became disorientated (decrease in r) with the rotation/removal of the 

polarized treatments, differences in r were compared between treatment rotations using non-

parametric Kruskal-Wallis tests with pairwise post-hoc Bonferroni adjustments. Comparisons were 

also made between the mean r of individuals and the order of treatment presentation and the 

direction of treatment rotation. 

Circular distributions  

To establish whether treatment groups clustered around specific directions and whether they 

changed distribution between treatments, the R package ‘CircMLE’[41] was used to compare the 𝜃 

vectors of each treatment (forced into 20o bins) to the ten models of animal orientation proposed by 

Schnute and Groot[42] using maximum likelihood. These models are built upon the von Mises (uniform), 

unimodal, bimodal, and mixed distribution models of orientation (Table.3.1). Each distribution is 
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described by up to five parameters: up to two mean directions (𝜃1, 𝜃2), and concentration parameters 

(reciprocal of the variance, K1, K2), and the proportional size of the first distribution (λ). The minimum 

difference in orientation direction for bimodal models was 45o and the minimum proportion size of 

the first distribution was 25%.  

Table 3.1. Schnute and Groot’s (1992) ten models of animal orientation[42].  

Model code Modes Name Free parameters (𝜃1, 𝐾1, λ, 𝜃2, 𝐾2) 

M1 0 Uniform (von Mises) (na, 0, 1, na, na) 

M2A 1 Unimodal (𝜃1, 𝐾1, 1, na, na) 

M2B 1 Symmetric modified unimodal  (𝜃1, 𝐾1, 0.5, na, 0) 

M2C 1 Modified unimodal  (𝜃1, 𝐾1, λ, na, 0) 

M3A 2 Homogenous symmetric bimodal (𝜃1, 𝐾1, 0.5, 𝜃1 + 𝜋, 𝐾1) 

M3B 2 Symmetric bimodal  (𝜃1, 𝐾1, 0.5, 𝜃1 + 𝜋, 𝐾2) 

M4A 2 Homogenous axial bimodal  (𝜃1, 𝐾1, λ, 𝜃1 + 𝜋, 𝐾1) 

M4B 2 Axial bimodal  (𝜃1, 𝐾1, λ, 𝜃1 + 𝜋, 𝐾2) 

M5A 2 Homogenous bimodal  (𝜃1, 𝐾1, λ, 𝜃2, 𝐾1) 

M5B 2 Bimodal  (𝜃1, 𝐾1, λ, 𝜃2, 𝐾2) 

The best fitting models were selected based on the delta Akaike Information Criterion corrected for 

smaller sample sizes (ΔAICc)[43]. The model with the smallest ΔAICc value, binned orientation 

directions of the moths, and mean resultant length of the vectors (R*) per treatment were visualised 

using circular histograms. Fitted models are approximations and it is therefore unlikely that a single 

model can explain a set of real-world observations[44]. As such, all fitted models (up to three) with an 

ΔAICc of <2[45] are given for each treatment as well as the ΔAICc of the uniform model (M1) for 

comparison.  

Rayleigh tests for non-uniformity were also performed on the mean vectors of the moths per 

treatment. The Rayleigh test compares the likelihood of the data fitting a uniform distribution (K=0) 

against the likelihood of a non-uniform distribution (K=>0) with the null hypothesis assuming 

uniformity[41]. All statistical analyses were performed using R. 

 

3.3 Results 

 

For ease, the following section categorises the moths into two groups according to the sequence of 

treatments experienced in the flight simulator: group P (polarized treatment followed by unpolarized 
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and the real night sky) and group UP (unpolarized treatment followed by polarized and the real night 

sky).  

3.3.1 Polarization and orientation performance in individuals 

Turning responses 

Polarization did not affect the turning responses of individuals (binomial GLMM, d.f.=1, χ2=0.02, 

p=0.12) (Fig.3.3), nor did the sequence of treatments experienced in the flight simulator (binomial 

GLMM, d.f.=1, χ2=0.02, p=0.87). The number of turning individuals consistently increased following 

the second rotation of both treatments (by 13% in the unpolarized treatment and 9% in the polarized 

treatment). Following the removal of both artificial treatments to reveal the real night sky, 50% of the 

individuals in group P (Fig.3.3b) and group UP (Fig.3.3a) turned >45o. The direction of treatment 

rotation (binomial GLMM, d.f.=1, χ2=0.28, p=0.59) and the order of treatment presentation (binomial 

GLMM, d.f.=1, χ2=0.44, p=0.50) did not affect the turning responses of individuals. 

(a)                                                                                  (b) 

 

Figure 3.3. The proportion of moths that turned >45o following back-and-forth 90o 

rotations of (a) the artificially polarized sky and (b) the artificially unpolarized sky (dark 

and light blue columns, respectively) and, following the removal of both artificial 

treatments to reveal the real night sky (purple columns).  

Directedness 

The mean directedness of individuals did not differ between clockwise or anticlockwise rotations of 

the treatments (Kruskal-Wallis Test, χ2=0.10, d.f.=2, p=0.94). Therefore, directedness was pooled 

across the two rotation directions in the following analyses.  

Polarization did not influence the directedness of individuals (Kruskal-Wallis Test, χ2=4.05, d.f.=7, 

p=0.77), which remained relatively high throughout the experiment (mean r: polarized 
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treatments=0.73, unpolarized treatments=0.60) (Fig.3.4). Directedness decreased in the moths that 

experienced the unpolarized treatment prior to the real night sky (mean change in r=0.01) and 

increased in the moths that experienced the polarized treatment prior to the real night sky (mean 

change in r=0.05), but this difference was not significant (Kruskal-Wallis Test, χ2=0.03, d.f.=1, p=0.85). 

Directedness did not change as a function of order of treatment presentation (Kruskal-Wallis Test, 

χ2=5.77, d.f.=6, p=0.44). 

(a)                                                                                 (b) 

 

Figure 3.4. The directedness of the moths following two minutes of exposure to (a) 

the artificially polarized sky (dark blue boxes) and (b) artificially unpolarized sky (light 

blue boxes) at 0-90-0o rotations followed by two minutes of exposure to the real night 

sky (purple boxes). 

3.3.2 Polarization and orientation performance in populations 

When oriented in a non-uniform distribution, the moths preferred to fly in a south-southwest 

direction, independent of polarization (Fig.3.5-8). In the unpolarized treatments, overall directedness 

(R*) was stable or decreased across the rotations (group P=0.37, 0.27, 0.12; group UP=0.39, 0.37, 0.36) 

(Fig.3.5 and 3.7). In the polarized treatments, R* increased following the first rotation and decreased 

following the second rotation in both groups (group P=0.34, 0.52, 0.29; group UP=0.45, 0.54, 0.33) 

(Fig.3.5 and 3.7). When exposed to the night sky, the directedness of all moths remained low (R*=0.24) 

increasing by 0.12 in group P (from unpolarized) and decreasing by 0.09 in group UP (from polarized) 

(Fig.3.8). 

Circular distributions: Rotations of the first treatments 

At the start of the experiment, prior to any rotations or changes of treatment, the moths of group UP 

displayed a more unimodal south-southwest distribution (models with ΔAICc <2=M2B; Rayleigh Test 
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R*=0.39, p=0.06) than group P (models with ΔAICc <2=M1, M2A, M2B; Rayleigh Test R*=0.34, p=0.11) 

but neither were significantly different from uniform (Fig.3.5ai,aii).  

Group P (n=19) Group UP (n=18) 

 

(ai)                               (1) Pol 0o  

 

(aii)                              (1) Unpol 0o 

  
Rayleigh Test 

R*=0.34 

p=0.11 

ΔAICc 

M1, 0(26%) 

M2A, 0.19(23%) 

M2B, 0.25(23%) 

Rayleigh Test 

R*=0.39 

p=0.06 

 

ΔAICc 

M2B: 0(52%) 

M1: 5.75(5%) 

 

(bi) (2) Pol 90o  

 

(bii)                             (2) Unpol 90o 

  
 

Rayleigh Test 

R*=0.52 

p=0.05 
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M2B: 0(39%) 

M2A: 0.55(29%) 

M1: 6.92(1%) 

 

Rayleigh Test 

R*=0.37 

p=0.09 
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Group P (n=19) Group UP (n=18) 

 

(ci) (3) Pol 0o  

 

(cii)                               (3) Unpol 0o 

  
 

Rayleigh Test 

R*=0.29 

p=0.20 

ΔAICc 

M1: 0(38%) 

M2B: 1.29(20%) 

M2A: 1.49(18%) 

Rayleigh Test 

R*=0.36 

p=0.09 

ΔAICc 

M2B: 0(29%) 

M1: 0.43(23%) 

M2A: 0.45(23%) 

Figure 3.5. The observed and modelled orientations of group P (left) and group UP 

(right) across the first (a) 0o to (b) 90o to (c) 0o rotations of the polarized treatment 

(dark blue) and unpolarized treatment (light blue). Mean directions (red arrows) and 

circular histograms (blue and purple bars and dots) represent observed orientation 

of Helicoverpa armigera in 20o bins. The density (dashed line) and mean direction(s) 

(dashed arrows) of the model with the lowest ΔAICc value are shown. The ΔAICc and 

probability (%) of the models with a ΔAICc of <2 and the uniform M1 model are given, 

as are the test statistic (R*) and p-value of the Rayleigh Tests for each treatment.  

Following the first rotation of the polarized treatment of group P from 0-90o (Fig.3.5bi), the moths 

converged around the mean south-southwest direction, with a near-significant difference from 

uniform (models with ΔAICc <2=M2B, M2A; Rayleigh Test R*=0.52, p=0.05). In the unpolarized 

treatment of group UP (Fig.3.5bii) minimal changes occurred to the direction and distribution of the 

moths (models with ΔAICc <2=M2B, M2A, M1; Rayleigh Test R*=0.37, p=0.09).  

Following the second rotation of the polarized treatment from 90-0o (Fig.3.5ci), the moths lost 

unimodality and became more scattered (models with ΔAICc <2=M1, M2B, M2A; Rayleigh Test 

R*=0.29, p=0.20). Again, minimal changes were observed in the direction and distribution of the moths 

in the unpolarized treatment following the second rotation from 90-0o (Fig.3.5cii; models with ΔAICc 

<2=M2B, M1, M2A; Rayleigh Test R*=0.36, p=0.09).  
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Circular distributions: Treatment inversion 

The inversion of the filter stack from polarized to unpolarized did not cause any substantial changes  

in the moths of group P (Fig.3.6ai,bi) which became marginally more concentrated around the mean 

(models with ΔAICc <2=M2A, M1, M2B; Rayleigh Test R*=0.37, p=0.07). In group UP (Fig.3.6aii,bii), the 

inversion of the filter stack from the unpolarized to polarized treatment caused the circular 

distribution of the moths to diverge significantly in two directions from the mean: southwest and 

southeast (models with ΔAICc <2= M5A, M3B, M2A, Rayleigh Test, R*=0.45, p=0.02). 
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Group P (n=19) Group UP (n=18) 
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Rayleigh Test 

R*=0.37 

p=0.07 

ΔAICc 

M2A: 0(34%) 

M1: 0.78(23%) 

M2B: 0.93(21%) 

Rayleigh Test 

R*=0.45 

p=0.02 
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M5A: 0(35%) 

M2B: 1.26(19%) 

M2A: 1.68(15%) 

M1: 4.53(3%) 

Figure 3.6. The observed and modelled orientations of group P (left) and group UP 

(right) following the inversion of the filter stack from (ai) the polarized (dark blue) to 

(bi) the unpolarized face (light blue) (group P), and from (aii) the unpolarized to (bii) 

the polarized face (group UP). Red arrows, circular histograms, dashed lines, and 

dashed arrows are as described in Figure 3.5. The ΔAICc and probability (%) of the 

models with a ΔAICc of <2 and the uniform M1 model are given, as are the test 
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statistic (R*) and p-value of the Rayleigh Tests for each treatment. Statistically 

significant values are highlighted in red. Note that (a) is the same data as Fig.3.5c. 

Circular distributions: Rotations of the second treatments 

The weak unimodal structure observed in group P following the filter inversion was lost upon the first 

90o rotation of the unpolarized treatment (models with ΔAICc <2=M1, M2B, M2A; Rayleigh Test 

R*=0.27, p=0.25) (Fig.3.7ai,bi). In group UP, the moths converged in a strong unimodal south-

southwest direction following the first rotation of the polarized treatment (models with ΔAICc 

<2=M2A, M2B, M2C; Rayleigh Test R*=0.54, p=0.004) (Fig.3.7aii,bii). 

The distributions of both groups of moths lost all structure following the final rotation of the 

treatments from 90-0o (group P: models with ΔAICc <2=M1, M3A, M2B; Rayleigh Test R*=0.12, p=0.77, 

group UP: models with ΔAICc <2=M1, M2A, M2B; Rayleigh Test R*=0.33, p=0.14), but still maintained 

a weak mean direction towards the south-southwest (Fig.3.7b,c).  
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Group P (n=19) Group UP (n=18) 

 

(ci) (6) Unpol 0o  

 

(cii)                               (6) Pol 0o 

  
 

Rayleigh Test 

R*=0.12 

p=0.77 

ΔAICc 

M1: 0(58%) 

M3A: 2.89(14%) 

M2B: 4.04(7%) 

Rayleigh Test 

R*=0.33 
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Figure 3.7. The observed and modelled orientations of group P (left) and group UP 

(right) across the second (a) 0o to (b) 90o to (c) 0o rotations of the polarized treatment 

(dark blue) and unpolarized treatment (light blue). Red arrows, circular histograms, 

dashed lines, and dashed arrows are as described in Figure 3.5. The ΔAICc and 

probability (%) of the models with a ΔAICc of <2 and the uniform M1 model are given, 

as are the test statistic (R*) and p-value of the Rayleigh Tests for each treatment. 

Statistically significant values are highlighted in red. Note that (a) is the same data as 

Fig.3.6b. 

Circular distributions: Real night sky  

Moths in group UP (that were exposed to the polarized treatment immediately prior to the real night 

sky) exhibited uniform distributions both before (models with ΔAICc <2=M1, M2A, M2B, Rayleigh Test, 

R*=0.33, p=0.14) and after the switch (models with ΔAICc <2=M1, M2B, M3A, Rayleigh Test, R*=0.24, 

p=0.41) (Fig.3.8aii,bii). Those in group P, that had previously experienced the unpolarized treatment, 

changed from a uniform distribution (models with ΔAICc <2=M1, M3A, M2B, Rayleigh Test, R*=0.12, 

p=0.7) to a weakly bimodal northwest-southeast distribution (models with ΔAICc <2=M3A, M2B, M3B, 

Rayleigh Test, R*=0.24, p=0.37) (Fig.3.8ai,bi). However, this change in distribution was not statistically 

significant from uniform.     
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Figure 3.8. The observed and modelled orientations of group P (left) and group UP 

(right) (a) prior to and (b) following the removal of the filter stack to reveal the real 

night sky (purple) after exposure to the unpolarized treatment (light blue) and the 

polarized treatment (dark blue). Red arrows, circular histograms, dashed lines, and 

dashed arrows are as described in Figure 3.5. The ΔAICc and probability (%) of the 

models with a ΔAICc of <2 and the uniform M1 model are given, as are the test 

statistic (R*) and p-value of the Rayleigh Tests for each treatment. Statistically 

significant values are highlighted in red. Note that (a) is the same data as Fig.3.7c. 
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3.4 Discussion 

 

This investigation explored the effect of the polarization of light on orientation, heading selection, and 

directedness in H. armigera at the individual and group level. We found limited evidence that 

polarization consistently and reliably influenced the orientation behaviour of individuals. However, at 

the population level, we found that H. armigera generally flew in a south-westerly direction and that 

the distributions of the selected headings and directedness of the moth’s flight paths were only ever 

significant when exposed to polarization. Furthermore, the moths were more likely to change 

orientation and/or the concentration around a mean direction following rotations of the polarized 

treatment, and these same parameters were more likely to be lost or reduced without polarization. 

The introduction of the real sky polarization pattern also caused a small change in these parameters. 

This is the first time polarization-guided navigation has been shown behaviourally in a nocturnal 

lepidopteran.  

We also found an interesting effect of order of presentation on the grouped flight behaviour of H. 

armigera. The moths that began flight with polarization lost their ability to orientate when it was 

removed, while moths that began flight without polarization were able to maintain orientation but 

became briefly disorientated when it was introduced. These results lead to interesting conclusions on 

the migratory performance of H. armigera when flying through larges areas of intermittently high 

levels of light pollution.     

3.4.1 Skylight polarization and orientation in individuals 

Turning responses and directedness 

The polarization of light did not affect the directedness of the flight paths of individual H. armigera, 

nor did a change in AoP cause a direction change of >45o. We could not replicate the turning responses 

of monarch butterflies following the rotation of an overhead polarizer observed by Reppert et al. 

(2004)[46]. Rather, our results agree with the opposing observation by Stalleicken et al. (2005)[47], who 

found limited evidence of turning responses in individuals to the same stimulus. Overall, directedness 

was high with and without polarization (mean r: polarized treatments=0.73, unpolarized 

treatments=0.60). This was expected, and indeed desired, given that the supplementary visual cues 

of an artificial moon and mountains were given to the moths to intentionally increase flight stability. 

That being said, a decrease in directedness was expected following the rotation of the polarized 

treatment, which would have set the visual landmarks within the flight simulator into conflict with the 

directional information given by the polarized cue[10]. Reppert et al. (2004)[46] did not report 
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observations of directedness in individuals but Stalleicken et al. (2005) also found limited effects of 

polarization on the directedness of individual butterflies.  

However, our grouped observations of mean orientation direction, the distributions around the mean, 

and directedness of H. armigera in response to changes in an overhead polarized cue do not reflect 

that observed in individuals. This contrasts with the grouped observations of Stalleicken et al. (2005), 

who found no effect of polarization on mean group orientation or directedness[47]. Our results suggest 

that skylight polarization does indeed promote orientation performance in populations of a migratory 

lepidopteran.  

3.4.2 Skylight polarization and orientation in populations  

Group direction 

Helicoverpa armigera fly through the Port de Boucharo pass in a south-south-westerly direction during 

their autumn migrations (Fig.3.9). H. armigera flew in this direction independent of polarization when 

inside the flight simulator, probably due to the presence of an artificial moon and mountains providing 

consistent directional information, as mentioned above, but also potentially the result of magnetic 

cues from the tether or the Earth’s magnetic field providing directional information[10].  

Despite no evidence of large directional changes, group direction did shift from west-southwest to 

south-southwest following the first rotation of the polarized treatment of group P (Fig.3.5), and then 

again from south-southwest to south-southeast following the second rotation. An effect that was not 

observed during the same rotations of the unpolarized treatment in group UP. This contrasts with the 

observations made at the individual-level and could be explained, in part, by the small number of 

individuals that did turn >45o effectively shifting overall mean direction. Or perhaps individuals that 

turned <45o but converged on the same direction may also have significantly shifted the mean 

direction of the groups. Under natural skies, the lunar polarization pattern will rotate over time as the 

moon moves across the horizon[41] and navigating arthropods will adjust their trajectories accordingly 

to maintain a desired heading[9,23]. When in the flight simulator, the moths may be correcting their 

trajectories in response to the change in the artificial polarization pattern as they would in the wild, 

although these changes occur over several hours in the wild unlike several seconds in the flight 

simulator. However, these differential shifts in group direction between treatment rotations in the 

first half of the experiment (Fig.3.5) were not repeated in the second half (Fig.3.7). Wherein which, 

group P were observed to change direction following rotations of the unpolarized treatment alongside 

similar changes, albeit much lower in strength, in group UP following rotations of the polarized 

treatment. This effect can be attributed to the loss of unimodality within group P, which begin the 
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second half of the experiment in a unimodal distribution that became more uniform with each 

rotation, rather than a response to the unpolarized treatment. Thus, suggesting a loss of orientation 

direction in the group over time following the removal of the polarized cue.  

 

Figure 3.9. Aerial image of the valley in the Hautes-Pyrénées (red box) where 

Helicoverpa armigera were collected during their autumn migration through Europe 

(red marker shows site of collection). The red arrow indicates the south-westerly 

direction of the moths during this migration which aligns with the mean group 

directions of the moths observed during the flight simulator experiment. Aerial image 

taken from Google Earth (v.9.163.0.0, Gavarnie, France, Lat=42.703950, Long=-

0.063988, eye altitude= 2381m).   

Larger directional changes were observed in both groups in the final two minutes of the experiment, 

when the moths were exposed to real sky polarization pattern (Fig.3.8). Prior to exposure to the real 

sky polarization pattern, both groups of moths were flying in a weakly southern direction (Fig.3.8a). 

Group P shifted to a south-westerly direction following the removal of the unpolarized treatment and 

group UP shifted to a south-easterly direction following the removal of the polarized treatment 

(Fig.3.8b). We would expect the moths of group P to change direction towards the southwest given 

that they experienced a change from no polarization to the true skylight polarization pattern. In group 

UP, perhaps the artificial polarization pattern and the real polarization pattern where manually 

misaligned, creating a cue conflict and subsequent confusion in some individuals following the 

removal of the artificial polarization. However, distributions and directness of both groups of moths 

were weak, and large directional changes where not observed upon exposure to artificial polarization 

following the inversion of the filter stack in group UP (Fig.3.6bii), so it is difficult to interpret ecological 

meaning from these observations.  

1500m 
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Circular distributions 

H. armigera significantly clustered around a particular mean direction when exposed to artificial 

polarization only (Fig.3.7). Similarly, in the first half of the experiment, the circular distributions of the 

moths changed with the rotation of the polarized treatment only (Fig.3.5). The moths in group UP 

maintained a unimodal south-southwest distribution throughout both rotations of the unpolarized 

treatment, whereas the moths in group P changed from a uniform distribution to a unimodal south-

south-west distribution and back to a uniform distribution following the two rotations of the polarized 

treatment. In the second half of the experiment, significant changes to the distribution of the moths 

were observed following rotations of the polarized cue, which were not observed after rotations of 

the unpolarized cue (Fig.3.7). The former changing from a significant bi-modal distribution to a 

significant unimodal distribution before becoming uniform, and the latter changing from a weakly 

unimodal distribution to an increasingly uniform distribution. This loss of directionality over time 

under the unpolarized treatment was weakly observed in the first half of the experiment in group UP 

and more strongly (although not significantly) observed in the second half of the experiment in group 

P. Furthermore, the addition of artificial (Fig3.6) and real sky polarization (Fig.3.8) caused the moths 

to change their heading distributions, significantly in the case of the former, which was not observed 

to the same magnitude when artificial polarization was removed (Fig.3.6b).  

This suggests that polarization is a) detectable and b) relevant to orientation in H. armigera. It also 

suggests that skylight polarization is a dominant cue within the hierarchy of visual navigational cues, 

being placed above large visual landmarks like the moon and mountains which did not prevent 

changes in distribution and losses in directionality following the presence or absence of polarization, 

respectively. This contrasts with diurnal monarch butterflies, which use the sun as the dominant 

celestial cue when migrating[47]. However, we did not use the real moon as a navigational cue so we 

cannot be certain of its dominance in the compass of H. armigera. Nonetheless, given that the 

behaviour of the moon and its polarization pattern is dynamic (see chapter 2), it is surprising that the 

moon would be a dominant visual cue within the compass hierarchy. Perhaps the moths account for 

this by timing their migrations with the lunar cycle, much like how some migratory moths delay 

migratory flight until the occurrence of favourable winds[48]. Further evidence on the hierarchical 

importance of a suite of navigational cues will help us better predict the impacts of the obscuring 

effect of light pollution on the skylight polarization pattern.   

Directedness 

Group directedness (R*) was highest during the polarization treatments, particularly in the second half 

of the experiment (Fig.3.5 and Fig.3.7). Directedness improved following the first rotation of the 
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polarized treatment and decreased after the second rotation in groups P and UP, suggesting an initial 

adjustment to the new orientation of the polarized treatment and subsequently becoming confused 

and scattered following a second change shortly after. In contrast, directedness was stable in the initial 

rotations of the unpolarized treatment in group UP but reduced dramatically during the rotations of 

the same treatment in group P in the latter half of the experiment. The moths in group UP potentially 

used visual landmarks or other cues to orientate at the start of the experiment, as mentioned above, 

and thus were unaffected by the unpolarized overhead cue. The gradual reduction in directedness in 

group P during the unpolarized treatment echoes the weak change in mean direction and 

concentration around the mean described above. Again, suggesting that the removal of polarization 

for even short lengths of time causes a loss of orientation. Temporary loss of skylight polarization can 

occur in nature during overcast conditions[14], highlighting the need for flexible navigation in nocturnal 

arthropods, but in lepidopterans the flexibility of this system may be time sensitive. Inside the flight 

simulator, H. armigera were able to maintain their directedness and direction in the first few minutes 

following cue loss, but this was gradually lost it over time. In nature, this could be highly problematic 

for individuals travelling through large areas of urbanization where the polarization pattern could be 

lost for long stretches of time. Even brief losses of orientation in urban areas could increase the risk 

of ‘flight-to-light’ behaviour luring individuals towards bright sources of light[49] and subsequently 

becoming trapped beneath them (see chapter 5). Additionally, as an economically important 

agricultural pest, erroneous trajectories and disorientation could affect the densities of individuals 

feeding and breeding on agricultural land with implications for productivity and profitability[50,51,52].      

The addition of artificial (Fig3.6) and real sky polarization (Fig.3.8) caused a disparity in the changed 

directedness of the moths. Those that experienced a transition from artificial polarization to no 

polarization (Fig.3.6) lost some directedness, and the same effect occurred in those that experienced 

the opposite. However, when introducing the real sky polarization pattern (Fig.3.8), the moths 

experiencing a transition from artificial to real polarization lost some directedness, whereas those that 

experienced a transition from no polarization to the real sky polarization pattern gained directedness. 

The discrepancy between grouped directedness following the introduction of the real skylight 

polarization pattern was expected as one group gained a directional cue (group P) whilst the other 

possibly experienced some cue conflict (group UP). The shared increase in directedness following the 

transitions between artificially polarized treatments is more difficult to interpret. However, only the 

transition from the unpolarized to polarized treatments was significantly non-uniformly distributed, 

thus supporting the conclusion that polarization did indeed affect directedness and heading selection.      
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3.5 Conclusions 

 

H. armigera were more concentrated around biologically meaningful headings and maintained this 

orientation over time under artificial skylight polarization. When migrating, this could aid successful 

and more efficient migration. Without skylight polarization, the moths were still able to maintain a 

weak heading direction, but trajectories were more scattered, and directedness degraded 

considerably following the removal of polarization. Thus, light pollution threatens the navigational 

efficiency of H. armigera during their seasonal migrations by obscuring an important visual input of 

their navigational compass. These results also hint at the importance of context: animals that began 

their flight in the absence of polarization (e.g., in polluted areas) were somewhat able to identify and 

maintain the ‘correct’ heading but may then experience cue conflicts when they are exposed to 

polarization (e.g., entering dark areas). Conversely, animals initiating flight with polarization cues 

available may be less able to maintain their orientation if these cues are lost. Questions remain about 

specific behavioural polarization sensitivity thresholds in lepidopteran and where these fall in relation 

to light pollution radiance and skylight polarization dilution.     
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4 

Light pollution and nocturnal navigation in Drassodes sp. 

 

The previous chapter provided evidence to link light pollution and the impairment of polarization-

guided navigation in Helicoverpa armigera. This chapter has a similar aim and reports two behavioural 

experiments using a tethered walking system to test for the effect of diminished skylight polarization 

on orientation in Drassodes sp.. The first experiment was an adaptation of the tethered flight 

experiment described in chapter 3 and was designed to test for the effect of the presence and absence 

of skylight polarization on orientation. The second experiment was designed to identify behavioural 

thresholds of polarization sensitivity that might help to establish the link between light pollution 

radiance, the dilution of the skylight polarization pattern, and the limits of detectability of Drassodes 

sp. polarization-guided navigation.  

Contributions: Vun Wen Jie built the trackball and helped to develop the tethering method. I, Vun 

Wen Jie, Susan Meah, and Rebecca Meah collected the animals. I undertook data collection, data 

analysis, and authored the chapter in discussion with my supervisors, Nicholas Roberts (University of 

Bristol) and Lauren Sumner-Rooney (Leibniz Institute for Biodiversity and Evolution Research).   

 

4.1 Background 

 

Drassodes spp. are known to use skylight polarization to navigate during central-place foraging. The 

weighted importance of skylight polarization to its navigational compass is unknown but anatomical 

and behavioural evidence suggests that the PMEs are adapted exclusively for the detection of skylight 

polarization[1]. Such investment in a single functionality suggests that polarization-guided navigation 

is of high importance to fitness[1]. Therefore, the reduction of the polarization pattern by light pollution 

is expected to significantly degrade navigational performance in Drassodes spp..  

The magnitude of this effect will be directly related to the sensitivity of the PMEs to the polarization 

of light which is estimated to be relatively high compared to other arthropods[1]. However, 

measurements of polarization sensitivity can vary between experimental paradigms and there are 
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often discrepancies between measurements obtained by electrophysiology, behavioural techniques, 

and modelling[2,3,4]. Generally, behavioural techniques estimate thresholds of detection by measuring 

changes in a robust behavioural response to an incrementally reducing or increasing external stimuli. 

This provides a more direct insight into the ecological impacts of stimulus strength. A behavioural 

threshold of polarization detection has yet to be determined in any spider. If Drassodes sp. does 

indeed have high polarization sensitivity then polarization-guided navigation may be able to occur in 

all but the most light-polluted areas. However, light pollution of radiances between 0-30 nW/cm2sr 

had a strong negative relationship with the modelled photoreceptor contrast (PRC) of the PMEs of 

Drassodes sp., suggesting that even modest levels of light pollution could affect navigation (see 

chapter 2). Determining the behavioural thresholds of polarization sensitivity, and its correlation with 

light pollution radiance and skylight polarization, will give a more accurate picture of the severity of 

light pollution impacts on nocturnal arthropod movements.  

4.1.1 Aims and hypotheses 

The following experiments aimed to investigate the impact of the loss of the skylight polarization 

pattern on orientation performance in Drassodes sp. using an adaptation of the trackball design used 

by Dacke (2001) to test polarized-guided navigation in wolf spiders[5]. This first experiment is 

analogous to the tethered flight experiment given in the previous chapter but used a tethering system 

appropriate for walking arthropods. The aim of the experiment was to replicate Dacke (2001)[5] by 

investigating the use of skylight polarization for heading selection and maintenance in Drassodes sp.. 

Tethered individuals within an arena were exposed to an artificially polarized and unpolarized ‘sky’ at 

the zenith to simulate the polarization pattern under natural and light-polluted skies, with the 

unpolarized ‘sky’ also serving as a control. Individuals’ movement along a fictive path was tracked 

during 90o rotations of both treatments to establish whether polarization influenced their ability to 

maintain a chosen orientation and/or a straight path. Individuals were expected to change orientation 

direction or become disorientated following the rotation of the polarized treatment and no change in 

orientation performance was predicted following the rotation of the unpolarized treatment.   

The same tethering system was used to determine a behavioural threshold of polarization sensitivity 

in Drassodes sp. and establish the link between light pollution radiance and navigational performance. 

This was achieved using four polarized treatments with DoP values between 0.3 and 0.9. These 

conservative values were selected to include: a positive control for comparison with the negative 

control of the first experiment, and a range of DoP values representative of the measured light 

pollution radiance given in chapter 2. No more than four treatments were used to limit the duration 

of the experiment thereby reducing the likelihood of order effects and limiting stress in the spiders. 
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The fictive paths of individuals were tracked during 90o rotations of the four treatments and 

compared. The proportion of turning responses following rotations were expected to reduce 

incrementally with decreasing DoP as shown in other organisms[4,6,7]. 

 

4.2 Materials and methods 

 

Adult Drassodes sp. were collected from dry stone walls and exposed rock faces at Shibden Valley, UK 

(Lat=53.758273, Long=-1.846054, mean zenith sky radiance between 2013-2018 from 

lightpollutionmap.info=4 nW/cm2sr). Individuals were caught in the summer of 2020 and 2021 using 

pooters (30mm barrel, 7mm tube pooter, Natural History Book Service) when resting within their silk 

retreats during the day. Following capture, the spiders were transported to a laboratory in Bristol, 

England, and separated into cylindrical containers containing moss and orchid bark as refuge and 

sealed with foam lids. The containers were kept under laboratory conditions, exposed to stable 

temperatures and indirect broad-spectrum artificial light (Radion XR15, EcoTech Marine Inc.) matched 

to the natural light/dark cycle at the time of capture (Fig.4.1). The same light source was used to 

illuminate the trackball during the experiments which began shortly after dusk when the spiders 

naturally became active (see chapter 5). During the experiments, the light source was reduced to near-

full-moon radiance (0.4 lux, full moonlight at optimal conditions modelled at 0.3 lux)[8]. The spiders 

were fed live fruit flies every seven days and given 3-4 drops of water from a pipette every three days.  
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Figure 4.1. Emission spectrum of the broad-spectrum light source used to 

illuminate Drassodes sp. housed in the laboratory in Bristol, UK, taken using a 

QE65000 spectrometer and a P200-UV-VIS optical fibre (Ocean Insight Inc.) 

calibrated to a lamp of known spectral output (DH-2000, Ocean Insight Inc.). 

4.2.1 Preparation of Drassodes sp. 

To prepare them for the trackball, the spiders were first immobilised between a large piece of foam 

and Parafilm. A small hole in the Parafilm was cut above the dorsal cephalothorax and a drop of UV-

activated glue (Bondic®) was applied to the exposed exoskeleton. A small square of adhesive metal 

tape was placed on top of the glue and the glue was cured with a UV LED. With the metallic square 

adhered to the dorsal cephalothorax, the spiders could then be magnetically tethered to the trackball 

(Fig.4.2). Following preparation, the spiders were returned to their individual containers and allowed 

to habituate to the tethers for >12 hours.  
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Figure 4.2. (a) Photograph of Drassodes sp. prepared for the trackball with a square 

of metal tape glued to the dorsal cephalothorax. Photograph used with permission 

from Sam England. (b) Photograph of a tethered Drassodes sp. on the trackball 

apparatus. The spiders were magneto-tethered within a screened experimental 

arena and positioned on a polystyrene ball, which rotated on an air cushion as the 

spider walked. Polarized filters (not shown) were above the animal while a video 

camera recorded behavioural responses in infrared. (c) Example image from an 

infrared video recording of Drassodes sp. on the trackball.  

4.2.2 The trackball  

The trackball apparatus consisted of a 16x16 cm square platform supported 26 cm in the air. In the 

centre of the platform was a polystyrene ball (2.7 cm diameter) in a conical support connected to an 

air supply (Fig.4.3a). When turned on, the air supply created an air cushion beneath the ball such that 

the ball could freely rotate within its support. Above the polystyrene ball was a small glass shaft 

connected to a metal arm (Fig.4.2b). A dressmaker pin with a disc magnet glued to the pinhead was 

suspended inside the glass shaft using external magnets. The metal tape glued to the cephalothorax 

of the spiders magnetically connected to this dressmaker pin thereby tethering the spiders on top of 

the trackball and allowing them to rotate the ball on the air cushion as they walked (Fig.4.2b). The 

arena was illuminated by two infra-red LED security lights invisible to the spiders[1,9] and individuals 

were recorded using an infrared video camera (HDR-CX405 Camcorder, Sony). The polystyrene ball 

was painted with irregular shapes in infrared-absorbing, black ink for video tracking (Fig.4.2c). The 

entire arena was screened from visual disturbance using blackout cloth and the spiders on the 

(a)        Metal tape   (b)         
 
                                              Metal arm  
 
 

                                             Glass shaft 
 
Magnets                                            Pin 
                                                             
Drassodes 
sp.  
                                                           Ball 

(c)           
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trackball were screened from visual landmarks in the arena by diffuse, non-polarizing baking 

parchment (Fig.4.3a). 

            (a)   

 

Figure 4.3. (a) The trackball apparatus for testing orientation under different 

simulations of skylight polarization. In a screened experimental arena, spiders were 

magneto-tethered on top of a polystyrene ball that rotated when they walked. The 

spiders were shown rotations of two, overhead artificially polarized light treatments 

while a video camera recorded behavioural responses in infrared. (b) and (c) are 

described in Figure 3.1 of chapter 3.  

4.2.3 Experimental protocol  

4.2.3.1  Experiment 1: Orientation performance and the presence of skylight polarization in 

Drassodes sp. 

In the first trackball experiment, 31 spiders were exposed to the same four rotations of the polarized 

treatments used in the flight simulator experiment (see chapter 3) to test orientation performance 

under optimal skylight polarization (0.63 average DoP) and, under skylight polarization diminished by 

extreme light pollution (0.03 average DoP) (Fig.4.3b,c). Experiments started with a two-minute burn-

in period under the artificially polarized or unpolarized sky at 0o. The behavioural responses of the 

spiders were recorded for 10 seconds before and after each rotation, and a minimum of 30 seconds 

separated all rotations. During the experiment, the spiders were monitored on a screen so that 

rotation of the filter stack did not occur when the spiders were stationary.  

 

(b) (c) 
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4.2.3.2 Experiment 2: Behavioural threshold of polarization sensitivity in Drassodes sp. 

In the second trackball experiment, 31 spiders were exposed to four new polarized treatments of 

differing DoP (Fig.4.4). In a pseudo-random order, the spiders experienced a clockwise and 

anticlockwise, 90o manual rotation of artificially polarized skylight at 0.99 (positive control), 0.74, 0.63, 

and 0.37 DoP. The treatments were created using two circular filter stacks (45 cm diameter) of seven 

layers of ¼ diffuser (251 Quarter white diffusion, LEE Filters) and one layer of UV-transmissive 

polarizing filter (Rosco Polarising Filter, Rosco). The diffuser layers and polarizing filter were arranged 

such that one of the filter stacks transmitted polarized light of 0.99 DoP (no diffuser below the 

polarizing filter and x7 layers of diffuser above) and when inverted, transmitted polarized light at 0.37 

DoP (x7 layers of diffuser below the polarizing filter). The second filter stack transmitted light of 0.74 

DoP (x1 layer of thin batch diffuser below the polarizing filter and x6 layers of ¼ diffuser above) and 

when inverted, 0.63 DoP (x1 layer of thick batch diffuser below the polarizing filter and x6 layers of ¼ 

diffuser above). All DoP values were an average of three manual polarimetry measurements as 

described in chapter 3, section 3.2.3. As above, the spiders experienced a two-minute burn-in period 

prior to the first rotation of all treatments and were recorded for at least 20 seconds before the next 

rotation. 
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Figure 4.4. Photographic polarimetry image of the faces of the filter stacks with (a) 

0.99, (b) 0.74, (c) 0.63, and (d) 0.37 DoP. Photographic polarimetry images taken 

using a polarization camera (Triton 5.0 MP Polarization Model, Lucid Vision Labs Inc.).  

4.2.4 Statistical analysis  

The following analyses were chosen to explore two central questions to this investigation: 1) does 

Drassodes sp. use the polarization of light for orientation (turning responses) and, 2) does the 

polarization of light affect Drassodes sp. ability to maintain a selected heading (directedness)?   

To calculate turning response and directedness the fictive paths of the spiders were tracked using the 

open-source tracking software FicTrac[10]. FicTrac takes the absolute orientation of the ball rotation 

per frame relative to the fixed principal axes of the spider to give the spiders movements on a fictive 

2D surface[10]. 

Turning responses 

To establish whether individuals were more likely to turn following the rotation of the filters, the paths 

of the spiders five seconds before and after the rotation of the polarized treatments were plotted for 

both experiments (Fig.4.5) and presented to 22 (experiment 1) and 50 (experiment 2) human 

volunteers for blind scoring using the online platform Zooniverse (www.zooniverse.org). This 

generated a total of 124 plotted paths from experiment 1 (two rotations of two treatments across 31 

spiders) and a total of 248 plotted paths from experiment 2 (two rotations of four treatments across 

(b) 

(c) (d) 

(a) 
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31 spiders). Volunteers were asked to decide whether the path showed a change in direction following 

the treatment rotation (marked with a ‘+’ on the plotted path) (Fig.4.5). For a paired comparison, 

volunteers were required to score a balanced number of polarized and unpolarized paths, 4 volunteers 

in experiment 1 (n=18) and 19 volunteers in experiment 2 (n=31) did not achieve this and were 

consequently removed from the analysis.  

 

Figure 4.5. An example of a tracked path of a spider (orange) from the second 

trackball experiment, as presented to human volunteers for blind scoring. The time 

of the filter rotation is shown by the black cross and the number of seconds before 

and after the filter rotation is given by the coloured points. 

Their binary responses were compared between treatments using a binomial generalised linear mixed 

model (GLMM) with volunteer score as the response variable; treatment, order of presentation, 

direction of treatment rotation, and the interaction between treatment and order of presentation as 

fixed factors; and spider ID and volunteer ID as random terms. All GLMMs had no link function. Model 

structure and link functions with the best model fit was selected using the Akaike information criterion 

(AIC) values and model diagnostic information[11]. Variance components were estimated using 

restricted maximum likelihood (REML) method. Models were selected using manual backwards-

stepwise model refinement and the significance of fixed terms was determined using analysis of 

variance tests (ANOVA) and associated p-values[11]. Residual diagnostics of all models were done using 

the ‘DHARMa’[12] package in R. All statistical analysis was conducted in R (R Studio v. 4.1.2, R 

Development Core Team 2021). 
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Directedness 

The sinuosity of individual paths was calculated using the R package ‘trajr’[13]. Sinuosity is the mean 

cosine of turning angles and step length and gives an estimate of the tortuosity (analogous to the 

directedness metric in chapter 3) of an animal’s 2D path. Sinuosity values range from 0 (straight) to 1 

(highly tortuous). The corrected sinuosity index (CSI), the mean cosine of turning angles and step 

length given as variation coefficient rather than a constant[13,14], was used to estimate tortuosity as it 

is suitable for a wider range of turning angle distributions and does not require a standardised step 

length. The CSI was calculated for the 5 seconds before and after treatment rotation.   

To test for the effect of treatment on directedness overall, the CSI of the 5 seconds before treatment 

rotation were analysed using a beta GLMM with CSI as the response variable; treatment, order of 

presentation, and the interaction between treatment and order of presentation as fixed factors; and 

spider ID as a random term. To test for the effect of treatment rotation on directedness, the CSI was 

compared between treatments using a beta GLMM with CSI as the response variable; order of 

presentation, 5 second time bin (before or after rotation), treatment rotation direction, and the 

interaction between treatment and 5 second time bin as fixed factors, and spider ID as a random term. 

The GLMMs had a complementary log-log link function. Model structure and link functions were 

selected using the method described above and variance components were estimated using the REML 

method. Models were selected using manual backwards-stepwise model refinement as above, and 

residual diagnostics were done using the ‘DHARMa’ package in R. All statistical analysis was conducted 

in R.  

 

4.3 Results    

 

4.3.1 Orientation and the presence of skylight polarization  

Turning responses 

Controlling for the significant effects of order of presentation (binomial GLMM, d.f.=3, χ2=9.67, 

p=0.02) and direction of treatment rotation (binomial GLMM, d.f.=1, χ2=7.96, p=0.004), the spiders 

were 7% more likely to respond to the polarization treatment (binomial GLMM, d.f.=1, χ2=7.92, 

p=0.004) (Fig.4.6). Paths depicting spiders exposed to a rotation of the unpolarized treatment (n=62) 

were scored a total of 698 times. Of these, 352 were reported to have turned in response to the 

treatment rotation (50%). Paths depicting spiders exposed to a rotation of the polarized treatment 

(n=62) were scored a total of 713 times. Of these, 412 were reported to have turned (57%).  
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Figure 4.6. The probability of a turning response in Drassodes sp. following a 90o 

rotation of an overhead artificially unpolarized (‘Unpolarized’) and polarized 

treatment (‘Polarized’) according to 18 human volunteers blind to treatment when 

observing the 2D paths of the spiders. The mean probability of a positive (1, turn) and 

negative (0, no turn) choice of the volunteers are shown by the dashed lines and the 

model prediction of the binomial GLMM is shown by the green solid line. Annotations 

indicate the levels of significance of the GLMM as ‘***’ p>0.001, ‘**’ p>0.01, ‘*’ 

p>0.05.   

Directedness 

Prior to any rotations, directedness was similar between the polarized (mean CSI=45) and unpolarized 

(mean CSI=0.43) treatments (beta GLMM, χ2=0.93, d.f.=1, p=0.33), and was not affected by order of 

presentation (beta GLMM, χ2=5.39, d.f.=3, p=0.14) (Fig.4.7a). Directedness reduced following 

rotations of the filter stack (beta GLMM, χ2=42.27, d.f.=1, p<0.0001) independent of treatment (beta 

GLMM, χ2=3.66, d.f.=2, p=0.15). The mean CSI increased following the rotation of both the polarized 

and unpolarized treatment by 14% and 10%, respectively (Fig.4.7b). Change in directedness before 

and after treatment rotation was not affected by order (beta GLMM, χ2=6.02, d.f.=3, p=0.11) or 

rotation direction (beta GLMM, χ2=1.88, d.f.=1, p=0.17).    
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(a)                                                                            (b) 

 
Figure 4.7. (a) The corrected sinuosity index of spiders’ paths during 5 seconds of 

exposure to an overhead, artificially polarized treatment (‘Polarized’) and 

unpolarized treatment (‘Unpolarized’). (b) Corrected sinuosity index in the 5 

seconds before (dashed boxes) and 5 seconds after (solid boxes) rotations of the 

artificially polarized (‘Polarized’) and unpolarized (‘Unpolarized’) filters. 

4.3.2 Behavioural threshold of polarization sensitivity  

Turning responses 

Controlling for the significant effects of direction of treatment rotation (binomial GLMM, d.f.=1, 

χ2=14.89, p=0.0001), the spiders responded differently to the four polarization treatments as a 

function of order of presentation (binomial GLMM, d.f.=21, χ2=73.90, p<0.0001) (Fig.4.8). Individuals 

did not respond more frequently to the positive control compared to any other treatment (Table 4.1).  
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Figure 4.8. The probability of a turning response in Drassodes sp. following a 90o 

rotation of artificially polarized skylight of four DoP values according to the choices 

of 31 human volunteers blind to treatment when observing the 2D paths of the 

spiders. The mean probability of a positive (1, turn) and negative (0, no turn) choice 

of the volunteers are shown by the dashed lines and the model prediction of the 

binomial GLMM is shown by the green solid line.  

Similarly, there was no difference in response rates between the 0.37 DoP treatment and the 0.63 and 

0.74 DoP treatments (Table 4.1). The probability of a response to the treatment of the lowest DoP in 

this experiment (0.37 DoP, 49% probability) was similar to the negative control in experiment 1 (0.03 

DoP, 50% probability). 

Table 4.1. The choices of 31 human volunteers when asked to score whether the 2D paths 

of spiders showed a change in direction following a rotation of four polarized treatments 

of different DoPs.  

Treatment 

(DoP) 

N of scores Scored as 

positive 

Scored as 

positive (%) 

n 

0.99  763 369 48 31 

0.74  747 341 45 31 

0.63  761 406 53 31 

0.37  772 385 49 31 
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Directedness 

Prior to rotation, the directedness of individuals differed between treatments (beta GLMM, χ2=11.40, 

d.f.=3, p=0.009) particularly between the 0.37 (mean CSI=0.52) and 0.74 (mean CSI=0.46) treatments 

(Fig.4.9a). This was not affected by order of presentation (beta GLMM, χ2=12.559, d.f.=7, p=0.08). The 

overall directedness of the spiders increased following treatment rotation, and this changed as a 

function of treatment (beta GLMM, χ2=16.76, d.f.=6, p=0.01). Directedness was significantly higher 

both before and after the rotations of the 0.74 DoP treatment compared to the 0.37 DoP treatment 

(Fig.4.9b). Change in directedness before and after treatment rotation was not impacted by order 

effects (beta GLMM, χ2=8.14, d.f.=7, p=0.32) or the direction of treatment rotation (beta GLMM, 

χ2=0.19, d.f.=1, p=0.66). 

(a)                                                                               (b) 

 
Figure 4.9. (a) The corrected sinuosity index of spiders’ paths during 5 seconds of 

exposure to an overhead, artificially polarized treatment of four DoP values: 0.34, 

0.67, 0.74, and 0.99. (b) The corrected sinuosity index of the paths of the spiders in 

the 5 seconds before (dashed boxes) and 5 seconds after (solid boxes) rotations of 

the four artificially polarized treatments. Annotations indicate the levels of 

significance of beta GLMMs as ‘***’ p>0.001, ‘**’ p>0.01, ‘*’ p>0.05. 
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4.4 Discussion  

 

4.4.1 Orientation and skylight polarization  

Turning responses 

Drassodes sp. were more likely to change direction following a manual rotation of an artificial ‘sky’ 

when the light was polarized. However, the effect size was small, the probability of a turning response 

being 7% higher than a response to an unpolarized ‘sky’, and there was evidence of order and 

directional biases in response rates. Individuals were equally likely to change direction or maintain the 

same direction following a rotation of the unpolarized treatment. It is possible that unintentional  

external stimuli (vibrations, shadow, etc.) were created by the manual rotation of the filter stack and 

disturbed the spiders, coupled with poor movement control caused by the magnetic tethering system. 

This may also account for the differences in response to the clockwise and anticlockwise rotations of 

the treatments, perhaps one direction created more disturbance than the other. Nonetheless, these 

factors are assumed to have caused the small effect size and high turning response to the unpolarized 

treatment rather than a lack of polarization-guided orientation in Drassodes sp. for three reasons: 1) 

Dacke (1999)[1] confirmed polarization-guided navigation in a more naturalistic experiment with 

untethered Drassodes cupreus walking on a flat surface, 2) the PMEs of Drassodes spiders are highly 

specialised skylight polarization detectors[1] and, 3) feedback from the human volunteers who 

observed the 2D paths of the spiders pronounced difficulty in scoring due to highly tortuous paths. 

Perhaps allowing the spiders to move more naturally within the arena, as in Dacke (1999)[1], would 

have yielded more reliable results. However, a robust turning response to a rotating overhead 

polarizer has been demonstrated in wolf spiders (Pardosa tristis) walking on an air-cushioned trackball 

by Dacke (2001)[5]. That being said, the sample sizes of this study were small and the distribution of 

turning responses across the tested individuals is not given, leading to questionable conclusions. Still, 

it is unclear why such results could not be repeated here. Filtering the paths of the spiders shown to 

the human volunteers using clearly defined ante-hoc criterion to select the best performing individuals 

could have benefitted the blind scoring[15].  

Directedness 

Prior to rotations of the polarized treatments, overall path directedness was neither straight or highly 

tortuous (mean CSI=0.44) whether exposed to polarization or not, but path directedness did decrease 

following treatment rotation (mean CSI=0.56). However, this effect was observed across both 

treatments which supports the suggestion that individuals were disturbed by accidental external 
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stimuli caused by the manual rotation of the filters. Overall, the general directedness of the paths was 

low enough to create difficulties for the human volunteers when blind scoring. Perhaps the mechanics 

of walking on the trackball caused many of the spiders to take a naturally oscillating path which 

masked any effects of polarization on both directedness and turning response. Path directedness was 

not investigated during Dacke’s (2001) trackball experiment with P. tristis. As such it has yet to be 

studied in a ground spider in the context of polarization-guided navigation, but it has been shown to 

benefit directedness in a nocturnal dung beetle[6]. Again, perhaps the manipulation of more natural 

movements in Drassodes sp. would yield stronger conclusions on the mechanisms linking skylight 

polarization with path directedness.  

Overall, the results of the first trackball experiment suggests that, at least in laboratory conditions, 

artificial skylight polarization can be used to inform orientation in Drassodes sp. but perhaps not as 

reliably as the real sky polarization pattern in the wild. There are several possible reasons for the 

limited success of this experiment in addition to those given above. Firstly, the real sky polarization 

pattern has a characteristic gradient in DoP and AoP across the sky that was absent from this 

experiment as the filters used to create the artificial pattern were spatially uniform in DoP and AoP. It 

would be interesting to further investigate how the absence of the DoP and AoP gradient of the 

polarization pattern impacts navigation both in Drassodes sp. and Helicoverpa armigera and how this 

relates to the effects of light pollution on the spatial characteristics of the pattern (see chapter 2). 

Secondly, and in addition to disturbance and poor movement control mentioned above, the lack of 

robustness in the results may be attributed to low motivation of individuals. Dacke (1999)[1] observed 

polarization-guided navigation in free walking spiders that were returning to their silk retreats 

following a foraging excursion. Such individuals would have been highly motivated to return to their 

retreats, enabling observations of navigational behaviour. Similarly, Dacke (2001) stimulated wolf 

spiders to run on a trackball by touching the abdomen or rear legs with a probe[5]. In contrast, 

individuals tethered to the trackball in this investigation were unstimulated and had limited 

motivation to navigate. Thus, experiments that exploit the natural motivations of spiders, particularly 

within an ecologically realistic context, are anticipated to achieve more reliable results.  

4.4.2 Behavioural threshold of polarization sensitivity 

Turning responses 

A behavioural threshold of polarization sensitivity in Drassodes sp. could not be established. The 

probability of a turning response and path directedness was not reliably affected by increasing DoP 

and was subject to directional biases dependent on the direction of treatment rotation. The 
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probability of a turning response to the rotation of the 0.37 DoP treatment was similar to the negative 

control used in the previous experiment (DoP=0.03). This could suggest a sensitivity threshold of >0.37 

DoP but given that the response probability did not consistently change with DoP, there were 

directional biases in responses to clockwise and anticlockwise rotations of the filters, and that any 

observable effect of this experiment is likely to be small, no conclusions can be reliably confirmed. 

Therefore, a behavioural threshold of polarization sensitivity in spiders remains elusive.  

Directedness 

The directedness of the spiders’ paths prior to treatment rotation was like those observed in the first 

trackball experiment (overall mean=0.49), being neither straight nor tortuous. However, directedness 

did improve in the 0.74 DoP treatment (mean CSI=0.46) compared to the 0.37 DoP treatment (mean 

CSI=52), suggesting that the ability to maintain a heading may be enhanced with skylight polarization, 

but this result was not repeatable in both experiments. A DoP of 0.74 is unusually high for the natural 

polarization pattern[6]. Thus, if skylight polarization does indeed improve directedness, we would also 

expect to see an improvement in the more realistic 0.63 DoP treatment. Overall directedness reduced 

following treatment rotation, but unlike experiment 1, this changed as a function of treatment. The 

spiders of the 0.74 DoP treatment being more direct than those in the 0.37 DoP treatment, both 

before and after rotation. Again, directedness would be expected to change following treatment 

rotation of the 0.63 DoP treatment if the polarization of light was used as an orientational cue, so it is 

unclear what might be driving this difference. As mentioned above, a more naturalistic experiment 

that exploits a robust behaviour would help establish the threshold of polarization sensitivity in 

Drassodes sp.. 

 

4.5 Conclusions  

 

Although Drassodes sp. responded differently to polarized and unpolarized treatments in the first 

trackball experiment, the effect size was small and the result was not repeatable in the proceeding 

experiment, bringing its validity into question. Given that polarization-guided navigation has already 

been established behaviourally in Drassodes cupreus and Pardosa tristis, along with the anatomical 

mechanisms underlying this behaviour, it is reasonable to assume that the trackball experiment was 

not successful at eliciting a robust behavioural response to the polarization of light in this instance. 

Therefore, unlike Helicoverpa armigera, strong conclusions on the threat of light pollution on 

nocturnal navigation in Drassodes sp. cannot be made in light of the results of the experiments 
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described here. The existing literature on polarization-guided navigation in spiders exploited the 

motivation to perform natural behaviours such as returning to a retreat[1] and evading danger[5] which 

was not present in this study. Future research is recommended to take a similar approach and 

investigate navigation using more naturalistic methods to attain reliable and robust results. 

The next chapter will explore the impacts of skylight polarization cues and light pollution on the timing 

and initiation of navigational excursions in H. armigera and Drassodes sp., with particular emphasis 

on light pollution radiance and spectral composition. The timing of critical behaviours like migration 

and foraging are synchronised with ambient light levels creating cyclical patterns of behaviour known 

as circadian rhythms. As light pollution increases in radiance and changes in spectral content with the 

global transition to modern lighting technologies, it raises questions about the impacts of light 

pollution on the more fundamental aspects of ecology and the threat this poses to the survival of 

nocturnal arthropods. 
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5 

Light pollution and nocturnal activity in Helicoverpa armigera and Drassodes 

sp. 

 

The evidence given in the previous two chapters focused on the effects of light pollution during 

nocturnal journeys; this chapter aimed to investigate the impacts of light pollution prior to the 

initiation of those journeys to provide a holistic understanding of how light pollution effects several 

aspects of nocturnal navigation. By observing patterns of activity from sunset to sunrise, the 

experiments in this chapter were designed to explore the effect of light pollution radiance and spectral 

composition, as well as the diminishing effect of light pollution to skylight polarization, on the timing 

and initiation of nocturnal journeys. Initially, only Helicoverpa armigera was tested, but due to the 

success of the experiment and the discovery of Drassodes sp. within the Pyrenean field site, Drassodes 

sp. was tested in the final field season. As a result, there was limited time to complete the full series 

of experiments on Drassodes sp., which was used to test only for the effect of spectral composition 

on nocturnal activity. H. armigera was used in three experiments to test for the effects of spectral 

composition, radiance, and the presence of skylight polarization on nocturnal activity. For simplicity, 

the methods and results of the experiments are divided by species then discussed in parallel.  

Contributions: Myself, my supervisors Nicholas Roberts (University of Bristol) and Lauren Sumner-

Rooney (Leibniz Institute for Biodiversity and Evolution Research), and my collaborators Karl Wotton 

(University of Exeter), Toby Doyle (University of Exeter), Will Hawkes (University of Exeter), Richard 

Massy (University of Exeter), Seb Lloyd, Christian Drerup (University of Cambridge), and Siân Vincent 

Venables collected the animals. Myself, Lauren Sumner-Rooney, Seb Lloyd, Christian Drerup, and Siân 

Vincent Venables set up and managed the experimental apparatus when in the field. Ilse Daly wrote 

the Raspberry Pi program for video monitoring. I undertook data collection, data analysis, and 

authored the chapter in discussion with my supervisors.  
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5.1 Background 

 

Circadian rhythms are endogenous cyclical changes in an organism’s physiology or behaviour that are 

primarily regulated by daily changes in ambient light between day and night. Light pollution caused 

by artificial light at night alters the natural light regime by introducing light of unnatural spectral 

character, and at levels several times brighter than natural night skies, well beyond the normal diurnal 

period[1,2]. This can disrupt the regulation of activity patterns with the natural light cycle, causing a loss 

of rhythmicity and mistiming of rhythms (see chapter 1, section 1.2.2). Additionally, light pollution 

may also obscure or remove visual cues that drive specific nocturnal behaviours, such as celestial cues 

for orientation[3], which may subsequently reduce activity levels and further disrupt patterns of 

activity[2]. As a result, light pollution has been identified as one of the drivers of the large-scale insect 

declines seen in recent years[2,4].  

The impacts of light pollution on the nocturnal activity of arthropods may differ relative to its spectral 

composition[5] which is changing globally due the widespread replacement of long wavelength shifted 

high-pressure sodium streetlights (HPS) with broad-spectrum light-emitting diodes (LEDs)[6,7] (see 

chapter 1, section 1.1.2.2). The spectral sensitivities of arthropod visual systems are generally most 

sensitive to shorter wavelengths in the part of the spectrum humans perceive as UV/blue[8-11]. Broad-

spectrum LED light is therefore more likely to overlap with the spectral sensitivities of a variety of 

species than narrow-spectrum, longer wavelength dominated light from HPS lamps[5]. This means that, 

because nocturnal species are more sensitive to shorter wavelengths, the relative brightness of broad-

spectrum LED streetlights in comparison to HPS streetlights will be greater[12-17]. Indeed, among 

nocturnal arthropods, light rich in short wavelengths is more likely to disrupt flight[18,19], and alter 

foraging[20,21] and reproductive behaviour[22-25]. As such, the impacts of light pollution on the nocturnal 

arthropods can vary substantially depending on the streetlighting technology. 

Direct exposure to artificial light at sunset is likely to prevent ambient light intensity from decreasing 

to the levels normally required to trigger the onset of nocturnal arthropod activity (typically 0-10 lux[26-

29]). The initiation of foraging activity in crepuscular bees is known to be constrained by light intensity 

and exposing individuals to abnormally high intensities forces nest-departure at erroneous times of 

day[27]. Both, H. armigera and Drassodes spp. synchronise activity with the onset of night[30,31,32] but 

the approximate reduction in intensity of ambient light required to initiate activity is known only in H. 

armigera (0-10 lux[29]). If similar lux values trigger nocturnal activity in both species, direct exposure 

to streetlights (typically restricted to 1-15 lux on minor roads in the UK[33]) is likely to affect the timing 

of nocturnal activity in H. armigera and Drassodes sp., with subsequent detrimental effects to their 

respective nocturnal journeys. However, intensity thresholds and patterns of activity in relation to 
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light pollution is not well understood in arthropods. Identifying species-specific thresholds for 

nocturnal activity and establishing common thresholds between species is key for assessing the 

implications for individual fitness, biodiversity loss, and determining target-specific mitigation.  

In chapter 2, light pollution was shown to mask the skylight polarization pattern by reducing its spatial 

and temporal extent, and its degree of polarization (DoP). The polarization pattern is an important 

visual cue for nocturnal navigation, which can become impaired when the pattern is lost or reduced 

(see chapters 3 and 4). Given that the reductive effects of light pollution on the polarization pattern 

begin around 60 minutes after sunset (see chapter 2), around the time nocturnal journeys 

begin[30,34,35], it is possible that the loss or impairment of such important navigational cues also inhibits 

the initiation of these journeys. For example, the nocturnal migratory moth Autographa gamma 

initiates mass migratory events on nights of favourable winds only, which facilitate accurate 

orientation and energy efficient flight[36]. If the polarization pattern is an important source of 

orientation information for an individual, its absence may result in an erroneous trajectory or 

disorientation[37,38], which may deter an individual from starting a journey. However, such a hypothesis 

is speculative as the effect of the presence or absence of visual cues on the occurrence of navigational 

behaviour in nocturnal arthropods is unknown.    

5.1.1 Aims and hypotheses 

The following work aimed to establish the differential effects of different properties of artificial light 

pollution on the nocturnal activity of H. armigera and Drassodes sp.. By observing individuals from 

sunset to sunrise using infrared cameras, we compared the effect of broad-spectrum LED streetlights 

and narrow-, long-wavelength shifted HPS streetlights on nocturnal activity in H. armigera and 

Drassodes sp.. The activity of both species was expected to be lower under an LED streetlight. Then, 

we compared the effect of intensity using an LED streetlight at five different values between 0 and 10 

lux on the nocturnal activity in H. armigera only. Activity was expected to decrease incrementally with 

increasing lux values. Finally, using both HPS and LED streetlights, we compared the effect of the 

polarization of light on nocturnal activity in H. armigera. Individuals were expected to be less active in 

the absence of a polarized cue if this cue is involved in journey initiation.  

 

5.2 Materials and methods 

 

Animals were collected and maintained as described in chapters 3 and 4 in September 2019 and 2021. 

All experiments and capture of animals in the Hautes-Pyrénées were conducted under the 
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authorisation of the Parc national des Pyrénées (2019 permit 2019-220, 2021 permit 2021-253). The 

experiments with H. armigera investigating the effects of spectral composition and artificial 

polarization on activity took place in Gèdre, France (Lat= 42.783519, Long= 0.034668) in September 

2019, around 14 km north of the trapping location. The spectral composition experiment with 

Drassodes sp. and the intensity experiment with H. armigera took place in Gavarnie, France 

(Lat=42.759073, Long=0.002342) in September 2021, around 8km from the trapping location.  

All the experiments described within this chapter shared the same principal method with minor 

variations for specific research questions. The principal method will be described first, followed by 

descriptions of the adaptations made to the experimental design for each iteration.     

5.2.1 Principal methods  

Moths and spiders were placed in individual transparent circular containers (DIA 14.22 x H6.86 cm and 

DIA 10 x D 1.5 cm, respectively) and suspended 0.7-1 metres above the ground between two large 

sheets of UV-transmissive Perspex to allow ambient light transmission and for protection from rain 

(Fig.5.1). Those that housed Drassodes sp. also contained a plastic lid (15 ml conical centrifuge tube 

lid, Falcon) with a notch cut out of the side on top of a small piece of black felt (DIA ~3 cm) for use as 

retreats. Individuals were shielded from lateral visual disturbance by opaque material lining the 

vertical edge of the containers and the overall set-up was sheltered from wind by walls of black fabric 

2 metres high. Two infrared video cameras (Raspberry Pi Camera Board Night Vision & Adjustable 

Focus Lens, Raspberry Pi Foundation) were placed beneath the set-up for video monitoring and the 

apparatus was illuminated from above using commercial infrared security lights (JC Infrared 

Illuminator 6-Led Security Light, JCHENG Security). To create the light treatments for each experiment, 

an LED or HPS streetlight was placed 0.7-2.1 metres above the animals (Fig.5.1). The light intensity to 

which the animals were exposed was restricted to values within the range of UK urban streetlighting 

by placing layers of filters between the containers and the topmost Perspex layer (Fig.5.1). All lux 

measurements were taken inside a circular container at the centre of the Perspex using a light meter 

(CA 1110 Lightmeter, Chauvin Arnoux - Metrix). The type of filter and filter arrangement varied 

between experiments and are described separately below.  

Animals were placed inside the experimental apparatus 60-30 minutes before sunset to give them 

time to recover from the disruption. Their activity was recorded for 10 seconds every 2.5 minutes from 

sunset to sunrise (total hours of recording per evening=11-12.5, total number of videos per 

evening=264-300). The video recordings were scored manually: for H. armigera,  individuals walking, 

or flying were scored as ‘active’ and sedentary individuals with folded wings were scored as ‘inactive’; 
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for Drassodes sp., walking individuals were scored as ‘active’ and sedentary individuals with folded 

legs or individuals inside the retreats were scored as ‘inactive’.          

 

Figure 5.1. The principal design of the experimental apparatus used for activity 

experiments. Individuals were placed inside circular containers sandwiched 

between two layers of Perspex and filters. In experimental treatments, artificial light 

was provided from directly overhead. Individuals were filmed from beneath using 

infrared video cameras. 

5.2.2 Experiments using Helicoverpa armigera 

5.2.2.1 The effect of LED and HPS streetlights on activity 

Helicoverpa armigera were exposed to one of three light treatments: no streetlight (control, 0-0.03 

lux, n=44), an LED streetlight (12 lux, n=40), or a HPS streetlight (11 lux, n=48). A filter stack comprising 

six layers of ¼ diffuser (251 quarter white diffusion, Lee filters) and a layer of UV-transmissive polaroid 

(Rosco polarizing filter, Rosco) were placed above each moth to reduce the intensity of the light to 

values typically found in pedestrian areas of the UK (Fig.5.2). The activity of up to 12 naïve moths were 

recorded under one of the three light treatments each night and all light treatments were repeated 

four times across consecutive nights.  
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         (a)                                                                                      (b) 

 

Figure 5.2. Emission spectra of the light treatments to which Helicoverpa armigera 

were exposed. (a) The LED streetlight and, (b) HPS streetlight transmitted through 

six layers of ¼ diffuser and one layer of UV-transmissive polaroid. All measurements 

were taken in laboratory conditions in February 2022 using a NIST calibrated 

StellarRAD spectrometer fitted with a cosine corrector (StellarNET Inc.).  

5.2.2.2 The effect of streetlight intensity on activity  

The nocturnal activity of Helicoverpa armigera was recorded under an LED streetlight of five 

intensities: 0-0.03 lux (control), 0.2 lux, 1 lux, 4 lux, and 10 lux across 12 evenings. The light intensities 

were created by placing layers of neutral-density (ND) filter (0.9 neutral-density filter and 2.1 neutral-

density filter, Lee Filters) above the circular containers holding the moths (Table 5.1, Fig.5.3).  

Table 5.1. Filter treatments applied to Helicoverpa armigera in the experiment used to 

test the effect of streetlight intensity on nocturnal activity.  

Treatment Layers 0.9 Layers 2.1 Lux n 

1 1 - 10 39 

2 - 1 4 42 

3 2 - 1 39 

4 1 1 0.2 39 

5 - 3 0-0.03 36 

The position of the different filter layers was randomised each night to control for differences in 

horizontal illuminance caused by distance from the streetlight. Furthermore, the outside edge of the 

trestles supporting the containers housing the animals was lined with opaque plastic material to 
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screen horizontal and ground-reflected illuminance. The activity of up to 18 naïve moths were 

recorded each evening.  

 

Figure 5.3. Emission spectra of the five intensity treatments to which Helicoverpa 

armigera was exposed. All measurements were taken in laboratory conditions in 

February 2022 using a QE65000 spectrometer and a P200-UV-VIS optical fibre 

(Ocean Insight Inc.) calibrated to a lamp of known spectral output (DH-2000, Ocean 

Insight Inc.). 

5.2.2.3 The effect of the polarization of light on activity  

This experiment was performed simultaneously with the experiment testing the differential effects of 

LED and HPS streetlights on activity. Within each of the three light treatments described in section 

5.2.2.1, half (6/12) of the moths were exposed to one of two additional filter treatments: an artificially 

polarized ‘sky’ (n=65), or an artificially unpolarized ‘sky’ (n=67). The polarized treatments matched 

that used in chapter 3 wherein one face of the filter stack transmitted polarized light (x1 layer of ¼ 

diffuser below the polaroid and x6 layers of ¼ diffuser above, DoP=0.73) and, when inverted, the 

opposite face of the filter stack transmitted uniform, unpolarized light (x6 layers of ¼ diffuser below 

the polaroid and x1 layer of ¼ diffuser above, DoP=0.08) (Fig.5.4). The angle of polarization of the 

transmitted polarized light was defined by the transmission angle of the polaroid, which was manually 

aligned to be perpendicular to the position of the moon at sunset (thereby roughly aligned to the 

natural polarization pattern), and uniform across the diameter of the filter stack. The position of the 

two treatments were randomised each evening of recording. 
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Figure 5.4. Degree of polarization of the polarized face of the filter stack (grey lines, 

average DoP of three measurements shown by the dashed line, wavelength 

range=360-800 nm) and the unpolarized face of the filter stack (black lines, average 

DoP of three measurements shown by the dashed line, wavelength range=360-800 

nm) used to create the polarized light treatments. The DoP was calculated using 

irradiance measurements taken with a Glann-Thompson polarizing prism at 0o, 45o, 

90o, and 135o rotations, a QE65000 spectrometer and a P200-UV-VIS optical fibre 

(Ocean Insight Inc.) (see chapter 3, section 3.2.3). 

5.2.3 Experiments using Drassodes sp. 

5.2.3.1 The effect of LED and HPS streetlights on activity 

Two groups of 12 spiders experienced four consecutive evenings of natural darkness (control, 0-0.03 

lux, n=12) followed by four evenings exposed to either an LED streetlight (LED group, 11 lux, n=12) or 

a HPS streetlight (HPS group, 11 lux, n=12) in a repeated measures design. A layer of ND filter (0.9 

neutral-density filter, Lee Filters) was placed above the spiders to reduce the intensity of the light to 

reflect realistic streetlight values (Fig.5.5). The position of the circular containers housing the spiders 

was randomised each night within the apparatus. The outside edge of the trestles used to suspend 

the animals above ground was lined with opaque plastic material to screen horizontal and ground-

reflected illuminance. Animals within their individual containers were removed from the experimental 

arena during the day and placed indoors to prevent overheating.   
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(a)                                                                                    (b)  

 

Figure 5.5.  Emission spectra of the light treatments to which Drassodes sp. were 

exposed. (a) The LED streetlight and, (b) HPS streetlight transmitted through a layer 

of ND filter. All measurements were taken in laboratory conditions in February 2022 

using a NIST calibrated StellarRAD spectrometer fitted with a cosine corrector 

(StellarNET Inc.). 

5.2.4 Statistical analysis  

The following analyses were chosen to explore three central questions to this investigation: 1) is the 

overall level of nocturnal activity affected by streetlights (general additive models), 2) are there peaks 

in the distribution of activity throughout the night and is this affected by streetlights (entrainment 

index) and, 3) is the total level of activity within these peaks affected by streetlights (activity index)? 

Overall nocturnal activity  

General additive models (GAMs) were used to analyse nocturnal activity in all three experiments. 

GAMs allow for the inclusion of random and fixed terms as well as auto-regressive structures that 

account for both repeated measures and temporally autocorrelated data, common to time-series 

experiments. The counts of active individuals per 2.5 minute time interval were included in all models 

as the response variable. Light treatment was included as the explanatory variable, day as a random 

effect, and the time interval was fitted with a smoother using a Gaussian process to account for 

temporal autocorrelation[39]. For the experiment testing for the polarization of light on activity, the 

polarization treatment was used as the explanatory variable. The models used to analyse H. armigera 

activity had a Poisson structure with a log link function or a zero-inflated Poisson structure with no 

link function. The model structure with the best model fit was selected using the Akaike information 

criterion (AIC) values and model diagnostic information[40]. To account for the repeated measures 
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design of the Drassodes sp. experiment, spider ID was included as a random term and the response 

variable was the binary ‘active’ or ‘inactive’ score of each spider per 2.5 minute time bin. These models 

therefore had a binomial structure with probit link function. Variance components were estimated 

using the Restricted Maximum Likelihood method (REML). Models were selected using manual 

backwards-stepwise model refinement and the significance of fixed terms was determined using 

analysis of variance tests (ANOVA) and associated p-values[40]. All GAMs were produced using the 

‘mgcv’[41] package in R (R Studio v. 4.1.2, R Development Core Team 2021). Residual diagnostics of all 

models were completed using the ‘gam.check’ function in the ‘mgcv’ package. 

Entrainment and activity indices 

An entrainment index (EI) and activity index (AI) were also used to compare nocturnal activity. The 

entrainment index is the ratio of peak activity to overall activity across the sampling period[42,43]. An 

entrainment index approaching 1 indicates that the individual was mostly active within a defined time 

window, and an entrainment index close to 0 indicates that the individual was mostly active outside 

of this focal window; intermediate values indicate distributed activity across the whole sampling 

period. Based on visual inspection of the control (natural darkness) data[42,43], the first two hours of 

the sampling period (0-120 minutes after sunset) were defined as the focal activity window. Therefore, 

the ratio of the total counts of activity within this window to the overall sampling period (11-12.5 

hours) served as the entrainment index of each animal. We also developed an activity index metric 

which gives the average activity count in the focal window. In all experiments, activity was recorded 

every 2.5 minutes for 11-12.5 hours, therefore, the activity index can be defined as the cumulative 

number of active counts in the first 48 videos (0-120 minutes after sunset) of all individuals within a 

treatment group divided by the group sample size. The entrainment and activity indices of the spectral 

composition and polarization experiments were statistically compared between treatments using 

Wilcoxon signed-rank tests. To account for multiple comparisons of the five light treatments of the 

intensity experiment, Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to compare EI and AI between treatments and 

post-hoc Dunn tests with Bonferroni correction were used to calculate the significance of each 

comparison. All analyses were completed using base functions in R.  
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5.3 Results 

 

5.3.1  Helicoverpa armigera 

5.3.1.1 The effect of LED and HPS streetlights on nocturnal activity 

The number of moths active across the whole night was greater in the control treatment than the LED 

or HPS treatments (Poisson GAM: deviance=-639.24, d.f.=-1.62, p<0.0001) (Fig.5.6). The greatest 

proportion of moths were active 0-120 minutes after sunset (focal window) in the control treatment 

(peak proportion of moths active=80%) which slowly reduced throughout the night before reaching 

0% before sunrise (Fig.5.6). In LED and HPS treatments, the proportion of moths active was near-zero 

throughout the night except for a small rise in activity in the final hours of the evening, particularly 

evident in the LED treatment (peak proportion of moths active in the focal window=0 and 2%, 

respectively; and, in the final 6 hours=13 and 6%, respectively) (Fig.5.6).  

 

Figure 5.6. Proportion of Helicoverpa armigera showing activity in 2.5 minute bins, 

in four repeats of control (‘Dark’), LED streetlight (‘LED’), and high-pressure sodium 

streetlight (‘HPS’) treatments from sunrise to sunset in the Hautes-Pyrénées. 

In agreement with the observed patterns in nightly activity across treatments, entrainment indices for 

moths exposed to both streetlight treatments were significantly lower than the controls (mean EI: 

control=0.81, LED=0, HPS=0.09; Wilcoxon signed-rank test: control vs. LED, n=40, W=1760, p<0.0001 

and control vs. HPS, n=44, W=1977, p<0.0001) (Fig.5.7a). Additionally, entrainment indices were 

different between the two streetlight treatments (Wilcoxon signed-rank test: HPS vs. LED, n=40, 
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W=860, p=0.03). Activity indices were also significantly lower than the control, with average activity 

in both light treatments remaining close to zero within the focal window (mean AI: control=0.27, 

LED=0, HPS=0.01; Wilcoxon signed-rank test: control vs. LED, n=40, W=1760, p<0.0001 and control vs. 

HPS, n=44, W=2101, p<0.0001) (Fig.5.7b). Activity indices were also different between the two light 

treatments (Wilcoxon signed-rank test: n=48, W=860, p=0.03) (Fig.5.7b). 

(a)                                                                                   (b)  

Figure 5.7.  (a) Entrainment and (b) activity indices of individual Helicoverpa 

armigera in the control (’Dark’), LED streetlight (’LED’), and the high-pressure 

sodium streetlight (’HPS’) treatments. The mean EI of the LED and HPS treatments 

were 0 and 0.09, respectively and the mean AI of the LED and HPS treatments were 

also 0 and 0.01, respectively. Annotations indicate the levels of significance of 

Wilcoxon signed-rank tests as ‘***’ p>0.001, ‘**’ p>0.01, ‘*’ p>0.05. 

5.3.1.2 The effect of streetlight intensity on activity  

The proportion of moths active changed depending on streetlight intensity (Poisson GAM: deviance=-

142.46, d.f.=-3.99, p<0.0001). Moths were most active 0-120 minutes after sunset in the control 

treatment (peak proportion of moths active=33%) which gradually reduced until sunrise (peak 

proportion of moths active outside focal window=5-10%) (Fig.5.8). 
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Figure 5.8. Proportion of Helicoverpa armigera showing activity in 2.5 minute bins 

when exposed to an LED streetlight at five intensities (0 lx, 0.2 lx, 1 lx, 4 lx, and 10 lx) 

from sunset to sunrise in the Hautes-Pyrénées. 

Conversely, the proportion of moths active in the 10 lux treatment 0-120 minutes after sunset was 

minimal (peak proportion of moths active=6%) and remained low throughout the night (peak 

proportion of moths active outside focal window=3-8%). In the 0.2 and 1 lux treatments, the 

proportion of active moths also peaked within 0-120 minutes after sunset (peak proportion of moths 

active=18 and 13%, respectively), but the peak was less distinct than the control treatment and activity 

remained low for the rest of the night (peak proportion of moths active outside the focal window=6-

10%) (Fig.5.8.). The activity level within the 4 lux treatment was similar to the 10 lux treatment, with 

no clear peak in activity 0-120 minutes after sunset (peak proportion of moths active in the focal 

window=8% and outside the focal window=3-8%) (Fig.5.8).  
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Table 5.2. Pairwise comparisons using Dunn tests with Bonferroni corrections of the 

entrainment indices (‘EI’) and activity indices (‘AI’) of Helicoverpa armigera exposed to five 

light treatments to test the effect of streetlight intensity on nocturnal activity. Annotations 

indicate the levels of significance as ‘***’ p>0.001, ‘**’ p>0.01, ‘*’ p>0.05. 

Treatment  Comparison EI AI 

  Z p Z p 

0 lx  0.2 lx 2.80 0.05 3.20 0.01* 

0 lx  1 lx 2.65 0.07 2.71 0.06 

0 lx  4 lx 3.98 0.0006*** 4.04 0.0003*** 

0 lx  10 lx 4.55 0.00005*** 4.17 0.00001*** 

0.2 lx  1 lx -0.13 1 -0.47 1 

0.2 lx  4 lx 1.14 1 0.92 1 

0.2 lx  10 lx 1.77 0.75 1.69 0.90 

1 lx  4 lx 1.27 1 1.340 1 

1 lx  10 lx 1.89 0.58 2.15 0.31 

4 lx 10 lx -0.65 1 -0.79 1 

Both the entrainment and activity indices were affected by light treatment (EI: Kruskal-Wallis, 

χ2=24.04, d.f.=4, p<0.0001; AI: Kruskal-Wallis, χ2=27.61, d.f.=4, p<0.0001) (Table 5.2). The EI and AI of 

the moths were significantly lower in the 10 and 4 lux treatment compared to the control (mean EI: 

10 lux=0.12, 4 lux=0.15, control=0.53; mean AI: 10 lux=0.02, 4 lux=0.05, control=0.21) (Fig.5.9). 

Additionally, the average activity within the focal window of the 0.2 lux treatment (mean AI=0.07) was 

lower than the control (mean AI=0.21) (Fig.5.9b).  
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 (a)                                                                                     (b)  

Figure 5.9. (a) The entrainment and (b) activity indices of Helicoverpa armigera 

exposed to the five intensity treatments (0lx, 0.2lx, 1lx, 4lx, and 10lx). Annotations 

indicate levels of significance of Kruskal-Wallis tests with Bonferroni corrections as 

‘***’ p>0.001, ‘**’ p>0.01, ‘*’ p>0.05. 

5.3.1.3 The effect of the polarization of light on activity  

The average proportion of active H. armigera was 33% higher in the absence of an artificially polarized 

‘sky’ (Poisson GAM: deviance=-14.13, d.f.=-0.98, p=0.0002) (Fig.5.10). However, the overall proportion 

of active moths was small in both filter treatments (mean proportion of moths active throughout the 

night: polarized treatment=2.14, unpolarized treatment=2.76). As above, the greatest proportion of 

moths were active in the first 120 minutes after sunset in both treatments (peak proportion of moths 

active: polarized=27%, unpolarized=28%) and activity dropped following this period (peak proportion 

of moths active=4-8%).  
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(a) Polarized 

 

(b) Unpolarized 

 

Figure 5.10. Proportion of Helicoverpa armigera active in 2.5-minute bins, exposed 

to (a) an artificially polarized ‘sky’ and, (b) an artificially unpolarized ‘sky’ under the 

three light treatments used to test the effect of streetlight spectral composition on 

nocturnal activity in the Hautes-Pyrénées.  

No differences in EI were observed in the presence or absence of polarization (mean EI: polarized 

treatment=0.30, unpolarized treatment=0.29; Wilcoxon signed-rank test: n=65, W=2201, p=0.90) 
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(Fig.5.11a). There was also no difference in AI between the two treatments, the average activity of the 

moths being low within the focal window of both treatments (mean AI: polarized treatment=0.05, 

unpolarized treatment=0.06; Wilcoxon signed-rank test: n=65, W=2154, p=0.90) (Fig.5.11b).  

      (a)                                                                                  (b) 

Figure 5.11. (a) Entrainment and (b) activity indices of individual Helicoverpa 

armigera exposed to an artificially polarized ‘sky’ (‘Polarized’) and an artificially 

unpolarized ‘sky’ (‘Unpolarized’).  

5.3.2 Drassodes sp. 

5.3.2.1 The effect of LED and HPS streetlights on nocturnal activity 

The nocturnal activity of Drassodes sp. changed with exposure to both streetlights (LED group binomial 

GAM: deviance=-0.06, d.f.=-0.004, p=0.007; HPS group binomial GAM: deviance=0.002, d.f.=0.00007, 

p=0.0002). For clarity, the results of both groups will be described separately.  

LED  

During the control treatment, the proportion of spiders active was greatest 0-120 minutes after sunset 

(peak proportion of spiders active=40%) (Fig.5.12). This gradually dropped throughout the night from 

40% in the first 2 hours after sunset, to 23% 2-4 hours after sunset, to 13% in the final 6 hours of the 

night. When the LED streetlight was turned on, no peak activity was observed 0-120 minutes after 

sunset, the proportion of active spiders instead remaining ~17% throughout the night (peak 

proportion of spiders active: 0-2 hours after sunset=14%, 2-4 hours after sunset=17%, final 6 hours of 

the night=21%).  
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Figure 5.12. Proportion of Drassodes sp. showing activity in 2.5 minute bins in four 

consecutive nights of a control (‘Dark’) treatment followed by four nights of a LED 

streetlight (‘LED’) treatment from sunrise to sunset in the Hautes-Pyrénées. 

No significant differences were observed in EI between the LED light treatment (mean EI=0.54) and 

the control (mean EI=0.37; paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test: n=12, V=52, p=0.33) (Fig.5.13a). 

However, the spiders were 75% less active within the focal window under the LED treatment (mean 

AI=0.9) than the control (mean AI=3.7; paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test: n=12, V=78, p=0.002) 

(Fig.5.13b).   
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        (a)                                                                              (b)  

Figure 5.13. Average (a) entrainment and (b) activity indices of Drassodes spiders 

exposed to four consecutive nights of a control treatment (‘Dark’) followed by four 

nights of a LED treatment (‘LED’). Annotations indicate the levels of significance of 

paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests as ‘***’ p>0.001, ‘**’ p>0.01, ‘*’ p>0.05. 

HPS  

During the control treatment, the proportion of spiders active was greatest 0-120 minutes after sunset 

(peak proportion of spiders active=69%) (Fig.5.14). The maximum proportion of active spiders reduced 

following the focal window but was maintained at ~30% throughout the night (peak proportion of 

spiders active: focal window=69%, 2-4 hours after sunset=38%, final 6 hours=31%). When the HPS 

streetlight was turned on, activity reduced and the proportion of active spiders remained ~25% 

throughout the night (peak proportion of spiders active: 0-2 hours after sunset=27%, 2-4 hours after 

sunset=25%, final 6 hours of the night=21%).  
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Figure 5.14. Proportion of Drassodes sp. showing activity in 2.5 minute bins in four 

consecutive nights of a control (‘Dark’) treatment followed by four nights of a HPS 

streetlight (‘HPS’) treatment from sunrise to sunset in the Hautes-Pyrénées. 

No changes in the average EI of the spiders were observed between the control treatment (mean 

EI=0.32) and the light treatment (mean EI=0.23; paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n=12, V=64, p=0.05) 

(Fig.5.15a). However, total activity with the focal window reduced by 55% between the control (mean 

AI=5.90) and the light treatment (mean AI=2.65; paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n=12, V=70, 

p=0.01) (Fig.5.15b). 
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    (a)                                                                                  (b)           

Figure 5.15. Average (a) entrainment and (b) activity indices of Drassodes spiders 

exposed to four consecutive nights of a control treatment (‘Dark’) followed four 

nights of a HPS treatment (‘HPS’). Annotations indicate the levels of significance of 

paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests as ‘***’ p>0.001, ‘**’ p>0.01, ‘*’ p>0.05. 

 

5.4 Discussion 

 

5.4.1 The effect of LED and HPS streetlights on nocturnal activity 

Direct exposure to both HPS and LED streetlights significantly reduced the nocturnal activity of H. 

armigera and Drassodes sp., with almost complete inhibition throughout the night in the former. This 

effect was particularly strong in the first two hours (focal window) after sunset when H. armigera and 

Drassodes sp. typically initiate nocturnal excursions[30,31]. The activity profiles of individuals not 

exposed to any streetlight showed a single peak within the focal window which was followed by a 

moderate level of activity through the remainder of the first half of the night, before dropping within 

the final 6 hours. In H. armigera, exposure to either HPS or LED streetlights eliminated the activity 

peak within the focal window and reduced the number of active moths to near-zero for most of the 

night. In Drassodes sp., the effect of both streetlights on overall nightly activity was similar albeit less 

dramatic, reducing the total activity in the focal window by ~50% and reducing overall nightly activity 

to less than a third. However, although the total activity reduced within the focal window, the activity 

peak was not eliminated. Light at night reduced the number of spiders active, particularly in the first 

two hours of the night, but did not affect the timing of that activity. Thus, direct exposure to 

streetlighting of both broad-spectrum and long-wavelength narrow spectrum reduces the overall level 

of nocturnal activity and reduces the maximum level of activity in both H. armigera and Drassodes sp., 

but only affected the distribution of maximum activity in H. armigera.  
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In both species, the reduction of activity within the focal window was more pronounced under the 

LED than the HPS streetlight, suggesting that the perceived brightness of the LED light was higher than 

that of the HPS, and substantially above the intensity threshold required to initiate natural nocturnal 

activity. The greater effect of the LED streetlight was expected given that its spectral composition is 

more likely to overlap with the spectral sensitivities of the animals. Such differential effects have been 

observed in the capture rates of nocturnal insects by light traps with total number of captured 

insects[13,14], abundance of nocturnal predators like spiders[15], and species diversity[16] all increasing 

under broad-spectrum LED light compared to HPS or long-wavelength shifted narrow-spectrum lights. 

Specifically in nocturnal lepidopterans and spiders, traps that are illuminated by broad-spectrum 

lighting increased the diversity, abundance, and species richness of the animals captured, particularly 

when the light contained UV[15,22,24,25]. Thus, broad-spectrum light is more likely to attract a greater 

abundance and diversity of moths and spiders and, once lured by the light, we have shown that broad-

spectrum light is more likely to inhibit important behaviours like migration and foraging.   

Despite the differential effects of the two light spectra, both significantly affected the activity of moths 

and spiders. Individuals that shelter during the day within direct exposure to either type of streetlight 

will exhibit suppressed and disrupted activity during the night. For migrating H. armigera, this will 

likely prevent initiation of migratory flight and potentially trap individuals in unintended locations or 

delay migratory movements (see chapter 3). H. armigera is a facultative migrator, moving to new 

feeding and breeding grounds when conditions become unfavourable, such as with the changing of 

seasons. Thus, altered migratory behaviour resulting in inefficient migratory movements will have 

implications for species fitness and dispersal, as well as economic implications due to its status as an 

economically important crop pest[44]. Furthermore, this negative impact may not be exclusive to 

migratory behaviour: the activity profiles of non-migrating H. armigera show a second peak in the 

latter half of the night, when mate-finding typically occurs[31,45]. Reproduction is known to be affected 

by light exposure in other nocturnal lepidopterans[23]. Therefore, it is likely that the negative effects 

of light pollution in H. armigera could include delayed or inhibited reproduction in addition to the 

impacts to migration. Further research on the effects of light pollution during different life history 

stages will help identify the various pathways by which it affects species fitness in nocturnal 

lepidopterans and crop pest dynamics in agroecosystems.  

For foraging Drassodes spiders, the suppression of nocturnal activity may reduce prey capture through 

reducing the number of foraging bouts attempted by individuals. Prey capture rates are known to 

increase within the vicinity of streetlights in web-weaving spiders[46,47], as is spider abundance, due to 

the aggregation of high densities of prey species around light at night[15,48]. Thus, whilst prey capture 

rates might initially increase following recruitment into the lit area of streetlights, the suppressive 
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effect of light on nocturnal activity is likely to reduce prey capture over time in free-hunting spiders 

and potentially trap individuals in these areas. Indeed, research on the effects of prolonged exposure 

to light at night on an orb-web spider showed that initial fitness increases caused by increased prey 

capture are offset by significant developmental costs such as increased juvenile mortality and reduced 

egg-laying[50]. Furthermore, a general reduction in nocturnal activity and thus, feeding rates of a 

predator like Drassodes sp. will have implications for predator-prey population dynamics[47,48,49] as well 

as individual fitness and dispersal. Like H. armigera, the negative impacts of light pollution may not be 

exclusive to foraging behaviour as a general reduction in nocturnal activity is also likely to reduce mate 

finding and reproduction[50]. However, light pollution did not affect the timing of activity or the 

distribution of activity peaks in Drassodes sp., meaning the important nocturnal behaviours like 

foraging may not become asynchronized with nocturnal Zeitgebers, sensory cues, or the emergence 

of nocturnal prey. Again, further research on the effects of light pollution during different life history 

stages will help identify the various pathways by which they affect species fitness and predator-prey 

interactions.         

5.4.2 The effect of streetlight intensity on activity 

Exposure to LED streetlights at intensities of 4 lux or greater dramatically reduced nocturnal activity 

in H. armigera. In the 0 lux treatment and, to a lesser degree, the 0.2 and 1 lux treatments, activity 

followed a similar pattern to moths under naturally dark conditions: activity was highest 0-120 

minutes after sunset, followed by a moderate level of activity before dropping to almost no activity 

during the final 6 hours of the night. Similar activity profiles in both experiments strongly suggest that 

light intensity is an important trigger of nocturnal activity and celestial cues such as starlight and the 

skylight polarization pattern (which would not have been visible under the experimental filters) are 

less important. However, they do demonstrate that they are active in the window of the night most 

affected by the masking effects of light pollution on the polarization pattern (>1 hour post-sunset, see 

chapter 2). Peak activity at the start of the night was eliminated by exposure to the LED streetlight at 

10 lux. Yet, there was a subtle peak in activity between 0-120 minutes after sunset in the 4 lux 

treatment. This suggests that the intensity required to trigger nocturnal flight is between 0 and 4 lux, 

which agrees with the existing literature[28,29], and that ambient light intensity must be as low as 0-0.2 

lux  for the uninhibited initiation of migratory flight. 

Therefore, direct exposure to streetlights of moderate-low intensities has the potential to dramatically 

affect the seasonal onset of migratory flight in H. armigera. The typical intensity of moonlight at full 

moon at mid-latitudes under normal atmospheric conditions is between 0.05-0.2 lux[51]. Thus, our 

results suggest that exposure to light even slightly brighter than the full moon may reduce the number 
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of flying individuals. Indeed, there is anecdotal evidence to suggest that moonlight itself can supress 

flight initiation[29]. As most streetlights in the UK are between 2-50 lux at ground-level, current 

streetlight intensities have the potential to significantly reduce lepidopteran activity within urbanised 

areas[33]. Furthermore, direct streetlight exposure alone may not only interfere with nocturnal activity 

patterns; indirect exposure through urban skyglow may also reach intensities brighter than the moon 

and impact activity[52,53]. However, the activity profiles of H. armigera under light intensities of 0.2-4 

lux were similar in shape to individuals under natural light conditions, albeit with a much-reduced 

peak in activity. As such, lowering streetlight intensity to <5 lux may allow some moths to migrate 

through urbanised areas relatively uninhibited, or allow some moths trapped within urbanised areas 

to disperse. Given that ambient light intensity thresholds of 0-4 lux are important for the initiation of 

flight in many species of lepidopterans[28,29], it is assumed that this conclusion can be extrapolated to 

other nocturnal migratory species. Similarly, many of these species are, like H. armigera, important 

agricultural pests and as such the effects of streetlight exposure on lepidopteran activity is likely to 

have significant economic consequences to the productivity of agroecosystems[44,54].  

5.4.3 The effect of the polarization of light on activity 

Counter to expectations, the proportion of active H. armigera was higher in the absence of an 

artificially polarized ‘sky’ between sunset and sunrise. However, general activity within the focal 

window was not affected by the presence or absence of the polarization of light. It is unclear why H. 

armigera might be more active in the absence of overhead skylight polarization. As mentioned in 

previous chapters, the artificially polarized ‘sky’ used in this investigation did not have a pattern in 

DoP and AoP like the characteristic ‘band’ of the real sky polarization pattern. The unnatural 

uniformity of the polarized ‘sky’ to which the moths were exposed may therefore have been 

insufficient to guide orientation and deterred some individuals from initiating flight. However, this did 

not prevent H. armigera from orientating to the polarized treatment during the flight simulator 

experiments described in chapter 3; it is unclear whether orientation might have improved if a more 

naturalistic polarization pattern was used. Further research is required to explicitly investigate the 

effect of the pattern of lunar polarization on nocturnal activity.  

 

5.5 Conclusions  

 

Light pollution has the potential to inhibit or alter time-sensitive behaviours essential for survival, with 

broader implications for dispersal, species fitness, community composition, and agroecosystems. By 
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investigating two species, this study has identified common impacts of light pollution on nocturnal 

activity in arthropods of different ecologies and life histories that include: a reduction in overall nightly 

activity, changes to the distribution of activity over time, and a reduction in the maximum level of 

activity during times of naturally elevated activity. These results demonstrate the importance of both 

the spectral composition and intensity of streetlighting, which must be considered when predicting 

and assessing the impacts of direct exposure to streetlighting on nocturnal arthropods. Tuning both 

characteristics of streetlights to longer wavelengths and lower intensities could help to mitigate the 

impacts of light pollution on the nocturnal world without compromising the functionality and social 

benefits of streetlighting.  
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6 

Conclusions and future research  

 

This project has addressed important questions regarding how light pollution affects the navigation 

and periodic activity of two ecologically different nocturnal arthropods.  

Helicoverpa armigera and Drassodes spp. have been presumed and are known, respectively, to use 

the skylight polarization pattern as a visual cue to guide navigation. They therefore offer the 

opportunity to: i) generate new knowledge of their sensory and behavioural ecology and ii) provide 

an interesting comparative system for studying the different, but related, behaviours of long-distance 

migration versus central-place foraging. These groups represent evolutionarily distant and ecologically 

divergent lineages but with common navigational strategies and patterns of nocturnal movement. As 

such, we can try to determine which effects of light pollution on nocturnal navigation might be shared 

across species, and which are more likely to be species or context specific. Only by understanding the 

impacts of light pollution in their meaningful biological context – including their extent and their 

variation across arthropod groups – can we hope to inform targeted and efficient mitigation measures.  

This chapter summarises the key findings of this work, considers their wider impacts on this growing 

field of research, and discusses some developing ideas for future research to better understand the 

mechanisms and ecological consequences of the multiple impacts of light pollution on nocturnal 

arthropods.    

 

6.1 Key findings 

 

• Light pollution affected the maximum degree of polarization, persistence, and spatial extent 

of the skylight polarization pattern.  

• The impact of light pollution on the spatial and temporal extent and strength of the lunar 

polarization pattern varied with moon phase. Only the polarization pattern of a full moon 

retained its ‘band’ shape at a maximum DoP of ~0.25 for more than two hours after sunset.  

• Light pollution of low to moderate radiance (6-20 nW/cm2sr) dramatically reduced the spatial 

distribution and maximum DoP of the lunar polarization pattern of a full moon, the magnitude 
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of the effect increasing with increasing radiance; light pollution of high radiance (>20 

nW/cm2sr) reduced the pattern to near-extinction.  

• Photoreceptor contrast of the lunar polarization pattern in the visual systems of H. armigera 

and, to a lesser extent, Drassodes sp. decreased with increasing light pollution radiance.  

• H. armigera flew in a south-southwest direction independent of polarization but were more 

likely to cluster around a mean direction when flying beneath artificially polarized skylight. 

This is the first time that orientation using the skylight polarization pattern has been 

demonstrated in a nocturnal lepidopteran.  

• Individual moths did not change orientation by >45o or change directedness following a 90o 

rotation of the artificially polarized skylight or unpolarized skylight but grouped direction and 

mean directedness did change following rotation of the artificially polarized cue.   

• When walking on a trackball, Drassodes sp. were significantly more likely to change 

orientation direction following the rotation of artificially polarized skylight compared to 

artificially unpolarized skylight, but the effect size was small and path directedness did not 

change.  

• Unfortunately, the trackball assay was not successful in finding a behavioural threshold of 

polarization sensitivity in Drassodes sp., which has yet to be discovered in any species of 

spider. 

• The nocturnal activity of H. armigera from sunset to sunrise was significantly reduced under 

both LED and HPS sodium streetlights compared to a natural night sky control, most noticeably 

in the LED.  This effect was seen at intensities of 0.2 lux but was mostly prominent at intensities 

>4 lux and in the first two hours after sunset when the moths would naturally be taking flight. 

No evidence of an effect of the presence or absence of artificially polarized skylight on activity 

was found. 

• Similarly, the nocturnal activity of Drassodes sp. from sunset to sunrise was significantly 

reduced under both LED and HPS streetlight of a similar intensity. The effect was particularly 

pronounced under the LED streetlight during the first half of the night, when the spiders would 

naturally begin their foraging excursions.  
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6.2 Discussion  

 

6.2.1  Moon phase, light pollution, and the skylight polarization pattern 

Moon phase and light pollution 

For the first time, this research has characterised the temporal and spatial behaviour of the skylight 

polarization pattern of the whole sky at night across four moon phases and in areas of low (0.48 

nW/cm2sr) and high (42.77 nW/cm2sr) light pollution. Previously, comparisons of the lunar 

polarization pattern across moon phase[1] and between areas of low and high light pollution[2] had only 

occurred at single times and locations and had not sampled the whole sky in the latter case, giving 

limited insight into the temporal and spatial impacts of light pollution or moon phase. Whole sky time 

series measurements of the solar and lunar polarization patterns, including the transition between 

both, has been previously described but never within the context of light pollution and across limited 

moon phases and a low temporal resolutions[3,4].  

Light pollution reduced the maximum DoP of the skylight polarization pattern by ~25%, the spatial 

distribution of the pattern by >20% and reduced the persistence of the pattern by ~1.5 hours. All these 

impacts varied with moon phase. Only the polarization pattern of a full moon maintained its 

characteristic ‘band’ shape at DoPs ~0.25 for several hours of the night in light-polluted areas, with 

the patterns of the quarter moons losing all these characteristics 30-90 minutes early under light 

pollution. The DoP of the lunar polarization pattern has been shown to change as a function of moon 

phase[1]. Here I have shown that high light pollution increases the magnitude of this effect, reducing 

not only the DoP but the spatial and temporal extent of the lunar polarization pattern, which is likely 

to have an exacerbating effect on the nocturnal behaviour of arthropods (see sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3).   

Light pollution radiance 

Additionally, the relationship between the characteristics of the lunar polarization pattern of the full 

moon and light pollution radiance was characterised for the first time. I found that the DoP and spatial 

distribution of the lunar polarization pattern of the full moon (>80% illumination) changed as a 

function of radiance. Light pollution of low to moderate radiance (6-20 nW/cm2sr) dramatically 

reduced these characteristics of the lunar polarization pattern and light pollution of high radiance (>20 

nW/cm2sr) reduced the pattern to near-extinction in some cases. Thus, the density and intensity of 

lighting within an urban area could have significant consequences for the detection of the polarization 

pattern by nocturnal arthropods. This investigation took measurements at singular time points, at 

different locations across Europe, and during different lunar elevations. In comparison with the time 
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series measurements of the moon phase investigation (at radiance levels of 42.77 nW/cm2sr), which 

did not see the polarization pattern of the full moon reduced to extinction as in some of the singular 

measurements. Clearly, the behaviour of the lunar polarization pattern is highly dynamic and 

dependent on a wide range of factors including light pollution and moon phase, but also weather, 

season, and latitude. With such inherent variability in the behaviour of the polarization pattern, light 

pollution as an anthropogenic stressor represents an additional and highly persistent threat to its 

reliability as a navigational cue.   

It is important to consider the detrimental effects of air pollution to the skylight polarization pattern. 

Whilst the concentration of pollutant aerosols is highly spatially and temporally variable, their effects 

on skylight polarization can be significant[5,6]. Given that there is likely to be a positive correlation 

between air pollution concentration and light pollution radiance related to urban infrastructure and 

population density, I cannot reliably disentangle the effects of air pollution from light pollution in my 

results[7]. However, the effects of both on skylight polarization are the same and as such, I do not 

anticipate that the overall results of this investigation would change with the removal of air pollution 

as a factor. Rather, it is considered an additional anthropogenic stressor that further degrades the 

reliability of skylight polarization for navigation arthropods.  

6.2.2 Comparing the effects of light pollution on moth and spider navigation 

Navigation using the skylight polarization pattern 

The results of the tethered experiments investigating the use of the polarization of light for navigation 

in H. armigera and Drassodes sp. suggest that skylight polarization contributes to adaptive trajectory 

selection and orientation, although, the results obtained from the trackball experiments with 

Drassodes sp. are less convincing. I have also demonstrated that light pollution can obscure the 

skylight polarization pattern and that this effect is directly related to light pollution radiance. 

Therefore, by extrapolating both results, it is assumed that light pollution has the potential to impair 

at least some aspects of polarization-guided navigation. In H. armigera, when inside a flight simulator,  

these aspects include group heading selection, directedness, and orientation, something that has 

remained ambiguous in the lepidopteran despite the widespread assumption of its occurrence[8,9,10]. 

When Drassodes sp. is tethered on a trackball, polarized light was observed to inform orientation 

alone, but the effect size was small compared to other studies[11,12] and not repeatable. This is partly 

due to differences in the motivational context of Drassodes sp. compared to H. armigera, the latter 

being caught and tested during highly directional, seasonal migrations and the former being caught 

with no immediate motivation to navigate. Thus, we could not expect Drassodes sp. to select and 

converge on a particular trajectory as they were given no motivation to do so. A lack of motivation 
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may also be responsible for the small effect size and low repeatability of the trackball experiments. 

The use of a trackball to test navigation in arthropods is a well-established method that has been used 

for many decades[13]. Aranae[12], Blattodae[14], Diptera[15,16], Hymenoptera[17], and Orthoptera[18] are 

some of the many arthropods that have been successfully tested on trackballs. Only a few of these 

examples[16,18] describe spontaneous responses to changes in polarization, with most using additional 

stimuli such as a natural horizon[15], displacement[17], or physical touch[12] to encourage movement. 

Moreover, the reduction in directedness of Drassodes sp. following filter rotation of all experimental 

treatments, and the significant effects of the direction of treatment rotation and order of 

presentation, indicates that the spiders were unintentionally disturbed and fatigued during the 

experiments. As such, and unfortunately, strong conclusions on polarization-guided navigation in 

Drassodes sp. cannot be made here. That being said, it is curious that the individual responses of H. 

armigera did not match the grouped observations, an occurrence I have attributed to small effect sizes 

within individuals contributing to a cumulatively larger effect size at group level. The Mouritsen-Frost 

flight simulator, like the trackball, is a well-established method for testing flight characteristics in 

insects[9,10,19-22]. However, only some of the studies testing individual responses to the relocation of a 

directional cue[9,10,20,22] were able to stimulate individuals to change their heading direction[10,20]. 

Perhaps small effect sizes are a common caveat affecting many of the studies that test the tethered 

movement of animals within artificial arenas.   

Nevertheless, I have provided evidence to suggest that light pollution can impair navigation in 

nocturnal arthropods by masking the skylight polarization pattern important for orientation. For H. 

armigera, the risk of disorientation from the loss of the polarization pattern will vary spatially 

depending on how close and how often its migratory route connects to lit areas of urbanisation >6 

nW/cm2sr. Even temporary loss of polarization of ~3 minutes can cause some detrimental impact to 

the flight performance of H. armigera. If polarization is not regained within this time, or alternative 

cues cannot replace the weighted importance of polarization to the animal’s directional compass, 

even brief lapses in orientation could prove highly problematic. A change in direction or loss of 

directedness could position the animals towards lit areas, inducing a ‘flight-to-light’ response[23,24] that 

lures them into the lit zones of urbanisation. Given that direct exposure to lights of <5 lux can inhibit 

activity, any animal lured into this lit zone is very likely to become trapped within it, thus ending or 

significantly delaying its migration and simultaneously increasing the risk of predation[25-28], 

exhaustion, and starvation. If H. armigera escapes the lure of light, the consequences of disorientation 

may still be significant, causing erroneous trajectories and longer journey lengths that increase energy 

expenditure and delay, and possibly prevent, the location of suitable feeding and breeding grounds. 
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The latter effect being particularly important to the productivity and profitability of 

agroecosystems[29].      

For Drassodes sp., if light pollution does disrupt polarization-guided navigation, the impacts are also 

likely to be spatially variable, but at a smaller scale. Spiders that build their retreats within the lit zone 

of urban areas, or close to urban areas where skyglow is >20 nW/cm2sr, may not be able to use the 

skylight polarization pattern for orientation unless they travel beyond this zone to areas <6 nW/cm2sr. 

This is assuming that a photoreceptor contrast of ~0.1-0.2 is not a perceivable contrast. In which case, 

the spiders would not be able to use skylight polarization at the start of their journeys (perhaps when 

they are calibrating their celestial compass with learning walks as seen in ants and other ground 

spiders[30,31]) and at the end of their journeys, instead using it only when it becomes available. 

Consequently, skylight polarization may not be useful for homeward trajectory selection in this 

instance but may be useful as a widefield visual landmark for orientation when walking. On the other 

hand, spiders that build their retreats in areas of radiance lower than 6 nW/cm2sr will be able to use 

skylight polarization during the outward and returning legs of their excursions but will lose this ability 

when wandering into areas of higher radiance. This is likely to have more substantial consequences as 

the likelihood of successfully returning to a retreat is significantly reduced without skylight 

polarization throughout the journey[11], probably resulting in increased energy expenditure through 

longer journey lengths and, at the extreme, the forced building of new retreats. Longer journey lengths 

will also increases the risk of intra- and interspecific physical conflicts. However, there is still much to 

be learnt about Drassodes sp. movement ecology. For example, it is unknown whether they do 

perform learning walks, or how far a typical nightly excursion can be and how often they occur, nor 

do we know their retreat site fidelity and how often they disperse. Such fundamental information 

must be gained before we can extrapolate any ecological and physiological meaning to reduced 

orientation ability caused by light pollution.      

The timing of nocturnal activity  

Both H. armigera and Drassodes sp. synchronise the initiation of their nocturnal journeys with the 

onset of night, and exposure to streetlights (even of EU-recommended lux intensities) decreased the 

average number of nocturnal journeys initiated by both species. However, the relative magnitude of 

the effect to both species was variable. In H. armigera, exposure to light pollution of >10 lux reduced 

the average number of active individuals from 80% in the first two hours post-sunset to 0-2%, whereas 

in Drassodes sp., the average activity of the spiders fell from 40-69% to 14-27%. Under natural dark 

conditions, this peak in activity two hours post-sunset exponentially decreased to near-zero in the 

final 6 hours of the night in H. armigera. Whilst Drassodes sp. shared the same peak in activity two 
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hours post-sunset, up to a third of individuals remained active until just before sunrise. Such 

differential effects between the two species are likely to be a result of natural differences in the 

nocturnal activity profiles of the two species. Drassodes spp. have been observed to maintain activity 

beyond sunrise[11] whereas H. armigera restricts it nocturnal migrations to the night[32,33]. Also, taking 

flight is a behaviour that occurs at a very specific period of the night. If already in flight after this take-

off period, we could expect the moths to continue their activity, possibly even after the lunar 

polarization pattern disappears. However, if individuals are still grounded after this period, their 

motivation to take off might be lost, an effect observed in sandhoppers when migrating seaward to 

forage[34]. Thus, there may be more flexibility in the circadian behaviour of spiders that could alleviate 

the effects of light pollution on activity that is not present in the moths. Differential effects may also 

be partly explained by the experimental apparatus restricting flight take-off in the moths but being 

less restrictive on the natural movements of the spiders. The nightly migratory flight of H. armigera 

lasts between 6 and 8 hours[32] but the general activity observed here declined 2 hours post-sunset, 

possibly due to exhaustion or lack of motivation after several failed attempts at take-off. The spiders, 

however, were able to move relatively unrestricted. Further research on the entrainment of activity 

patterns to light across the full 24-hour day/night cycle will help determine the biological mechanisms 

behind such differences in responses to light pollution.  

The activity of both H. armigera and Drassodes sp. was impacted by light pollution, but the relative 

magnitude of these impacts was species-specific, possibly reflecting a difference in the ecological 

demands of the behaviours (foraging and migration) under observation. Therefore, we might expect 

the consequences of light pollution to species fitness and survival to also be species-specific. For H. 

armigera, the impacts of light pollution to nocturnal activity could be potentially catastrophic. Many 

species of lepidopteran are drawn to light at night due to a well conserved ‘flight-to-light’ 

behaviour[24,35]. This inherent attraction to lit areas and cities increases the likelihood that H. armigera 

will be lured towards streetlights and subsequently trapped beneath them due to light-induced take-

off suppression. If individuals are trapped for long enough, they will perish before completing their 

migration. Particularly as the risk of predation increases significantly beneath streetlights as predators 

such as bats[26] and spiders[25,27,28] are known to take advantage of the high concentrations of prey 

species lured to streetlights. If individuals are able to escape the lit area of streetlights, their migration 

will be stalled, delayed or misguided, an effect observed in several migratory birds[36,37,38]
 and 

transiting bats[26], potentially preventing them from finding suitable feeding and breeding grounds. 

Furthermore, delayed take-off could mean that migratory flight begins when cues such as the lunar 

polarization pattern or the moon are waning or not visible, potentially impairing orientation and 

increasing the likelihood of ‘flight-to-light’ behaviour towards high-intensity artificial light sources as 
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seen in migratory birds[38] and ball-rolling dung beetles[23]. Therefore, the suppression of nocturnal 

activity caused by light pollution has direct effects on both the survival and fitness of H. armigera.  

In Drassodes sp., exposure to streetlights of >10 lux did not completely inhibit nocturnal activity, so 

the risk of becoming trapped by light is lower. This is the first time the impacts of light pollution on 

the nocturnal activity of a spider have been characterised. Rather than being lured in by bright light at 

night, spiders are known to actively seek out lit areas to exploit the high abundance of prey species, 

providing increased prey capture rates and an initial increase in fitness[25,27,28]. However, although 

activity was not completely inhibited in this investigation, it was still reduced, meaning the benefits of 

higher prey capture rates around streetlights may be offset by a reduction in the total number of 

foraging excursions taken by Drassodes sp.. Indeed, light at night affected the development and 

activity of freshwater shredders, whilst simultaneously increasing foraging rate, with implications for 

leaf litter breakdown and nutrient cycling in freshwater ecosystems[39]. As spiders are important insect 

predators, changes in prey capture and foraging rate could have serious implications for predator-

prey dynamics and insect assemblages[40]. Furthermore, chronic exposure to light at night is known to 

be detrimental to development, juvenile mortality, and egg-laying in spiders[41]. This effect will be 

compounded by lower activity rates beneath streetlights ultimately prolonging nightly exposure to 

light through stalled dispersal and inhibited nightly excursions.  

The timing of activity was not affected by exposure to streetlights. The ~30% of spiders that were 

active beneath streetlights were still synchronised with natural Zeitgebers and would have begun 

nocturnal excursions when celestial cues like the lunar polarization pattern and moon were still visible 

in the sky. Therefore, the impacts caused by the mistiming of nocturnal excursions observed in H. 

armigera will be less significant in Drassodes sp., although still present in ~70% of individuals. 

Therefore, the suppression of nocturnal activity caused by light pollution has direct effects on the 

fitness of Drassodes sp., but unlike H. armigera, may have a less significant impact on adult survival. 

Similarly, as mentioned above, the observed flexibility in the circadian behaviour of the spiders could 

alleviate some of the impacts of light pollution on spider activity that would not be possible in 

migrating moths. 

6.2.3 Natural and anthropogenic factors compounding the effects of light pollution on 

nocturnal navigation   

Radiance  

The modelled perception of the skylight polarization pattern in the visual systems of H. armigera and 

Drassodes sp. was negatively correlated with radiance increasing from 0 and 50 nW/cm2sr. However, 
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how this might translate to impacts on the navigation of moths and spiders remains unclear. As I could 

not identify behavioural thresholds of polarization detection in H. armigera or Drassodes sp., the 

relationship between radiance and orientation performance is still unknown. Further experiments 

that isolate a robust orientation response to a change in skylight polarization are necessary before 

reliable estimates of a detection threshold can be established in either moths or spiders.  

Conversely, the experiments testing the effects of an LED streetlight of variable intensity on the 

nocturnal activity of H. armigera was more successful. The results show a clear effect of light 

intensities of >4 lux which significantly reduced the number of moths active within the first two hours 

post-sunset and across the whole night. Even light intensities of 0.2 lux (similar illuminance to the light 

of a full moon) reduced the average activity of the moths two hours post-sunset by 15%. Given that 

the EU standards for residential streetlighting restricts horizontal lux to 1-50 lux[42], direct light 

pollution from all streetlights are a considerable threat to nocturnal lepidopteran activity for the 

reasons discussed in the previous section. Similar results have been observed in the Asian Gypsy moth 

(Lymantria dispar) which was less likely to perform wing fanning and walking behaviours (typically 

associated with pre-flight) with increasing light intensity (between 0.05 and 0.4 lux) and were more 

likely to perform these behaviours at different times relative to a control treatment[42]. However, take-

off was not affected by light intensity in L. dispar, suggesting that the effect of radiance may be 

behaviour specific. I did not include observations of walking and wing fanning behaviour in H. 

armigera, but as these are known precursors for take-off, perhaps they would be important to observe 

in future experiments. Changing ambient light intensities of ranges between 0 and 5 lux is also known 

to affect the occurrence of bat activity[26] and drift in aquatic invertebrates[44], increasing intensities 

either negatively or positively affecting activity relative to the light-sensitivity of different species[26]. 

It seems that lux values of ~5 or less may be of critical importance to the activity of a wide range of 

species and the negative impacts of radiance observed here may not be exclusive to nocturnal 

arthropods. This reinforces the importance of tuning light pollution radiance as an effective mitigation 

strategy to alleviate the impacts of light pollution on the nocturnal world.   

Spectral composition  

The global trend towards retrofitting narrow-spectrum yellow lighting with broad-spectrum white 

lighting is expected to exacerbate the impacts of light pollution to diurnal and nocturnal arthropods 

because of their increased sensitivity to wavelengths in the range of ~350 to 550 nm[11,45,46]. Such 

differential effects have been observed in insect and spider abundance[40,47,48] and species diversity[49] 

captured by light traps using LED and HPS lamps. Furthermore, the shorter wavelengths in broad-

spectrum light are more likely to be absorbed by the protein cryptochrome in the photoreceptors of 
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the eyes, consequently delaying or advancing the clock phase[50], and ultimately impacting the timing 

of nocturnal navigation. Indeed, a narrow-spectrum HPS streetlight affected the intensity and duration 

of nocturnal activity of H. armigera and Drassodes sp. significantly less than a broad-spectrum LED 

streetlight. Therefore, this investigation supports the results of similar studies and agrees that HPS 

and narrow-spectrum, long-wavelength shifted lights have less of an impact on nocturnal arthropods 

than broad-spectrum white lights. However, overall activity in both species was still lower when 

exposed to a HPS streetlight compared to a control. Therefore, it would be foolish to assume that 

tuning the spectral composition of light pollution to longer wavelengths would act as a silver bullet for 

alleviating the impacts of light pollution. Instead, the results of this project indicate that lighting of 

long-wavelengths at low radiance, in combination, will better mitigate the effects of light pollution on 

the nocturnal world.  

It would be interesting to investigate the relative impacts of HPS and LED streetlights on orientation 

in H. armigera and Drassodes sp.. Broad-spectrum LED light increases the radiance of skyglow due to 

the stronger scattering of shorter wavelengths in the atmosphere[51,52]. LED light is therefore expected 

to have a stronger masking effect on the skylight polarization pattern, which will adversely affect 

nocturnal navigation. Increased absorption of short wavelengths may also cause physiologically and 

anatomically plastic changes to the visual systems of arthropods. For example, increased expression 

of certain opsins in H. armigera[46] and decreased rhabdom size in crabs[53] have both been reported 

in response to constant UV (365 nm), blue (450 nm) and green (505 nm) light, and LED light at night, 

respectively. These plastic effects are likely to occur at different magnitudes depending on life stage; 

epigenetic effects like opsin expression could be critical during development, whereas anatomical 

effects will be more important in adulthood. Changes in opsins expression and rhabdom size affects 

the spectral sensitivity and overall sensitivity of an eye. Thus, the detection of light of certain 

wavelengths and intensities, linked to specific behaviours like the detection of skylight polarization, 

could be compromised by exposure to light pollution. How this might affect navigation is unclear, 

observations of orientation accuracy following chronic or short-term exposure to lights of different 

spectrums may provide insights into their differential effects to navigation.  

Moon phase 

The results of the photographic polarimetry experiments showed that moon phase compounds the 

obscuring effect of light pollution on the polarization pattern. This is due to natural changes in moon 

luminance changing the spatial and temporal distribution of the pattern and its DoP. This project has 

demonstrated that skylight polarization is used for orientation in Drassodes sp. and H. armigera and 

that light pollution, coupled with low moon illuminance (quarter moon illuminance or less compared 
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to near-full illuminance), effectively eliminates the lunar polarization pattern at night. Thus, true 

nocturnal navigation using the polarization pattern may not be possible in light-polluted areas during 

nights when <25% of the moon is illuminated, around half of the lunar cycle.  

Of course, there is no lunar polarization pattern during a new moon and the crescent moons, which 

tend to rise during the day[54], so the navigational system of nocturnal arthropods must be flexible. 

One potential mechanism that creates flexibility is the synchronisation of nocturnal movements with 

moonlight and the lunar cycle. It has been suggested that Drassodes cupreus is maximally active when 

the polarization pattern is at its strongest[11] and that the flight of nocturnal lepidopterans is influenced 

by moonlight[29,55]. On nights of low or no moon luminance, arthropods reliant on the light of the moon 

for navigation may not initiate nocturnal journeys, staying within their nests or delaying migration 

until suitable conditions occur. Delayed mass migrations have been observed in Autographa gamma, 

which wait for favourable winds before taking flight[56], a behaviour that is thought to be widespread 

amongst migrating lepidopteran[57,58]. Thus, if H. armigera also delays its migration until a favourable 

window in visual and meteorological cues occurs, exposure to light pollution during this critical 

window could have serious implications for immigration of whole populations. In Drassodes sp., this 

would affect foraging, prey capture rates and potentially mate-finding and reproduction with similarly 

serious implications for individual fitness.  

The activity experiments described in this thesis did not include investigations into the influence of 

moonlight on nocturnal activity as they were performed between the 1st and 3rd quarter moon phases, 

when moonlight is mostly present at high illuminance for several hours at night. Relatively little is 

known about the behaviour and ecology of Drassodes sp. and most of what is known about H. 

armigera is centred on its control as an agricultural pest. It would be beneficial to improve our 

understanding of these animals’ fundamental behaviour, such as patterns of nocturnal activity relative 

to moonlight as well as other factors like the length and duration of journeys relative to environmental 

factors, to better predict the impacts of light pollution on individual fitness and survival.   

 

6.3 Final conclusions and future research directions 

 

This body of work provides new evidence identifying light pollution as a shared threat to nocturnal 

activity and navigation in ground-dwelling and aerial arthropods moving at different spatial scales. The 

results reported here suggest that light pollution can: 
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1) Adversely affect individuals during their nocturnal journeys by masking the skylight 

polarization pattern used during orientation. 

2) Affect individuals yet to begin their nocturnal journeys by disrupting the synchronisation of 

activity with the onset of night.  

For the first time, this project gives high-resolution observations of the effects of light pollution on the 

temporal and spatial characteristics of the skylight polarization pattern along a radiance gradient. This 

provides an important resource for estimating the behaviour of the skylight polarization pattern under 

a range of conditions. A further novel discovery is the evidence for improved orientation and 

directedness with skylight polarization in a nocturnal lepidopteran, an effect long assumed but never 

demonstrated experimentally. Finally, through observing differences in activity between streetlights 

of different spectral content and radiance, this research has gained new insights into the differential 

effects of several characteristics of light pollution on nocturnal arthropod activity. The combined 

conclusions of this work could inform the tailoring of effective and realistic mitigation of ecological 

light pollution and help prevent the global decline in invertebrate abundance.  

To improve our understanding of the impacts of light pollution on the movements of H. armigera, 

Drassodes sp., and any other species of focus, it is important to first establish the fundamentals of 

their movement ecology: when do they begin their journeys and is this influenced by certain sensory 

cues, what is the purpose of the journey, how often do they occur and how long do they persist, and 

what visual cues are important for their navigation? Only then can we begin to disentangle how light 

pollution as an anthropogenic stressor might impact the survival and fitness of a species through its 

effects on nocturnal journeys. Future research on navigation in H. armigera and Drassodes sp. should 

first determine the influence of the moon and the lunar polarization pattern on the timing of nocturnal 

journeys, as the synchronisation of nocturnal journeys with the lunar calendar could affect the 

susceptibility to the masking effects of light pollution depending on moon illumination. It would also 

be pertinent to establish the physiological effects of streetlight exposure (of different spectra and 

brightness) in the eyes of H. armigera and Drassodes sp., does the increased inhibition of activity under 

broad-spectrum light correlate with an up or down regulation of certain visual pigments in the eyes, 

and how does this effect the detection of visual cues like the skylight polarization pattern? Very little 

is known of the epigenetic and developmental effects of light pollution exposure, these could be key 

areas of research that help elucidate the mechanisms behind observed behavioural effects. As 

behavioural thresholds for polarization sensitivity could not be established during this project, this 

avenue of research remains relatively unexplored yet highly important for determining the link 

between disrupted nocturnal behaviour and light pollution radiance. Similarly, the activity 

experiments of chapter 5 are a simple and effective method for testing the effect of light pollution 
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radiance and spectral composition on nocturnal activity. This method can be adapted for the 

observation of many behaviours, across many species, under a range of lighting treatments and as 

such represents and exciting opportunity for the study of light pollution and behaviour.  

Finally, it would be helpful to determine the relative effects of light and air pollution on the masking 

of the polarization pattern. Here, I have assumed that light pollution represents the biggest threat to 

the skylight polarization pattern, but there is limited evidence to support such an assumption. We 

could be grossly underestimating the ecological impacts of anthropogenic pollutants if we continue to 

narrow our focus by studying their effects in isolation. Much is still to be discovered in this important 

field of research that will increase our understanding of the effects of light pollution on the nocturnal 

world and encourage the protection of the night sky and the animals it supports.   
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